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ABSTRACT- 

This investigation is concerned with the application of variable 

frequency 6 C R inverters Sit .  lying a.c. motors, particularly induction 

motors, in variable speed drives. 

lee inverters dealt with are all based upon the three phase 

bridge circuit, the main difference between them is the method adopted 

for turning off the C Re and transferring load current from one phase 

to the next. 

The main body of the thesis deals with the inverters used and all 

aspects of their performance. Methods are developed for predicting the 

current and. voltage waveforms in the circuits, the harmonic content of 

the load waveforms, and the power losses in the circuits for inductive 

loads. 	alerever possible sielplified formulae ere devised to assist in 

the initial .design of the inverters, 

An elementary examination is made of the effects of the inverter 

output waveforms upon the performance of the motor. This shows that 

the motor efficiency' is affected only by 	by the harmonic content 

of the inverter waveforms. 

A large component of the power loss in each of the inverter cir-

cuits studied is caused by the commutation method employed and depends 

greatly upon operating frequency, eethods of reducing this commutation 

loss are discussed. 

At the end of the thesis the main results of the investigation 

are summarised in a typical design calculation for a large system. 
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Liba Ct 61KBOLis  

The following is a list of the more important symbols which 

have been used consistently throughout this thesis. Some other 

symbols have different definitions in each chapter and are defined 

as they occur in the text. 

	

Vt V 1, V
5
, V7' ..Vn 	Total r.m.s. value, fundamental, 

5th, 7th,..nth,.. harmonic component 

of inverter output lineto•line voltage. 

	

fund I1,57,..In 	8 Total r.m.s. value, funaantul, 5th, A 

7th,...nth,.. harmonic component of 

inverter output line current. 

It • 

Vd, Va 
f, 1 

Current in phases A,B, C, of load. 

Voltage between lines A and B, B and C, 

C and A, of load. 

Main and auxiliary d.c. supply voltages. 

Frequency and period of inverter 

output waveforms. 

It Instant of firing of )R1, Ch2, .. CRb. 

! .Resistance and inductance per load phase. 

Capacitance of commutatating capacitor. 

! Time for which reverse voltage is 

applied to S v h at turn—off. 

i
a
, i

b
, i

s 

V • V ab bc Irca 

t1, t2, 	t6 
R, L 

C 
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TNTRODUCTICN  

For many yesrs the only motors capable of providing high power 

varisble speed drives have been of the commutator' type or of the slip-

ring type of induction motor, the latter being rendered inefficient 

on account of the large amounts of energy dissipated in the controlling 

resistances at -speeds much lower than synchronous speed. 

The main objections to the commutator motor are the restrictions 

imposed by the commutator upon the operatins voltage end current, the 

space taken up by the commutator snd, perhaps more important, the 

careful maintenance required to keep the motor in perfect condition. 

Alternative methods of producing variable speed drives without resorting 

to the use of mechanical. csmmutstors have, therefore, been continually 

sought after. 

To be viable any alternative system should be robust, reliable, 

efficient, compsct (for many applications), snd should require little 

or no maintenance. Many schemes have been developed over the years 

but most have been abandoned because they did not satisfy sll the above 

requirements or were too costly. The advent of the silicon controlled 

rectifier has focussed attention once more, however, on the possibility 

of controlling motor speed without resorting- to commutators or forms 

of resistance control. 

The silicon controlled rectifier, or Thyriator, as it is becoming 

known, is a sericonductor device which is capable of switchins high 

powers very rapidly. It is many times smaller than a thyratroa or 



ignitron of comparable power rating, is entirely metallic with ceraric 

insulation and, therefore. very robust, can be turned on in about a 

1,undredth and off in about a fortieth of the time taken by a mercury 

vapour device, :sld has a much smaller voltage drop when conducting. 

It is, therefore, far more likely that a device such as the SCR (silicon 

controlled rectifier) should, unlike the mercury vapour devices, be 

suitable for use in circuits employing switching technilues for motor 

speed control. 

Three possible methods of using switching techniques were consi icred 

at the outset of the investigation:- 

(a) imployinr the principle of the mechanical commutator fur main-

taining the stator anti rotor fields in a fixed relative position, but 

replacing the commutator and brsshgear by an arrangement of SCRs con-

nected to the stator winding. By arranging for the current to enter 

and leave at opposite ends of the stator winding, and making these 

points progress by sequentially switching the SC:Zs on and off, the 

commutator function could be copied almost exactly. Then by connecting 

the arm-ture winding appropriately any form of d.c. motor char.,cteristic 

could be reproduced. 

(b) Employing a slipring induction motor together with a rectifier - 

inverter combination in ;,lace of the speed controlling resist-nce used 

hitherto. By rectifying the slip cower and inverting it back into 

the motor supply it would be possible to arrange for the motor to run 

efficiently at any desired speed. 	.peed .ontrol could be effected 

by varying the amount of slip power converteA. 

11 



(c) auployine a frequency ch.inger or variable frequency inverter to 

supply an induction motor :ald thus cause it to run near any desired 

synchronous speed. 

It will be seen that in (a) and (b) an electrical connection must 

be made with the armature toxovide the field excitation or extract 

the slip power. In (c), however, brushgear and sliprings could be 

dispensed with entirely by using a squirrel cage type of induction 

motor which is an extremely robust and relatively cheap form of motor. 

Mainly for this reason it was decided that the metho (c) was of 

greatest merit and it was upon this method that attention was concen-

trated in the investigation reported in the pages that follow. 

The objects of the investigation may be stated as follows:- 

(a) to contruct a practicable inverter-motor system for a 5 H.P. 

motor, 

(b) to determine what requirements should be fulfilled by the inverter 

for eupplyine loads at lagging power factors, 

(c) to measure the aystem efficiency and account for the losses, 

(d) is measure the torque-speed characteristics of the system and 

investigate its capacity for regenerative braking, 

(e) to determine the effect upon the motor of the harmonics inevitably 

produced by the inverter, 

(f) to determine whether any limits should be imposed upon the 

operation of the system, 

(g) to determine the ratings required of the various components of 

the system, 

(3 



(h) to analyse the operation of the circuit with view to predicting 

the behavious of a similar,but cmch larger system. 

In the early st-ge of the investigation it was realised that the 

transient analysis of the inverter circuit would be incompatible with 

the ha wonic analyses available for Inou.tion motors. 	It was, there-

fore, decided that the operation of the motor under "continuous tran-

sient" conditions warranted a separate full-scale investirntion. 

ccordingly it will be found that this thesis deals primarily with the 

inversion problem and that observations made ulmn the behaviour of the 

motor are, as a result, of a somewhat elementAry n ture. 

It is hoped that the investigations into the circuit arrangement  f; 

described in the thesis will contribute considerably to the knowledge 

of and confi:ence in the desifn md operation of variable speed motor 

cintroller., using SCRs, 



ClIAPTZR 1  

T11 SILICON CONTROLLND RSCTIFTER ( 3 C R) 

1.1 General CharacterieLics o: the A C R. 

The a I io a sollicenductor device consisting of four layers 

alternately of p- and n- type silicon as outlined in iii;. 1.1. 	The 

anode, cathode ,,nd gate connections are made to the points shown. The 

circuit symbol shown in Fir. 1.2 is uoed to represent the :; C throut-

out this thesis. 

The device To6seamos characteristics similar to those of the 

thyretron or ignitron. It is a rectifier end can therefore peas 

current in one direction only - the forward direction from anode to 

cathode. It ie a controlled rectifier and cee therefore block forward 

voltage until conduction is initiated by a control signal applied to ito 

gate ter inal. 

Jti- main characteristics of the S C R as they affect the operation 

of the inverter circuits to be described will now be briefly desCribege 

1.2 elocking (Off) and Conducting (On) 'testes. 

The normal state of the 3 C is blocking, or off. 	In this state 

the device allows only a very small leakage current to flow whether the 

voltage on the anode is positive or negative with resFect to the 

cathodes  i.e. whether the device is forward or reverse biased. In each 

direction, however, there is a limit to the voltage which the S C A can 

eafely block. In the reverse direction this is the rated peak revers.: 

voltage (P R 	above which the reverse leakage current increases 

oharply. This reverse ',miter" should never be exceeied, even for very 

15 
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&wort periods of the order of liv sec, lecause the resulting high 

over diselption caoes lociieed heutine in 	junctions ond el. at 

das,61eL: the 	- permanently, destreyier iorever ito 

hlookin! properaea. In the forward direction th voltage limit is 

hroartover voltage (V BC) tt wnich roint ttie forward leakage 

ctlerat tnereAs6 	,4A1 	La off, by translator action, en 

uvr,11.nche .roi;e6e w ich 4:Auboa the J 4 to switcn rapidly into the 

conftcting state. 	rhi,, conlluctinf, st.Le. is self sustaining ane, the 

Ourelint in the device is liaed only by the external circuit, Ole 

forward voltage across the .;; C hieing tango to about 1 	r tho 

q to rewaic in the conducting 1,;tate thTi forwerd cLrrent mu,,t he 

ert ebove s coat .in uielsum 	tYe holeinv. or yaut.iiilint. 

avyrnla). 	I the current i reduced oelow 0142 v•Nue the , k 

reVertz to the blockine state 

ik. 1. anow6 the valtege-ou:rent charaettri:Aids of the 

:hen crIndu ting the forward voltage drop (Vr) 14 low (bout I to 

1.; v), but ri3ea a little witn current. 	Fie. 1.3 alno -010 the 

result, of passing c rrent into the' r,te. este current h4s the 

etteot of reducing tb forward brv-kuVer voltage, Ow higher the r:9te 

curs-Pitt than iv ei-enrral the lower the breakover voltnge. 	To switch 

on the C R it in thu necez.ohri only to inject eufficient Bete 

Current to redr:cae the breekover vulture Lllow fr.? ^,-rtv" a voit.20# 

tiAlat  blocked. 	it 1.. usual, however, becel.tue of the Adely : ;Terming 

2irine J-44-%cteritttics of individual 4 C hn, to inject gate current 

s.4ifioient to reeve, the bre.,lever veltege oirout to 4tre 44 ;,.4. 

IR in et?. 1. . 



hen the 3 C R is reverie biased the leakage current is increased 

i positive gtte to cathode voltage is aprlied. The resulting power 

dissipation can become so high that it is necessary to specify a maxi-

mum gate to cathode voltage of about 0.25 V which may be applied 

during reverse bias without derating the S C R. 

Between the four layers of the S C R are three junctions where 

the n-type silicon of one layer eerges with the r-type silicon of the 

adjacent layer. These junctions are the regions of the S C << which 

support any blocked voltages and are very thin. Consequently each 

junction has a certain small amount of capacitance between the layers 

en either side. 	Because of this capacit, nee it is possible :or a 

fast-rising forward voltage to produce sufficient charging current in 

the S C k to initiate conduction in the same way as an injected gate 

current. 	A meximum rat of rise of fore:Yrd voltage is therefore speci-

fied for the 3 C R. 

1.3 Turning on the 5 C R 

Turnin- on the S C R by increseing the anode voltage above the 

breakover level is not recommended. particularly in the case of high 

voltage e C Rs. This is because it is possible that the intrinsic 

breakover voltage is higher than %he breakdown voltage at which point 

the leakage current increases due to surfece irregularities in the 

S C IA junctions. 	Local heatine could then cauee degradation of the 

blocking properties or other permanent damage to the junctions. 

The recommended turn-on method is to inject gate current at the 

instant when conduction is required to commence, thereby reducing the 



breakover voltage to a low level. The gate current pulse ahould be 

maintained long enough for the current in the S C R and its external 

circuit to rise well above the sustaining current level. 	-,fter this 

the gate loses control and the gate current cm be discontinued, con-

duction being aelf-sustaining thereafter. 

-fter the start of the gate current pulse taere is a delay before 

the anode voltage begins to fall appreciably. The delay can be reduced 

to some extent by increasing the magnitude end/Cr decreasine the rise 

time of the gate current pulse but is generally of the order of 1 to 5 

/Asecs. Followine this delay there is a. period which is confusingly 

called. the Hee time during which the anode voltage falls and the loin 

voltage rises. The rise time, defined as the time taken for the anode 

voltage to fall from 90 to 10 of its original value, depeade upon the 

nature of the load and the current being, switched on. The anode 

voltage falls more 1.aickly when the load is inductive than when the 

load is purely resietive and more slowly when the current is increased. 

Typical values of the rice time are lAesec for inductive loads and 3 

or 4 Aesecs for purely reeietive loads. 

lien conduction is initiated t1:te conducting region of the S C 

expands radially from the gate, the radius increasing at an approxi-

mately uniform rate. If current in ttv! S C R is allowed to rise too 

quickly during turn on, the concentration of current into the expan •ne 

but as yet small, conducting region can create very high current den-

sities. Local melting can thus occur in the gate region and destroy 

the blocking, properties of the ;.; A. 	Thia is particularly troublesome 



in high current S C Rs since the procp, ctive currents are higher than 

in low current S C Ra whit' the conducting region expands at approxi- 

mately the same rate in both types. 	maximus rate of rise of current 

of about 20 to 30 A4sec is therefore recommended for the first 5 to 10 

A,secs of conduction to eiimin,te the possibility of local fu,ing in the 

vicinity of the gate. 

1.4 Turning Off the S C R. 

The s C R can be made to turn off merely by reducing the current 

below the sustaining value but the resulting turn off time is long, 

being of the order of 100 to 2'0/ssecs. 	Before the S C R can recover 

its blocking properties the holes and electrons near the two outer 

junctions shown in Fig. 1.1 must diffuse to the ascropriste sides of 

these junctions. This process can be speeded up by applying a reverse 

voltnge to the S C R and allowing a reverse current to flow. The 

diffusion process then takes a few, secs instead of a few hundredpsecs. 

-fter this process is complete the holes and electrons in the vicinity 

of he centre junction must recombine before the S C H becomes capable 

of blcskinf forward voltage. The recombination process takes between 

10 and 30 issecs normally, depending on the S C R, sand is virtually 

independent of the reverse voltage. 

In a.c. circuits where the S C R is used as a rectifier the current 

falls to zero and reverse voltage is applied to the S C R at the end of 

each conducting period. This also happens when the S C R is used in 

an oscillatory circuit, e.g. when charging a capacitor from a d.c. 



supply through a choke. 	hen the S C R is used as s switch in e e.e. 

pulsing circuit, such as en inverter, some other means must be used to 

cut off the ea C R current and apply reverse voltage to the i C 

This is most conveniently done by connecting a negatively cherged 

capacitor across the e C 	is shown in Fig. 1.4. 	The capacitor 

voltage is applied to the e H, reverse biasing it, and the e C 

current is diverted into the capacitor Oargine it towards a positive 

voltage. Reverse voltage must be maintained long enough for the S C R 

to recover, after which forward voltage may be reapplied to the 3 .0 R. 

The means of connecting the capacitor across the S C it is usually 

through a second S C A, either an S C P in the circuit which turns on 

when the first is required to turn off, or an auxiliary S 0 R which is 

used only for turning off the main S C R. 

The charge which must be removed from the e e 3 during: the first 

part of turn off increases with the forward current and the rate often of 

forward current immediately before turn off. Apart from the effect 

of the reverse current upon commutation (the capacitor current being 

the sum of the load current previously flowing in the S C R and the 

S C R reverse current), voltage transients can be set up by the sudden 

cessation of reverse current. These can be limited by the inclusion 

of suitable aup!ression circuits (see .;ection 1.7). 
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1.5 Current Ratings of the S C R. 

-A all except very high switching frequencies, where the power _toes 

during switching (i.e. the product of the falling S C R voltege and 

rising current) becomes significant, almost all the power dissipated 

in the S C t is composed of forward conduction losses. The power loxes 

at any instant is therefore the product of the forward current and the 

forward voltage drop. 

Ale current rating assigned to the S C R under any given set of 

conditions is that which causes the junction temperature to rise to 

t'Ir maximum permitted value. Coneeeuently the current which may eefey 

be passed through the S C R must be reduced when the ambient temperature 

is increased. The S C R, together with the heat rink on which it mot 

be mounted, has a steady state therel resistance from which the mean 

junction temperature :.above ambient can be calculated for any given 

power dissipation. 	hen direct current passes through the device the 

mean end peak junction temperatures are the same. Because the S C R 

has r  relatively short heating time constant the peak junction tempera-

ture must rise above the mean when the S C R current consists of uloes. 

Consequently the current rating varies with the conduction angle, or 

duty cycle, of the S C R. 	It is also clear that the current rating 

must depend upon the capacity of the S C i and its hest sink to dis-

sipate the power losses due to conduction. 

The current rating is usually expressed as the mean current over 

a complete switching cycle. 	;e1 r. .s. current rating is also assigned 

to the a C R. 	This is intended to indicate the current level at which 

2? 



the ohmic contacts and leads inside the a C R construction start to 

become warm and is of interest when the rams. current is much greater 

than the mean 8 C E current, as when the duty cycle is small. 

If the maximum permitted junction temperature is exceeded, the 

first thinga that normally hap enare that the breaaover voltage 

starts to fall and the leakage currents increase. However, a margin 

of safety is allowed in rating the devices and therefore higher tem-

peratures can be tolereited for short times. The surge rating of the 

S C R indicates the magnitude of the surge current which can be allowed 

to flow for a given length of time. This rating is higher, of course, 

if the junction temperature is low before the surge and also if the 

voltage applied to the 3 C R intermittently during the surge is kept 

well below the rated values. 

The "I2t" retina of the S C R applies when surges of less than 

about 10 msecs duration are encountered and is an indication of the 

absolute maximum current which can be allowed to pass through the 

without damaging it by setting.  up extreme thermal stresses. 

Its main purpose is to help the circuit designer to choose a fuse, 

connected in series with the S C its  which. will interrupt the current 

before the S C A is damaged, i.e. a fuse with a smaller I2t rAina 

than the S C R's must be used. 
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1.6 Gate Characteristics. 

The gate characteristics and trigeerine reeuiremente of e C es, 

even of the same type, vary considerably. Fig. 1.5 shows the form 

of gate characteriatic given on 3 C R data sheets. 	acme 3 C Rs 

re eire a relatively high gate voltage to drive a relatively small 

current into the gate, as shown by characteristic A t  whilst for some 

other e C is the reverse is true (characterietic B). 	Some S C Rs 

reeuire a relativeey high gate current for reducing the breaeover 

voltage almost to zero whilst others fire with much smaller Bate 

currents. 	It is usual to show a region on tee published gate charac- 

teristics where firin may or nr.y not occur. 	outside this region 

(ebown by hatched lines in Fig. 1.5) firing can be guaranteed for all 

S C T2e of the same type. 	It is then receeeary only to ensure that 

the gate is supplied from a source with sufficient voltage end series 

resietance to ensure that the load line passes only through the 

guaranteed firing region. It is also necessary to ensure that at no 

point on the load line is ...he maximum permitted gate dissipation 

exceeded. 	(The gate region is small and hence the gate power rating 

is also small.) A suitable load line is shown in Fig. 1.5. 

1.7 protection of the e 

she 3 C R should be protected against fault currents either by 

a fuse of a lower I2t rating than the e C R or by incorporating some 

serial overcurrent protection in the supply feeding the e C 

circuit. In either ceee the current should be interrupted before any 

7,5 



damage in done to the S C R. 

Too rapid an increase of current 't turn on can be prevented by 

ensurinc that there is sufficient inductance in series with the i C R. 

This reduces the switching loss during they turn on rise time and pre-

vents overheating of the gate region. 

Raid rates of rie of 7-rward voltage can be reduced by connectin 

ecross the 	R a capacitive filter circuit. This should be designed 

to prevent the forward voltage from rising at a rate greater than the 

specified limit and so eliminate the possibility of the 5 C R's firing 

spuriously due is capacitive action between the layers of the S C R. 

,bsolute overvoltaes can on :y be prevented by ensuring that 

under no possible crndition;, of operation does the circuit voltege 

exceed the C rcting or by connecting across each 3 C R some surge 

euppressinp device. 	Filter circuits can help to limit transient 

voltage peaks but care should be taken to ensure if a capacitor is 

connected directly across an 3 C R for this purpose that its energy 

in not sufficient to damage the 3 C R at turn on. 

Por a more detailed account of the characteristics of 	C  's 

th various C a menuals
1
'
2'3 should be consulted. 



CHAPTER 2  

THE BASIC THREE PHASE BRIDGE-CONNECTED INVERTER AND 

ITS USE WITH A THREE PHASE SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR. 

An inverter is a device which converts direct current into alter-

nating current. The most usual method of conversion is to switch 

the direct current into and out of each of the load phases in sequence 

so as to generate what is essentially a stepped form of alternating 

current. Controlled rectifiers cen be used as the switching elements 

in the inverter circuit. 

There is a wide variety of types of inverter circuit but all 

those dealt with in this thesis are based on the three phase bridge- 

connected circuit. 

In the early stages of the investigation no S C Re were available 

taro. 	At.J.1.10 user K1 eeeeue entroauceion to the suoject would be to 

study a eyetes in which thyratrons could be used. Phis system con-

sisted of a three phase bridge-connected inverter and a three phase 

synchronous motor. The a.c voltages generated by the motor were 

used for turning off the thyratrons at the required inetants. This 

is a method of inversion often used4,5  when it is required to transfer 

power from a d.c. supply to an existent a.c. system. 	The circuit was 

not exhaustively investigated but some conclusions relevant to the 

main investigation were rechede First, however, follows a brief 

description of the principle of the three phase bridge-connected 

inverter 



2.1 The Three Phase Bridge-Conneoted Inverter 

2.1.1 Principle of operation and basic waveforms for resistance load. 

Fig. 2.1 shows the three phase bridge circuit in which CR1, CR2, 

.... CR6 are controlled rectifiers. 	The a.c. output lines are con- 

nected as indicated and the polarity of the d.c. supply shown is 

correct for inversion. 

Current flows from the d.c. supply throng,one of the rectifiers 

in the upper row and one of the load phases and returns to the supply 

through another of the load phases and one of the rectifiers in the 

lower row. 	The rectifiers are fired in the order 1.2.3.4.5.6.1.... 

and some method (not shown at this stage because methods vary from 

one inverter to another) is used to turn off a rectifier when the 

next one in the same row is fired, i.e. CR1 turns off when CR3 is 

fired, CR2 turns off when CR4 is fired, and so on. In this way it 

is arranged that each rectifier conducts for one third of a firing 

cycle. 

The basic current and voltage waveforms shown in Fig. 2.2 have 

boon drawn for a balance4 resistive star-connected load. It has 

been assumed that the current and voltage on the d.o. side are per-

fectly smooth and that transfer, or commutation, ofcurrent from one 

load phase to the next is instantaneous. When CR1 conducts the 

current Id 
flows from the d.c. supply into phase A and returns first 

through B and CR6 and later through phase C and CR2. The current 

in phase A consists of a rectangular pulse of current Id  for one 

third of a cycle while CR1 conducts, zero when neither CR1 nor CR4 
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conducts, -Id  for a third of a cycle while CR4 conducts, and then 

zero again while neither C114 nor CRI conducts. The other load phase 

currents are similar to the current in phase A but displaced by one 

third of a cycle in either direction. On the current waveforms are 

indicated welch rectifiers conduet. 	Since the load is resistive the 

line-to-neutral load voltage waveforms are identical in form with the 

current waveforms. The magnitude of these voltage waveforms is eVd  

since the supply current always passes through two load phases, 

effectively in series. The line-to-line vo3tages can then be found 

by taking the difference between the appropriate line-to-neutral 

voltages. 

These basic waveforms are seen to constitute a three phase 

alternating system in which the fundamental sinusoidal components 

are displaced between phases by one third of a cycle. 

The frequency of the a.c. output from the inverter depends only 

upon the frequency with which the rectifier firing sequence is 

repeated. 

2.1.2 harmonic content of basic waveforms  

When a Fourier analysis is made of the basic waveforms of 

Fig. 2.2 it is found that both current and voltage walieforms contain 

only odd harmonics, none of these being a multiple of three. This 

6 is an advantage of this type of waveform since it has been found' 
that it is the third harmonics which have the greatest deteriorating 

effect upon the performance of a three phase motor. 



The rms values of the harmonics in terms of the d.c. voltage Vd  

and current Id 
are given in Table 2.1. ,The total rms values of the 

voltages and currents are also given. The harmonic analysis for 

17, 
obtaining these values is given in most books on rectifiers."'" 

Order of 
Harmonic 

Line-to-neutral Line-to-line Phase Current 
voltage,V( 	voltage,V4 	Ih  

v 	5 

1 0.39 Vd  0.67 Vd 0.78 Id  

5 - 0.078Vd  -0.13 Vd  -0.16 I
d 

7 0.056Vd  -0.10 Vd 0.11 Id 

11 -0.039V
d  

0.062V
d 

-0.08 I
d 

13 0.050Vd 0.052Vd 
0.06 Id  

Total rms values 0.41 Vd  0.71 V
d 

0.82 Id 

Table 2.1 $ Ras Values of Harmonics contained in Basic Current 

and Voltage waveforms. 

It is seen from Table 2.1 that the magnitude of the largest 

harmonic is 20, of that of the fundamental sinusoidal in each case 

and that the total rms values are about 5t  greater than those of the 

fundamental components. 

L,e Use of the Basic Three Phase Bridge Inverter with a Three  

fhase Synchronous otor. 

The technique for transferring power from a d.c. supply to an 

existent a.c. system using controlled rectifiers is well known and a 

fairly comprehensive theoretical analysis has been made of the process.5 



An excited synchronous machine, when it is rotting, constitutes a 

three phase e.c. system. 	A brief description will now be riven of 

an introductory investigation into the use of the basic bridge circuit 

in conjunction with a synchronous motor to provide a variable speed. 

drive. 

2.2.1 Circuit  

Fig. 2.3 shows the circuit whicn was used for the investigation. 

the circuit was conetructed from apparatus which was readily available 

and mismatching between the ratings of the various components was 

unavoidable. 

The bridge circuit consisted cf six thyratrons, each rated at 

1000 V peak reverse voltage and 2.5 A mean forward current, and was 

therefore capable of converting a maximum of 7.5 A taken from the d. c. 

supply. 

.he synchronous motor was rated at 110 V, 30 A, 5.5 H. P at 1500 

r.p.m. A step down transformer was connected between the inverter and 

the motor so as to make more use of the ample voltage rating of the 

thyratrons. The transformer had 110 V windings on primary and secondary 

sides and was used with these star-connectea on the inverter side and 

delta-connected on tne motor tide. 	.41e resulting step down ratio was 

thus 13 : 1. 

A very simple pulse generator, consisting of a three phase peaking 

transformer, was used for firing the thyratrons. To allow control over 

the position of tee firing signal relative to the a.c. cycle the pulse 

;2 
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generator was connected to the transformer through a phase shifter. 

The phase shifter was rated at 110 V and was therefore connected to the 

motor side of the transforeer, A typical example of the peaking trans-

former output voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 2.4. An attenuator was 

connected between the pulse generator and the thyratron erid circuit. 

To ensure that the thyratrons were fireu at the steepest rising p.:411 of 

the grid voltage waveform the grids. were negatively biased individually 

by batteries. 

A choke was connected in series with tae d.c. supply to smooth the 

d.c. current and so to absorb the instantaneous differences between the 

steady d.o. supply voltage and the voltage appearing at the inverter 

input terminals. 

The synchronous motor was coupled to a d.c. shunt mehine which was 

used for loading purposes and for running up the synchronous motor to a 

speed at which it could be connected to tne inverter. 

2.2.2 Principle of Operation. 

When the excited synchronous motor is rotating it generates a set 

of three phase a.c. voltages. Fig. 2.5(a) shows these voltages as they 

appear at the inverter odtpuir terminals. The thyratrons are fired in 

sequence so that in general the d.c. supply is connected to the pair of 

a.c. lines with the greatest voltage difference. 	The "cross-over" 

points, at which the line-to-neutral voltages become equal neer the 

firing points of the thyratrons, are narked X. It will be seen that if 

a thyretron is fired far enciwn ahead of the appropriate cross-over point, 
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of 
turn offA  the conducting thyratron in the same row oan be aoe 	e ieve. 

t1, t2, e.. t6  are shown in Fig. 2.5(u) and axe ineteat i in the 

a.c. cycle at wnicie (All, CR2 ... CA6 are fired. 	Consider commutation 

between thyratrone ,;;a6 rid Ci2 whirr occurs when Cl2 is fired at instant 

t2. :if commutation were instantaneous, ca6 would at once ue reverse 

biased.by the difference between vhn  Inc: von, oince the cathodes of CR6 

and CR2 are conneceee together, end would turn off ieeediateiw. aowever, 

the inductance of the a.c. syetem prevents the current in CR6 from falling 

instantly to zero and a eeried of time, known ac commutation overlap, 

elapeee while ib falls to zero end i increaeee from zero to the current 

on the d.c. side of the inverter. 	The overlap period is expressed a,8 

an electrical angle u . 	.elen the overlap period is complete CR6 becomes 

reverse biased. until the cross-over point ie reached whereupon the anode 

voltage become ositiv.e. 

Tne time between the end of overlep and the orove-over point must 

be long enoudt to ellow deionization of tLe thyratron with a certain 

safete.  martin. Bence the period 	by whicn the firing' point ie advanced 

from the crose-over point must be sufficient to alloy for overlap, deioni-

zation and a safet margin. 

i.e. 	> 	E 	m where cC is the deionization time and 

the safety margin expressed as electrical -angles. 

The duration of the overlap period is determined by.  the current to 

be commutated, the a. c. system inducUnce, the magnitude and frequency 

of tne a.c. volteeje, end the value of 
	

During overlap the come  on 

volt 	between the lines concerned and the neutral point is the mean of 
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the two line-to-neutral voltages. 

In Fig. 2.5(b) the individual line-to-neutral voltages and line 

currents are shown. 	because the firing points of the thyratrons must 

be advanced from the cress-over points - fundamental feature of this 

type of inverter circuit iu that power it delivered to the motor at a 

leading power factor. 	Consequently the synchronous motor, to accept 

the power supplied at a leading sower factor and also supply the reactive 

power consumed by the transformer and phase shifter, etc., must be over-

excited. 

'she:: is a relationship5 between the d.c. supply voltage, the 

voltage at tee motor terminal, tee d.c. current, and /3 which determines 

the steady state condition of tie system. 	This relationsaip can be 

derived by finding by integration the mean voltage appearing et tree 

inverter ineut terAinal and gives 

Vd e2.34 Vp oos# + 0.956 to l
e 
I
d 	

(2.1) 

ehpep 1h- ip u m.o. line-toeneatrel volteee, 8i= ',774" "ern -P is the 

e. c. frequency in cis) and La  is the effective series inductance per 

phase of the a.c. system. 	The last term in equation (2.1) indicates 

a voltage drop which is proportional to current but although it affects 

the mean d.o. voltage it is not a resistive voltage drop and does not 

represent any power dissipation. 	The voltage drop is entirely due to 

the effect of the inductance of the a.c. system in causing the overlap 

period during commutation. 

Rearranging equation (2.1) to obtain V
p in terms of V d" 



V e 
Vd  - 0.956 w a  Id 

2.34 cost 	 (2.2  

This is the equilibrium equation for the system. For any given 

values of Vd,0 and Id the motor will run at such a speed that the 

line-to-neutral voltage at its terminals is given by equation (2.2). 

Clearly this speed must be affected by the excitation of the motor and 

the effect of the motor current upon the motor voltage. lo obtain the 

no-load speed, however, the second term in the numerator of equation 

(2.2) can be neglected in comparison with Vd  and it can be assumed teat 

on no load Vp  m k.if.N where k is a const nt. If, is the field current 

and N the speed of the synchronous motor. The following equation can 

then be obtained after eliminating Vo  

N d 
2.34 kIf, cos(; 

or X: Vd 

 

 

If  cosg (2.3) 
1 

where it, anotner constant, 2034 k 
It is seen that, in principle, the speed of the motor is proportional 

to Vd and inversely proportional to If and cos(' 
	

In obtaining 

equation (2.3) it has been assumed that the current in the systee is 

ero and that the magnetic circuit of the motor does not saturate. 



2.3 No-Load Tests on System. 

2.3.1 Test Conditions. 

It was found in practice that the inverter was capable of supplying 

little more than the no-load losses of the combined synchronous and deo. 

meohines and hence the d.c. machine was used to supply the friction and 

windage losses. Consequently the results given are for a fictitious 

machine but indicate how a properly deuigned system would operate. 

ecauee of the sensitivity of the peaking transformers to voltage 

and frequency the speed range over which the system could be tested was 

rather restricted. Even in the range covered some distortion in the 

shape and mageiteee of the voltage applied to the thyratron grids was 

evident. For the same reason the d.o. supply voltage was maintained 

within a small range: 

2.3.2 Open Circuit Magnetisation Curve of ;synchronous ieachine. 

Fig. 2.6 shows the magnetisation curve of the synchronous asobins. 

This curve is drawn to show pnase voltage per r.p.m. plotted against 

field current and was obtained by driving the synchronous machine as a 

generator by means of the d.e machine. From this curve the speed 

neoessare-  at no-load to generate tee required value of V for given 

values of V
d' 

A and I can be approximately deterrained 

It is seen from Fig. 2.6 that the synchronous machine showed a 

tendency to saturation at field currents greater than 30A. 
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2.3.3 Variation of Speed with Vd. 

Although the study of the system was made at a constant d.c. supply 

voltage some readings were taken at other supply voltages during the 

seti.ing up procedure. 	The readings sere taken with the d.c. machine 

disconnected from its supply and were not, therefore, no-low=s. readings 

as defined in section 2.3.1 above. 

In rig. 2.7 the variation of speed with Vd  is shown for one pair 

of values of Ti, and 13  . 	For comparison the predicted varietion of 

speed wits V 1.4 shown on the same graph. The prediction has allowed 

for tne thyratrcen voltage drops und, of course, the transformer ratio, 

but not the effect of the treeisformer and motor reactences. 	The 
4 

measured speed is lower than predicted in consequence. Fig. 2.7 shows 

that the motor speed was proportional to Vd. 

2.3.4 Variation of Speed with If  and# . 

Using a single value of Vd and several values of (3  in turn the 

variation of speed with If 
was measured. For each reeding the speed 

was adjusted before measurement until the d.c. machine absorbed just 

enough power from its supply to account for tee two machines' friction 

and windage losses. 

Fig. 2.8 shows how the no-load speed varied with If  and fi and for 

cceaparison the correseonding predicted curves are also shown. Good 

agreement between measured and predicted results can be seen, showing 

that the no-load speed was inversely proportional to cosfi . The 
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non-linearity of the magnetisation curve has been allowed for in the 

predictions and hence it can also be concluded that with an unsaturated 

machine the no-load speed would be inversele proportional to If. 

2.4 Load Tests on 4ystem 

2.4.1 Test Conditions. 

The d.o. supply voltage Vd  was kept constant at 280 V throughout 

the load tests. 	The procedure adopted for the load tests was to adjust 

the speed until the d.o. machine absorbed just enough power from its 

supply to account for friction and windage losses. For each combination 

of I
f 
and p the power supplied to the d.c. eotor was then reduced, and 

eventually revereed,until the inverter input current reached its safe 

limit. From the measarements made of the power absorbed or generated 

by the doe. machine and its speed the eross torque developed by the 

synchronous motor was calculated. 

2.4.2 Torque-speed Characteristics of the bjstem. 

The torque-speed characteristics obtained from the load tests are 

shown in Fig. 2.9. For If  . 60 A these characteristics were much as 

would be expected, i.e. the speed falling slightly with load because 

of the voltage drop caused by the a.c. line reactance. For If  - 50 A 

the speed fell or remained steady as torque was applied except for 

P . 45° when ;,ho speed showed a tendency to rise with increasing 

torque. When Ii, was reduced to 40 A the increase in speed with load 

was even more marked. In fact the speed began to rise so rapidly at 

11-3 
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the higher values of # that the system became almost unoontrollible. 

The main eeason for the rising speed-torque characteristic is that 

the synchronous motor was, of necessity, operated at a leading power 

factor. 	'iot only did it supply the reactive power demanded by the 

inverter but also the reactive power absorbed by the transformer and 

the peaking transformer circuit. Fig. 2.10 is a vector diagram for 

the synchronous motor in a typical condition. V and. I are the motor 

terminal voltage and current with a phase ana e 0 leading, between them. 

E
o 
is the open circuit voltage which would be produced with the same 

speed and excitation. V is then cie vector sum of E
o 
and j X.I where 

X is the synchronous reactance of the motor (the motor resistance is 

neglected here). 

If the motor load is increased slightly but the phase angle between 

terminal voltage and current kept constant (as is approximately the case 

when g is kept constant), I increases by a small amount 	I as shown. 

The new value for V , i.e. V +d 	, is obtained by drawing a vector 

to represent j X (I + 41) parallel to the j . I vector and joining the 

V
p 
reference line with the circle which is the locus of the E vector. o 

It can be seen that the value of V ie reduced and the load an le& is 

also reduced. 	'!owever, since 	is unchanged, V must return to its 

original value for equilibrium to be restored and can only do so if the 

motor speed increases. For a given value ofd I, AV is clearly 

greater when A is greater or when 0 is nearer to 900. A is proportional 

to frequency and hence speed and therefore the speed shows a greater 

tendency to rise with load at lower values of If. 0 is lmost equal 



Fig. 2.10: Vec€or diagram -Car the synchronous  moor 

under o.. typical condition of operation . 
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to 0 and hence the speed tends to increase more when /; is increased. 

Countering; . the tendenoe for the motor speed to rise with load is 

the voltage drop caused by the reaotance of the a.c. ..ircuit. At 

If = 60 A the tendency for the motor speed to fall with loae is obviously 

dominant, while at If = 50 A the two effects cancel each other nearly. 

At I
f 
. 40 A the tendency for the speed to rise is much more dominant. 

Other factors which could. have affected the speed-torque characteri-

stics of the system are the changes in voltage and frequency applied to 

the pulsing circuit and the phase shift across the step down transformer. 

The changes in. voltage and frequency did cause some distortion of the 

thyratron ;rid voltace waveform and so altered the firing point. 

However, the voltage and sneed ranges were restricted so as to minimise 

this effect and it can be treated as a secondary effect. The phase 

shift introduced by the step down transformer was vex y small and can be 

neglected. 

2.4.3 Power Factor and Efficiency. 

Fig. 2.11 shows how the motor power factor varied with load when 

I
f 

w s 50 A. The motor supplied the reactive power absorbed by the 

transformer ane pulsing circuit and at light load the power factor was, 

therefore, very low. however, as load was applied the flow of power 

from the inverter, operating at almost constant power factor, caused 

the motor power f ctor to improve. The inverter power factor dreended 

upon the values of a and qt  the fundamental component power factor 

being approximately cos q 
	

Allowing for an average value of 5° 
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for u the maximum attainable power factors, on this basis, for (3 
	550,  

400  and 450  could aave been 0.65, 0.79 and 0.74 respectively. 	These 

values axe snown on 2ig. 2.11 but it is realised thst they are approxi-

mate because of tne harmonic content of the inverter output current wave-

form. 

fig. 2.12 shows the variation of conversion effieiency with load. 

The conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio of gross mechanical 

power developed by the eotor (before friction and windage losses ere 

deducted) to total inverter input power. The curve shown is drawn for 

If  e 50 A and 	e 400 but is typical of the nine combinationc of If 

and A studied. 

The electrical power supplied to the inverter was consumed in four 

wayss- 

(a) conversion by the motor into mechanical power 

(b) supplying the almost lonstant eower losses in tiro traneforeer 

and pulsing circuit 

(c) supplying the losses in the thyratrons, teess losses bein6 a 

constant percentage loss of efficiency since the e.e. supply voltaee and 

the arc drops were constant 

(d) supplying the I2R losses in the circuit, these losses being 

approximately proportional to the square of the inverter input current 

and hence also inverter input .tower. 

It would therefore be expected that the efficiency would be low at 

light load because of the constant losses, rise to a eaximum value and 
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then fall away as the I
2R became significant. The maximum reoorded 

efficiency was about b3,. 	Of the 17, percentage loss 9. could be attri-

buted to the thyratron losses, each arc drop being about 12 V. 

2.4.4 Limits of Ope ation. 

Several limits of operation were observed in the course of the in- 

vestigation. 	The first concerns the firing angle ( . When (I  was 

increased above approximately 400  the speed-torque characteristic of t,e 

system began to rise, tending to make the system unstable. When, on 

the other hand, 0 was reduced below about 35°  the thyratrons began to 

mis-fire resulting in a breakdown of inversion. This was because the 

deionization time of the thyratrons represented an electrical angle of 

about 20o at a speed of 1500r.p.m., and the smaller the value of fi the 

longer the overlap process of commutation. 	The safety margin, i.e. 

- u), therefore decreased very rapidly when /5  was reduced 
below 35°. 

Secondly it was found that the field current had to be kept as high 

as possible to make the system stable under all conditions. 	When If 

was reduced below about 50 A the speed-torque characteristics bvgan to 

rise very sharply. 

The current which the inverter could commutate and hence the power 

handline capacity of the inverter was restricted but depended on the 

value of . The higher the value of 0 the longer was the time allowed 

for overlap and hence the greater was the current that could be commu-

tated safely. 



The upper speed limit wee not investigated but it is clear that 

at the higher speeds the deionization time of the thyratrons would 

occupy a greater proportion of the a.c. cycle and p would have to be 

increased for safe commutation. 	The lower speed limit was also not 

investigated but it was clear that the system was capable of runnier 

at lower speeds than those studied. Redution of the d.c. supply voltage 

would be necessary at lower speeds. It is very doubtful whether the 

inverter could have functioned at very low speeds, and it is almost 

certain that the motor could not be started from standstill, because of 

the lack of any generated a.c. voltage for turning off the thyratrons. 

Finally automatic regeneration was not possible with the system. 

If the motor were to be driven above the set no-load speed, no current 

would flow through the inverter and the motor would free-wheel. It 

would be possible to arrange for regenerative braking; by advancing the 

firing eulses by nearly half a cycle and reversing the polarity of the 

d.c. supply. 	It would also be possible to arrange for rheostatic 

braking by connecting a resistor in place of the d.c. supply and advancing. 

the firing pulses by nearly half a cycle. In each of these two cases 

the inverter would then operate as a reetifier. 

2.5 Conclusions. 

The investigation into the inverter-fed synchronous motor was 

carried out as an introduction to the subject of motor speed control 

by means of controlled rectifiers. For this reason it was far from 

comprehensive. Despite this, several useful conclusions Imiqi be drawn 



from the tests which were carried out on the system. 

It has been demonstrated tkv.t even the simplestform of the three 

phase bridge inverter can be used for producing a variable speed drive. 

The simplicity and the efficiency of th system were its main virtues. 

Although it was found that thr. motor speed could be controlled. by 

adjusting the motor field current If  and the rectifier firing angle, 

it is considered that speed control would best be achieved by variation 

of the d.c. supply voltage. 	fi seould then be maintained at the emalleet 

value compatible with safe comeutation. 

It was found that the system as used possessed characteristics 

similar to those of a d.c. shunt motor. 	This could be expected since 

the rectifiers performed a function similar to that of the commutator 

of a. conventional d.c. machine (in tkie case studied the commutator would 

have had three segments) and were, in effect, fired when the rotor passed 

through six distinct positions in each revolution. By oonnecting the 

field winding in series with the invertea at its input terminals it would 

be possible, in principle, to give the system a series motor type of 

speed-torque characteristic . 

Because of the characteristics of the inverter the motor was forced 

to operate at a leading power. If S C Rs had been used in place of 

thyratrons, it is clear that the power factor could have been improved 

because of the S C h's much shorter turn off time. Commutations over-

lap would still have to be catered for, however, and the system would 

still possess an inherently rising speed-torque characteristic. In 

general this would be an undesirable feature but could probablsr be 



corrected to a large extent by compounding the motor field.  

The system proved to be very susceptible to transient load or 

voltage surges. 	file eerrent in the inverter depended upon the difference 

between the d.c. supply voltage and the counter-voltage generated by 

the motor. A small increase in the d.c. sup,ly voltage or a reduction 

in motor speed could result in a large enough current surge for commu- 

tation to fail. Clearly some method of maintaining the safety margin: 

e.g. by quickly increasing 	when an increase in current is detected, 

would be required in practice. 

The system could not be started from standstill, neither could it 

run at very low speeds. Unless these obstacles could be overcome the 

ystem would have a very limited practical application. 

The field current was fed into the motor by means of sliprings 

and brushgear. One of the important features of a variable speed 

motor control using S C Rs should be the elimination of all sliding 

contacts. 

The analysis of motor performance is usually based upon the funda-

mental sinusoidal oomponents, and higher hermouics, of the motor voltage 

and current, whereas rectifier circuit analysis is based upon instan-

taneous values of current and voltage. It is clear, therefore, that 

eonventional machine theory is incompatible with conventional rectifier 

circuit theory and that new methods of analysis must be developed 
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THRF7 111A ,E BRIDGE-CONNeCTeD row.  

/TH A eiMPLE ?'C2M 	eeTI let -  

As m result of the preliainary investigation outlined in 

Chapter 2 it was decided to concentrate upon the probleas associated 

with the use of s variable frequency inverter to feed an induction 

motor. Such a scheme would meet tem/ of the objections to the eyn-

chronous motor scheme. r'or just. n.ce, no sliding contacts would be 

necessary if a squirrel cage motor were to be need lnd the eyetee 

would not be so susceptible to voltage And speed transients. 

sudden increaee in the d.c. supply voltuge could produce a proportienal 

increase in current instead of a large current zurge es in the syn-

chronous motor echeme. 

To produce , torque in the induction motor the freiuency of the 

alternatine current generated by the inverter muet be such that the 

eotorie synchronous speed, or field flux rotating speed, is greater 

(for motoring) or less (for braking) than its actu,: speed. 	',!ence 

the inverter output frequency would not be tied exactly to the motor 

speed as in thr synchronous motor scheme, 

In the simple induction motor scheme the inverter eould not be 

able to uee any voltage generated by the rotating motor for turning 

off the controlled rectifiersand it would hove to eeploy instead some 

form of forced or artifical commutation. 	In thin chapter some teats 

on the basic three-phdae bridge inverter using- S C Rs with a simple 

form of rtificial commutation are described. The inverter circuit 

54- 



used was adapted from the basic single phase parallel inverter 

1,),3 
circuit shown in MOJt J C R manuals, 	the three phase hridge 

being a logical dAvelopment. 

.l Circuit and Principle of reperLtion into a (fsistive Load. 

The first circuit adopted for the inverter wns as shown in aig. 

3.1. To the basic three-phase bridge heve been added only ehe three 

capacitors C!, cno connected between each pair of inverter outuut ter-

minals, and damping circuits (not shown in rig.).1) consisting of 

small capacitor in series with a resistor were connected across each 

rectifier to suppress voltage transients. 	fhe rectifiers in this 

circuit were 3 C Re .and were triggered by pulses from a transistor 

pulse generator. The pulse generator was driven by a signal at a 

frequency 6f from a master oscillator ana fed a pulse to each 3 C R 

in turn at a repetition freeuency f. The inverter output frequency 

was thus determined by the setting of the master oscillator frequency. 

In the circuit shown the function of the capacitor is to turn 

off each. conducting 3 C  R when the next ';:; C i in the same row is 

triggered. Consider the sixth of a cycle between instants t1  rand 

t2 
in which CR6 and CR1 conduct. If by the end oe the period all 

transients have died away, the distribution of voltage aroundthe 

circuit immediately before instant t2  is as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

Current flows in CR1, phase A, phase B, and CR6 and the supply volt :o 

is shred equally between pheses A and B. Th anode-cathode 

voltage of CR2 is therefore Yd. At instant t
2 CR2 is triggered 

51i 
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and its anode-cathode voltage falls ineteatly elmoet to zero. 	'ehe 

capacitors cannot discharge instantly since all possible discharge 

FAks include reeistance or inductance. 	At instant t.), therefore, 

the anode-cathode voltaee of all the 3 C Rs in the bottom row fall 

instantly by Pa. That of CR4 falle from Ird 
 to 

d 
 but that of 

CR6, which had been zero previously, now becomes -41(ci  and CR6, 

therefore turns off. Provided that durine the re-charging of the 

capacitors to their new steady-state voltages the anode-cathode voltare 

of ati remains negetive for longer than the turn-off time, CR6 

Maya off when forward voltage is ren;plied. 

During the next sixth of a cycle CRI and CR2 conduct until CR3 

is tr]ggered, at which instant CPT turns off by a method similar to 

that described above. 	Commutation hetit'oen the other pheses and 

C lie at the other triggering instants is effected in exactly the 

818M40 way. The commutation process has the effect of distorting the 

basic current and voltage waveforms shown in Fig. 2.2, each sudden 

change in current or voltage becoming an exponential change. 

3.2 Teets with Resiatance Load. 

.some testa were carried out on the invertee with a purely 

resistive load. 	The purpose of these tests was to gain a clear 

understanding of the inverter in its. simpleet mode of operation .ad 

to fine a suitable method of 'analysis for -:;he circuit. 	A saeple 

calculation of the waveforms of current and voltage in the circuit 

is elven below and the predicted results are compered with those 

5/ 



obtained by experiment. 

3.2.1. Test Conditions 

At frequencies low enough for hll commutation traneientsto die 

-way in each sixth of a cycle the current and voltege waveforms were 

very similar to those riven in Fig. 2.2 as the basic bridge circuit 

waveforms. 	al the stviden changes in current and voltage, hawever 

had become distorted to exponential or oscillatory changes. 	-or 

these conditions the current in the choke L and the voltages on the 

capacitors C at the beginning of each cycle were easily found, being 

their steady state values. 

4.. higher frequencies it mall not be assumed that the circuit 

and voltages had reached their steady state values end it was there-

fore necessary to calculate these values before predicting the wave-- 

forms A sample calculation is riven for a high frequency condition 

nr; chows how the initial vaeues of current and voltage can be derived. 

'Ale conditions for the calculation were esIbllows:- 

V
d 	

36 v 	L
d 

0.25 H 	e = 8,,. 

R a 1811 	f a 333C/S • 

,* frequency of 333c/a was chosen for convenience in divieine the 

cycle into six eeual eerts. 

3.2.2. Current and Voltage uations for Ogle  eixth of a Cycle. 

In aependix the equations for the currents and voltages in the 

circuit are derived for the sixth of a cycle between instants t, end t3. 
c;. 
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the initial values,
o 
of tae current in the choke I d, and El, E2, 

of the voltages gib, vtab , v ac,kt  the inst,nt t are obtain d from 

e,uations (A.183, (A.22) and (,,.23). 	0n reducing these equations to 

linear simultaneous equations in Io, al  .nd c2;3  by the method described 

in section 2.2 of appendix A and solving, the following values are 

obtained:- 

I
o 

= 1.96 A 

"]. a 52.7 	
V 

3 
	41.1 

• • 
	

L2 	E,1 	3 	
11.6 

Using these initial values in the e,uations (A.18) and (A.22) 

to (i-27) derived in .., - pendix A the following voltage nand current 

equations may be obtained:- 

(A.18)..• i1 
 a 1 .,- 0.1230-2.16x103t + 1.0860 .15x10 t 

(11.22)..• V 	Is 36 ..' 66r2W.
2.16x103t  • 41.88e-"153103t  ac 

(",23)... v c 	33.12e
-2.16x103t + 20.94e -0.19x103t b st 18 - 

46.93e-2.3x103t -  

G.24).. 

	

	3 20.94e-0.15x10't . 
ab 

m 18 - 33.12e-2.16xl° t  4 

+ 46.93e- 
2.31x103t 

(x .25).. . i = 1 - 1.840e -2.16x103t + 1.164e-"15x1°3t  

+ 0.869. 2.31x103t 
- 

(1.26)... b = -1.738e 2.3x10 3t  

C',.27)... i a -1 + 1.840e -2.16x103t - 1.16ke -0.15x103t Q 

+ 0.869e-" lx103t 

(:5.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(i .7) 



i is the current taken from the d.. supply. In the above 

equations currents are in amperes, voltages in volts, time in seconds. 

3.2.3. Derivation of Waveforms from 7,quations for Gne Axth of a Cycle. 

From the equations obtained in section 3.2.2 the complete inverter 

input and output waveforms may be derived. This is possible because 

positive and negative half cycles of the generated a.c. are identical 

and the a.c. cycles for each of the load phases are identical but for 

a displacement of a third of a cycle. hence every part of each wave-

form is described by one of the equations obtained in section 

(a) Inverter input voltage waveform. 

Between instants t
2 

and t
3 

CR1 and CR2 conduct 40 the input 

voltage must vary in the same way as vac. This variation is repeated 

in every sixth of a cycle and the input voltage waveform is therefore 

as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). 

(b) Inverter input current waveform. 

Between instants t
2 

and t
3 

the value of the inverter input 

current at any instant is giver, by the equation for i
1
. This variation 

is repeated in every sixth of a cycle ;And hence the inverter input 

current waveform i8 as s own in Fig. 3.3(b). 

(c) Inverter output line-to-line voltage waveforms. 

Between instants t
2 

and t
3 

the instantaneous values of the line- 

to-line voltages are given by the equations for vac, vise ane vab.  

It i- easily seen that the variation in v
ac 

between t and t
3 
is 

repeated for vbe v
ba' vca' vcb' vab  in the sixths of a cycle "  
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commencing at instants t3, t4, t5, t6, t1  respectively. 	it can 

also be seen that the values of v
ac 

at any instants in the sixth of 

a cycle commencing at t
2,  t

3, t
4'5'6' 

t
1 

are given by the 

equations for v
ac, vab' vbc' vac' vab' vbc 

respectively which are 
- 	- 	-  

valid between t
2 
andt3  , provided that t is set equel to zero at the 

start of each sixth of a cycle. The complete waveform for vac  can 

therefore be obtained from the ecivations in section 3.2.2 and is 

shown in Fig. 3.3(c). 

The waveforms for the other line-to-line voltasmay be found in a 

$ imilar manner. 

(d) Inverter output current waveforms. 

The values of the output currents in the sixth of a cycle com- 

mencing at instant t
2 

are riven by the eauntions for ia, ib, ic. 

13y an argument similar to that in (c) above it can beahown that in 

the sixths of a cycle commencing at the instants t2, t3 t4' t5  . - 

t6, t
1 
 the values of i

s 
are given by the equations for i

a
,

c
,

b' 

-i
a
,

c
, -1

b 
respectively which are valid between t. and t3. 	The 

complete waveform for is  can therefore be derived from the eAuations 

in section 3.2.2 and is shown in Fig. 3.3(d). 

he w,sveforms for the other output currents may be found in a 

similar manner. 

(e) C 	voltac-e waveform. 

Between the instants t
6 

at which it is fired and t
2 
at which 

it is turne,i off CR6 conducts and hence v
6 

= 0. 

b2_ 



Between t
2 
and t

3 
 CR1 and CR2 conduct and hence v6  = v be' 

Between t
3 

and t
5 

CR3 conducts and hence v
6 

is equal to the 

inverter input voltage whose waveform is shoe n in Fig. 3.3(a). 

Between t5  and t6  CR4 and CR5 conduct and consequently vb  = v ba
°  

to,,ever, the varittion of v
ba 

between t
5 
and t

6 
is the same as the 

variation of v
ab 

between t
2 

and t
3 

which is given by the equation for 

v
ab 

in section 3.2.2. 

Hence it is po2sible to derive the complete voltage waveform 

for CR6 from the equations in section 3.2.2 and it is shown in Fig. 

3.3(e). 

The voltage waveforms for the other S C Rs may be obtained in a 

similar manner, all being similar to that of CR6 but delayed by the 

appropriate number of sixths of 3 cycle. 

(f) S C R current waveform 

CR6 does not conduct between instants t
2 
and t

6 
and hence the 

current flowing in it is zero. Between t
6 

and t
2 
 CR6 conducts and 

is the only S C R which conducts during this period in the lower row. 

Hence between t
6 

and t
2 

the current in CR6 is the inverter input 

current and its waveform is shown in Fir. 3.3(f). 

3.2.4. Mean and rms Values of Voltage and Current. 

It has bees seen that the value of any current or voltage in the 

circuit at any instant can be found from one of the equations in 

section 3.2.2. Consequently the mean or rms value of any current 

or voltage can be found by integrating the appropriate equations or 
• 



by applying Simpson's rule to the values obtained for platting the wave- 

forms. 

(a) Mean d.c. aurren Id  

The mean d.o. durrent Id  can be obtained by finding the mean value 

of i1 over one sixth of a cycle.-6  
500x10 

i.e. 106 

d 	500 jr (1 - 0.123e4.2.16x103t 	1.086e-0.15x103t)dt 

0 

r. 1•97_A 

(b) IpmstatRut line current It 

The rms value It of the output line current can be found by 

squaring all the calculated values of /0 ib'  ic  over one sixth of a 

cycle, findirw the mean square value by Simpson's Rule, and then taking 

the root mean square value. 

Thus I 	1.1c A 

(c) Rms output line-to-line voltage lit  

The rms value V of the output Ii.:-to-line voltaje can be found 

by Simpson' ; ule after squaring all the caloulated wdues °17 vao' vbc' 

ab as in (b) above) 

::hen Vt . 36.0 V. 

(d) Effect of S Q  R forward voltage drop. 

The voltage and current equations were derived in appendix A. on 

the assumption that the S C Rs aad zero voltage drop when conducting. 

in fact the voltage drop is almost constant at about 1 volt. Since 

two e C Rs are conducting in series at all times the effect of the 



Vd - 2 
the case considered. V  

d 	
36 ' i.e.in 

S C R voltage drop c n be allowed for approximately by multiplying 

the mean and rms values of ourrent and voltage by a factor 

6'5 

Applying this correction factor the values of I., It, Ili become 

I
d 

1.8b A 

It - 	1.09 A 

V - 	34.0 	V 

3.2.5 Comparison between Predictedand Measured Results. 

A comparison between the reelated and the measured results is 

made on the basic of waveforms, the mean and rms values of current 

and voltage, and the values of . 

(a) Waveform°. 

in Fig. 3.3 the predicted and measured waveforms are compared by 

plotting the theoretical waveforms on the same axes and to the same 

scale as tracings of oscillograms obtained experimentally. It can be 

seen test agreement between the two sets of waveforms for the current 

in an S C R (Fig. 3.3 (f) ). 	At turn-off a short peak of reverse 

current flows in each S C R and this is shown in the measured waveform 

but not, of course, in the predicted waveform. 	The same current flows 

into the S C R which is turned on at the sane time and is superimposed 

upon the current which flows into or from the d.c. supply. 

(b) Means and rms values. 

The predicted mean and rms values of voltage and current, after 
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applying the correction factor to take into account the S C h forward 

voltage drop, may be compared directly with instrument readings noted 

	

::urine actual operation. 	The valuee given in brackets followin are 

the predicted results 

	

Id = 	1,97 A (1.66 A) 

	

It = 	1.05 A (1.09 A) 

V 
	

32.5 Y(34.0 A) 

(0 Values of 6  . 
The predicte,j value of g is obtained from the S C R voltage wave- 

form of fig. 3.3 (e). 46. 
 

is the time for which the S C R is reverse 

biaseu at turn off. 6' oan also be measured experimentally with an 

oscilloscope. 	The value of 4" given in brackets is the pre Acted value. 

	

. 	350 ,,,Secs (33U M, Secs) 

(d) Accuracy of prediction. 

From the above results it can be seen that the predictions are 

accurate to within about 5, . 	lee errors introduced by neglecting 

minor circuit components, such as transient cuppresiing capacitors and 

resistors, and by the assumptions made in formulating the theory in 

Appendix A would probably account for between 1, and 2 of the dis-

crepancy. The remainder can be attributed to experimental error 

3.2.6 Determination of the Required Value of C. 

The function of the capacitors C is to turn off the -6 C Rs when 

they have conducted for a third of a cycle. The capacitors achieve 



this by causing the S r Re to be reverse biased for a time 46r which must 

be greater thak, the turn off time of the C Rs. 

In Fig. 3.3 (e) an S C R voltage waveform is shown and the time or 

is the time between the end of conduction and 	instant at which the 

anode voltage beeomes positive, 	'2ho variaticn of voltage over this part 
waveform 

of the 3 C RAis given by the equation for v, derived in Appendix A. In co 

this equation t S.  when vbce 0. 	However, it is impossible to obtain a 

solution for 6: from this equation, except by a numerical method, and so 

it 1.!,  not possible to obtain an accurate expression for the required 

value of C. 

If the frequency of operation io low enough for the commutation 

transients to die away in one sixth. of a cycle, it is possible to simplify 

the equation for vbc  by insertin®  bele 04eituy-  slate values of ourrent and 

voltage for I0, E34  E2, E3. 

E
2 	) 

6 um Putting I0  = 	= Yd' 
we obtain 

3Vd 	-2.'t 	VG-11 (140) , L
a 	

- 2Rj-
(c44  P) v.bc 	 e - 24 RC La  04+0 	e  

V004,00L4 .- 	.10L..06  
24 RC lad(oL-0)• 

If R is small andLd  is larg.: so that 

1   S5 
36R

2C2 	3C Ld 
then /43„:1 O 

Thus (e4 + (3 ) 
	

2 o4 and 
(fl 

- 

V.d 



When 	the last term in equation for vbc has a small coef-

floient and can e neglected. 

1 Ineerting .0C i,.nd putting 	▪ 6RC the equation simplifies 

to 	

vbe 	2

Vd • Vd e.2 at 

Then, since t = 	when vbo 
= 0 

S 	F. loge  

42? 'RC log 2 

..ct. 2.08 RC secs 

Thus when the magnitude of R is known and the value of 	required 

found from the S _ R characteristics (allowing for a safety margin) 

the size of capacitor required is given by 

C.3 

S 
C  vs  2.08 R F (3.9) 

This formula for C is valid when R is small and Ld is large and 

when the frequency of operation is low enough for commutation tran- 

sients to die away in a sixth of a cycle. 	At higher frequencies it is 

found that the voltaje by which an S C R is reverse biased at turn off 

becomes greater than V
d 
and the resulting value of Jr is larger. 

.fence if the formula for C is used the value of 	resulting will err 

on the safe side. 	For example, in the ease considered above jr was 

found from the predicted waveform to be 35914,:Jece. 	Inserting F es 18.17-, 

and C 	in the formula 6.  = 2.08 RC gives cf . 50214464es. 



3.2.7. Conclusions. 

It hee been shown that the basic three phase bridge circuit with 

capaoitorsconnected between the output terminals is capable of inversion 

into a resistive load. Because of the short turn off time of the 

8 C Rs used toe si ze of eapardtore necessary to achieve commutation was 

small. From the aeproximate formula given in equation 3.9 it can be 

estimated that for a 1000 kW load operating from a 1000 V d.c. supply 

capacitors of only 30, F would be necessary to provide an S C R reverse 

bias time of 30),.. Secs for turn off. 

It has also been ehown that the theory developed in appendix A is 

capable of predicting the performance of the inverter with an accuracy 

of about 5,. More importent, nowever, is t,e fact that the analysis 

of the circuit was, by neceesity, of a piecemeal nature, each sixth of 

a cycle havinAT to be considered separately. A relatively simple pro-

gramme would enable the calculations of waveforms, harmonics, mean 

values, etc. to be oarriea out on a digital computer, but it was not 

found possible to maxe any accurate generalisations about the effect of 

varying the circuit parametersupon the operation of the circuit. 

3.3 Tests with Inductive Load, 

The inverter was tested with a star-connected inductive load con- 

sisting of a series combination of inductance L and resistance R per 

phase as shown in Fig. 3.4. 	It was found that the inverter did not 

function at all satisfactorily over a ranee of frequency and an attempt 

will be made to show why this waE 80, 

L9 
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3.3.1 Voltage and Current equations. 

The circuit may be analysed by the mothod employed for the 

resistive load case. 	Fig. 3.5 shows the operational circuit which is 

valid between instants t
2 
and t

3
. 	I0' I1,  E2, E3 are, as before, the 

initial values of the current in Ld 
and of the voltae-es va0 c v

ao 

and Iao, Ibo, leo  are the initial values of the currents in phase 

A, B, C respectively. 

The circuit equations, after being maanipulated in the same way as 

those for the resistive load case in Appendix A, redaee in their opera-

tional form to :- 

2
1414(2I o  -I  ao +Ioo )+p(2LtY-q+2RLdIo-lidE )+2R(V I = I_ + I = 

2 3 4 	3p3CL.Ld+514CLd+p(Ld
+20+2R 

I3—I4 
as 04. 	  

3p
2
1,C+3pRO + 1 

	

pL(Ia0.4 
CO ) 	E3  1  

	

+ 2pR 	+ I2 	+ 2 
2p
2
LC + 2pRC 

3pLCI
bo 

+ C(E
I
.4.F.

2
) 

) (3.12) 

(3.10 

(3.11) 

The equations for the otl!er voltages and currents can be obtaine 

frog the three above. 

t(I
3 
 + I

4
) + T (-3 	

14)/ 	
(3.13) 

14 a. -  I — 3 + 14) — (1 3  I4) (3.14) 

(3.15) 



I b 

I0 = -I1 
+ I2 

N. 

Yac  mg ••••• 4- 1
2 p 

V
be- 	

- 1) 	14 pC 1-.- 

v . V - V, 

	

ac 	oc 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

72 

In the equation for (i.e  • I A ) the denominator is a quadratic in p 

and it is therefore possible to obtain a general expression for (i3 
	4 

i.) 

in term 0 of time t. Dowever, the denominator in the equations for 

(1
3 
+ ) is a cubic in P and cannot, in eeneral, be factorised until 

the numerical values of H, L, Ld, C have been inserted and only by a 

numerical method. Consequently the voltage and current equations must 

be derived separately for each set of circuit parameters from their 

operational form. 

To obtain the initial values Io, Ieo,boco 
of current and E 

, 
 

E2, E3  of eolLage, equations (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19) 

can be used. 

to five linear simultaneous equations in Io, Iao,  Ibe, El  and E3  from 

the solutions of wnich the values of I
co 
 and E

2 
can be found directly. 

It can be seen that the calculation of current and voltage WAYS- 

forme is an involved p Q-a$5 	At low frequencies, however, the cal- 
V.  

ouletione are made easier when theassueptions that o . 	' . , ao 	0,) 	2R 

- when t is put equal to , 17 ethese eouatione can be reduced 



Va  

co . 0, 1 - Vd, and E2  E3 
 — 2 are made. These assumptions are 

valid if all the commutP..tion transints die away in one sixth of a cycle, 

3.3.2 Sample Calculation for S C R Voltage waveform at :,ow Predaehcy. 

A sample calculation for the voltage waveform of an S C R ts made 

below. The calculation is carried out for a low frequency condition 

	

and the waveform is plotted in Fig. 3.6. 	The condition for the calcu- 

lation is as follows:- 

Vd . 100 V, P = 2.1 	, L . C.012 H, 

a = 0.0191, C 	100)AF, f 
	

5C/E1 

The initial current and voltage values',re then 

Ia° . Ibo 23.8 A 

I . 0 ce 
E1 
 = 100 V 

E
2 
. F

3 
. 50 

Inzerting these numerical values, equations (3.10) !Aid (3.11) 

simplify to :- 

(3.1(3) 	1)+51.4x10
2
P+30.7x104 (3.10):- I2  . 13+14 	3 	- p +1.752[102 p2  +62.9x104p+61.4x106  

(3.21) 

p+41.6x102  (3.11):- 13  - 
(p+87.5)2+(520)2 	

2c2a) The denominator in equation (3.21) can be factorised by a num:::1  

method. {ence 

/6 
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a  /123 p +31.4x102p+30.7x104  

4 	(P+99.1)(1P+,7.91 44761]2) 	
(3.23) 

Then V ac -d i 2p ' 2 po 

-gt 	+ 104  
P 

7.93 p
2 
 +.5].tL102  v+iu.7xlv4  

P(P+99.1)(1P+37.932+178712) 
(3.24) 

C7arryin out the inverse transformation to obtain vac in terms of 

time t we eventualli obtain 

00 . 1.  12ta-99.1t 
ac 	

1 	tlpz sin aqt 26190-37.9t v  (3.25) 

Also Vbc 
at AO 

4.  
—1  I4  1  2p 	Pc 

which gives 

v.co Ts 30 - 5.60-)9*" 53.5 sin (787t - 2e)e-37.9t  

+ 230 sin (520t • 18°)e-87.5t  (3.26) 

   

Then vab 	vac  •  vbc  

I ..99.1t 

	

.Je 	53.5 sin (787t 	20°)4,-37.9t 

	

— 230 sin (52Ct 1e)e'87.5t 	(3.27) 

The voltace equations (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27) are valid between 

the instants t2 and t3 
 but it has been shown in section 3.2.3 that in 

the first, second, t,ird and fourth sixths of a cycle after turn off 

the S C r, voltages are given by the equations for vac, vac, vac  and vac  

respectively, pitting t C at the start of each sixth of a cycle. 

During conduction the 3 C R volta,ze is assumed to be zero. 

7 5- 



In Fie. 3.6. the 4 C R volteee waveform has been plotted using 

equations (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27). 	For comparison the wavefore obtained 

by expeelment `'or the eeme circuit paramnetere is drawn to the came male 

on the same axe e. 	(The predicted and measereft frequencies, of the osoii-

lations were, in fact, elightly different tut have been shown equal in 

Fig. 3.6 for oleritee) Good agreement between predicted and meaeured 

wavefores is seen, except for the amplitudee of the oscillations in the 

seccnd and third siethe of a cycle after tarn off. 	The circuit used in 

practice contained resistance in series with the deo. supply to protect 

the S C Fe walnut high fault currents. This resistance damped the 

oscillations in the inverter input voltaee more than the oscillations in 

the inverter oeteat voltatel. 

ee, -,redieted and meecured values of C were both about 250/eSecs, 

3.3.3 The e C R Volteele Oeveform. 

Priem Fie. 3.6 it is seen that 	is approximately 25C/secs, which 

is nearly ten tier more than is really necessary to turn off the S C Re. 

However, after turn off the e; e R voltage rises to over dol.W.e the d. c. 

supply.  voltage. This means that the dec. supply voltage must be kept 

well below• half the S C R forward voltage rating. 

The value of 6 And the amplitude of the oscillations in the voltaee 

waveforms are inter-related, both dependine on tee size of the commutating 

capacitors 
	Pig. 3.7 shows the variation with C of g and the peak 

vaLue of the e i. foreere volts e. 	These veluee were measured experi-

mentally under low frequency condictions so that the initial voltages on 
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the capacitors were the same in every case. 	Since the initial current 

flowing into the commutating capacitors was the same in each case 6.  

would be expected to increase proportionally with C. 	For low values 

of C this is seen to be so but for higher values of C e tends to increase 

more slowly. 	This was because the capacitor current rises from its 

initial value during commutation, the increase being dependent on the 

volt-secs applied to the inductance in the circuit. 	Bence the longer 

the value of 6  , the greater the increase in capacitor cearging current, 

and the greater the divergence from a linear relationship betweene and 

C. 	when C is large enough for the oscillatory currents to exceed 

greatly the initial charging current, e would be expected to become 

proportional to the square root of C, i.e.& woad be a fixed proportion 

of the oscilLeory cycle. 	The tendency for this to happen is seen in 

Fig. 3.7. 

The S C E forward voltage peak, Vf  max, is reached when the capaci-

tors reach their peak voltage. This voltage is clearly a function of 

d.c. supply voltage and the stored energy in the load phase from which 

current is commutated. In the case for which the graph in Fig. 3.7 is 

drawn the load stored energy is constent for all value.: of C. In 

absorbing this energy the capacitor voltage must rise to a value which 

varies in an inverse manner with C. If the load stored energy is much 

larger than the initial capacitive stored energy it would be expected 

that Vf max would vary inversely with the square root of C. This 

tendency at low values of C is seen in Fig. 3.7. 

It is clear that in choosing a suitable value of C it would not 

1$' 



be sufficient to consider only the required value of S . 	In the cir-

cuit for which the graphs in Fig. 3.7 are drawn the use of a capacitor 

giving.  a 6  of 30/e3ecs resulted in a value of Vf  max of just over 3.5 Vd. 

fundamental feature of the 3 _ R voltage waveform is that the 

initial value, VRC' 
 of the reverse voltage at turn off should be equal 

-  

to VFF
, the forward voltage on the S C R immediately before tuIel on. 

This is the effect of the commutating capacitor connectee. between the 

S C Re being turned on and off at the same instant. When the S C R 

voltage waveform consists of a series of violent oscillations, as in 

Fig. 3.6 for example, VFF  can vary very considerably when the firing 

point_is moved relative to the oscillations. 	This happens when the 

inverter operatine frequency is changed and results in a variation of 

6 with frequency. 	If the oscillations are prticularly severe VFF  

can become very small and even tend to go negative and this leads to 

commutation failure. 

The effect of the oscillations upon VFF  at a number of frequencies 

is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. 	In Fig. 3.8 (a) the 3 } voltage wave- 

form at a frequency of 5 0/15 is shown. 	At this low frequency the 

oscillations have almost diet_. away completely and VFF, and thus Vho, 

are approximately equal to Vd. 	At 9 /3/s, as shown in Fig. 3.8 (b), 

the firing points have been moved back< along. the oscillations, in effect, 

and VFF  is nearly.  zero. A small increase in frequency would cause VF, 

to become too small to provide a large enough value of S and commu- 

tation would fail. 	At 10.5 0/s, shown in Fig. 3.8 (c), VFF  has become 

sufficiently positive once more and tre circuit functions until the 
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frequency reaches 13 0/s, shown in Fig. 3.8 (d). 	dere V
FF tends to 

go negative once more and between 13 e/s amd the next frequency at which 

VFF 
becomes positive again, i.e. 20/s as in Fig. 3.8 (e), the circuit 

cannot function. 	At 60 °/s, shown in Fig. 3.8 (f), the circuit ceases 

to function again. 

It can be seen, therefore, that if C is chosen on the basis of pro- 

viding an adequate value of 	at low frequencies it is probable that 

the S C R voltage waveform will contain oscillations of large amplitude. 

It is then possible that the frequency range of the inverter will contain 

gaps in which the circuit will not function. 

For the circuit to operate satisfaotorily over a wide range of fre-

quencies the value of C must clearly be large enough to Keep the voltage 

oscillations to as low an amplitude as possible. 

3.3.4 OutRat Voltage Waveform.. 

When the S C R voltage waveforms consist of series of osoillations 

sot  too, do the inverter output voltage waveforms. It is desirable 

that as far as possible the output voltage waveforms should resemble 

sinewaves. Fig. 3.9 shows the output voltage waveform corresponding 

to the C R voltage waveforms shown in Fig. 3.8 (f). 	this waveform 

contains a high proportion of harmonics, the largest harmonic having 

about half the amplitude of the fundamental component. Fig. 3.10 shows 

now the output voltage waveform would appear if the frequency were raised 

by five times so that only small portion of the oscillation would be 

included in eaoh sixth of a cycle. It is seen that at such a frequency 
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the output voltage waveform would contain a large fundamental sinusoidal 

component and few harmonics. 

It is interesting to note that at tsis frequency the value of C 

is such that it would correct the load power factor to unity if the 

load were to be fed from a three phase sinusoidal supply of the same 

frequency. 

3.4 Tests with Inverter Feeding Induction Motor. 

The circuit was tested with an induction motor as its load. It 

was found impossible to run up the motor to full speed, even with suf-

ficient commutating capacitance to correct the full load power factor 

to unity at 50 c/s, unless a certain amount of resistance was connected 

in series with each motor phase. This resistance had a damping effect 

upon the oscillations between the motor inductance and commutating 

capacitance after °soh commutation. Sven wits the damping resistors 

it was not possible to run the motor satisfactorily at 50 0/s, especially 

at light or no load. The value of V
FF 

under these conditions was small 

and tended to reverse and this was attributed to rotation. voltages 

generated by the motor. 

It was clear that the circuit was not suitable, in its simple form, 

for the supply of induction motors and it wets therefore abandoned. 

S3 
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3.5. Conclusions. 

It has b en demonstrated that the basin three phase bridge circuit 

with capacitors connected across the output lines for artificial commu-

tation is capable of operation with resistive loads using relatively 

small commutating capacitors. 	It was estimeted that if S C Rs were 

used in an inverter for supplying a 1000 Kw load from a 1000 V d.c. suppl.y 

capacitor of only 30/4F would be required. 	The resistive load condition 

however, is of purely academic interest since the heating effect pro-

duced in the load could be achieved equally well by direct current or 

constant frequency alternating current. 

ehen the load was inductive the inverter could be made to operate 

satisfactorily at any given frequency by making the commutating capaci-

tances high enough to correct the local power factor to unity. The 

output voltage waveforms were tnen very good approximations to sinewaves, 

few harmonics being prevent, but the time 6 was very much greater than 

the minimum required for turning; off the S C Rs. When smaller capaci-

tors were used the output voltage waveform deteriorated and commutation 

failed over certain ranges of frequency because of the oscillatory 

nature of the S C R voltage waveform. 

In an inverter-motor system operating over a range of load and fre-

quency it would obviously be quite impracticable to vary the commutating 

capacitance to correct the load power factor to unity under all conditions. 

Even if it were found sufficient to merely-  evevide an adequate value of 

and disregard the harmonic content of the output voltage waveform 

some variation of C with frequency would still be necessary. This is 



because the i.o. supply voltage would have to be reduced with frequency 

to prevent the motor's magnetic circuit from saturating. 

Clearly the basic three phase bridge is not suitable for supplying 

an induction motor over a wide range of loads and frequencies. The 

tests carried out on to system rave some indication of the modifications 

that would be necessary, however, and these will now he discussed, 

When an inductive three phase load is fed from a normal three phase 

supply power flows instantaneousle both to and from the load. 	The  

basic three phase bridge inverter is a unidirectional circuit and the 

reverse energy flow from the load must be absorbed by the commutating 

capacitors. 	This, basically, is why the capacitors should be large. 

:smaller capacitors would absorb the same energy but only by charging 

to higher voltages. 	The inverter can be made bidirectional by con-

necting a diode, so that it would not normally oonduot,between each out- 

put line and each d.c. supply terminal (see Fig. 5.1). 	These diodes 

constitute a three phase bridge which can pass poser in the opposite 

direction to that of the S C H bridge. email capacitors can then be 

used for commutation, the diodes preventing the capacitor voltages from 

exceeding the d.c. supply voltage, and the load store energy can flow 

through the diodes to the d.c. supply. 

The problem of maintaining sufficient voltage on the coseautating 

capacitors when changes in the d.c. supply voltage or .3 C I3 voltage wave-

form occur can be solved by charging a capacitor, or capacitors, to a 

voltage which is independent of the d.c. supply voltage or S C R voltage 

waveform. 



It will be seen that in the inverters considered 	later chapters 

the yrincipiessi;ated ih the two paragraphs above are used. 
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CHAPTeR 

A D.C. 3W1TOH Van e C FS Ake) UteILIARY  

In the previoue chapter it was concluded that for coping with 

inductive loads the inverter would need to incorporate some means for 

disposine of the load stored energy at commutation. 	It w s eugeested 

that diodes might be suitable or achieving this end and thus avoid large 

commutating capaoitore. At the same time the diodes might be conneeeie 

in such a way that the ipverter could be capable of allowing power flow 

both from and to the d. c. sup:,1y. 

It was also concluded that for reliable commutation, particularly 

with an induction motor load, some method of ohargine e capacitor to a 

fixed voltage and then discharging the capacitor into the invertee cir-

cuit for turning off the S C Rs would have to be incorporated. 

because of a delay in the delivery of components for en inverter 

incorporating the improvements suggested above it was decided to study 

the problem of using an S C P. for turning on and off e d.o. supply to 

a simple inductive load. 	The problee is, of course, very similes to 

that encountered in inversion. 	The results of this stady proved to be 

so interesting and relevant to the inversion problem that the whole of 

this chapter is devoted to this d.e. switch. 

4.1. Circuit and Principle of Operation. 

one circuit i'or the 	switch is snown in Fig. 4.1. 	The main 

part of the circuit sousi.,ts of the load, made up of resistance E and 

(7g7 
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inductance L in seriea, the d.c. supply of voltage Vd, and the 3 C R 

CR1 which is used for turning on and off the supply to the load. In 

aeries with ehi, on the supply aide, is a choke Ld  which possesses a 

email resistance Rd. Diode el  is connected across the load and does 

not normally oonduot. 

The auxiliary circuit consists of the second d.c. supply of voltage 

the capaoitor C, the 2 C i. CR
3 

which is used to charge the capacitor 

C to a fixed voltage from the supply Va, and CR2  which is used to dis-

charge C. so as to reverse bias and turn off Cei. R0 
and L are the 

resistance and inductance of the auxiliary supply. Diode D
2 
is connected 

across L
d 
in such a way that it is normally non-condueting. 

is a 'cage capacitor connected across the main d.c. supply ter-

mina:Le to reduce the voltage surges due to supply inductance when the 

supply current unaergoeu sudden changes. 

eot shown in Fig. 4.1 are the R - C series filters connected between 

eaode and cathode of each 3 C R to suppress eoltage transients, the small 

choke connected in series with CR2 
to limit the magnitude of the current 

peak occurring when CRi  is reverse oiased at turn off, and the transistor 

pulse generator fox firing the 6 C Rs in the correct sequence. 

Current is supplied to the load by firing Cel. If all currents in 

tAe circuit are zero at the instant of firing eRi, the current rises 
V
d 	

L + L
d  towards a steady value — with a time constant ----- (ignoring Rd). 

During this period diodes Di  and D
2 
are reverse-biased and pass no current. 

A 

CV.
1 
can be turned off by firing CR2

. This connects the anode of 

Ch
1 

to the negative potential terminal of capacitor C. The cathode 



potential of Ca
1 
is prevented from eoine negative by the action of D

1 

which immediately conducts to allow the load current to decay. Con-

sequently CR1  is reverse-biased by the voltage on capacitor C and turns 

off. 	The voltage across now rises as current flows into the capacitor 

from the dee. supply Va, the initial rate of voltage rise depending upon 

th' initial current in the choke Ia. Eventually the voltage 011 C 

becomes positive but, provided it has remained nerative long enough for 

CR1  to reaain its forward blocking property, (a, remains off when forward 

voltage is reapplied. 

During the oseillatior now takira place between C  and. La  the voltage 

or. 1 would reach a very high value. 	Diode D
2 
conducts, however, as 

soon as the capacitor voltage becomes equal eo the eain d.c. supply 

voltage and prevents the capacitor voltage from rising further. 	The 

charging current into C ceases and eR2  turns off. Kt this instant 

the cerrent in a
d 
is at its peak value and is left to decay slowly 

through diode D2  at a rate depending upon tine forward voltage drop of 

D2  and upon Rd. 

In the meantime the load current is dcoeeing through D1  at a rate 

depending upon the load resistance and inductance (neglecting the forward 

voltage drop of Di). 

3efore firing CR1  again :R3  should be fired to recharge C to a 

negative voltage from the auxiliary supply. 

It can be seen that when CR
1 
 is turned off the capacitor a is 

isolated frost the load. Hence the size of capacitor required is inde-

pendent of the load inductance and depends mainly upon the magnitude 

co 



of current flowing in the load at the instant of interruption. The 

load stored energy is not returned to the supply but is dissipated in 

the load resistance and dente does not cause any large voltage transients. 

4.2 Theory of Operation. 

Because of the isolation of the commutating capacitor from the load 

the derivation of the current and voltage equations is very straightfor-

ward, 

enless stated otherwise it is assumed in the following theory that 

the Cris and diodes can be regarded as short circuits between anode any 

cathode (i.e. zero voltage drop) when conducting, and open Arcuits (i.e. 

zero leakage current) when not conducting. 

4.24 Turninf, off CR1. 

It is assumed that when CR
2 
fires CR

1 
turns off and D

1 
conducts at ' 

once, the currents flowing in L
d and L are Ido 

and 1
Lo 

(not necessarily 

equal because of possible current in D2), and that the voltage on C is 

(not necessarily equal to Va  because of auxiliary supply inductance). VCR 

While CR2 conducts the operational circuit shown in Fig. 4.2 is 

valid, CR1  being,, considered as an open circuit between anode and cathode. 

The two meshes in the circuit may then be considered quite separately. 



Ta3ting the load current first 

I, pL + R 
P+

R 
 

Inverting, to obtain iL  in terms of time, 

t I e LO (4.1) 

i.e. the load current deoays exponentially from its initial value with 

time constant-% This equation for iL  is valid until CRI  is fired once 

more. 

::ow considering the current in the other mesh, 

Vd + V 
 pa Id . — 	+ L

d 
Ido P Rd 
	Rd  is neglecter since its - 

1  -) Ld  + 1 	 effect here is small. 
P: 
.- 

Vd + VCR p I 	+ dU 	Ld 

	

2 	1 
P + C L 

Inverting, we obtain 
V
d 

+ V
CR sin sot id 	 d I cos et + 	

+L 
 
d 

A 

	

I cos 	- V) 
	 (4.2) 

(12 

L IL 	ILD  
ID  

where so2 
CL d 

, tan j8 . 

V
d 

+ V
CR 

Wbci  I dJ  NS 

wC(V
d 
 + V

CR 
I
do 

• 



and 	I 	01(Id.  2 + 	
4 	

- id°  41 + tan20 

Since CR2 and D1 are !.onduotines the voltage acro3s CR1 is equal 

to the voltage across C and is given by 

Vc 	p 	d 

V
CR 	p 1, + 'd + v

CR ao 
a  

pC (p2  + w2  ) 

Inverting we obtain 

vo = Vd  + 
I  sin (wt - 0) 	(4.3) 

From egutItion (4.3) may be found the time 6 for which CR1  is 

reverse biased. For t .6.  when v = 0 

0 . Vd  + 	sin (ea - 0) 

hence 
	

1 (0 - sin-1 
 VdwC 
	

(4.4) 

Equations (4.2) ad  (4.3) are valid only until ve  reaches the 

value + Vd. At t is point D2 Eter.4 to conduct and CR2 turns off. 

When ye =  Vd 
A 

(from (4.3):- 	Vd . V + d wC ein (wt - 0) 

 

Hence t 

 

(4..5) 
i.e. CR2  conducts for a time 10-  . 

VCR 

• 
0 • 



The value of
d 

when CR
2 

turns off and D
2 

starts to conduct may 

be found from equation (4.2) t'y puttin!i, t =  

A 
Then 

id 
. I cos (oo ,  - 

A 
i.e. i

d 
	I 	 (4•i-;') 

This value of i
d is left to decay through diode D2

. 

4.2.2 Effect of D . 
'2 

If P
2 
were absent from the circuit. CR2  would continue to conduct 

untili
d 
 became zero 

A 
i.e. until 	I cos (ut - 0)  

i.e. until 	t 	.2 (; + 7E ) 
2 

This would mean that no current would be left to decay through 

D
2 

but the voltage v
c 

would reach a very high value given by 
A 

v
c 	

V
d me 

+ 
	 (4..a) 

Lie mag:Litude of this voltage peak would depend largely upon the 

current being interrupted and the relative values of Ld  and C and could 

be as muck &,3 twenty times greater than Vd. 
	

The presence of D
2 
is 

therefore imperative. 	(This is simil!-,r to the problem referred to in 

section 3.j.3. Aere the problem is solved by the use of diode D2.) 

A 
4.9.3 Oecay of I through Ld  and D2. 

::.hen CR
2 

turns off the current I flowing in L
d is left to decay 



through D2. 	..dnos the decay-  is a relatively slow one it is essential 

to take into account both the resistance Rd of the choke and the forward 

voltage drop Vf  of lit. Vf 	be 7.ssumed contant over most of the 

current range though its value does in fact fall sharply at very low 

currents. 

Fig. 4.3 shows the operational circuit which may be used for °alma-

luting the decay. During the decay the current 16 in D2 is equal to 

the current I
5 
in h

d 
A 

L
d 
I 

p L
d 
+ R

d 

p I Vf 

Ld 

Inverting, we obtain 

RA Vf A Yf  )  • R 	(I —e L
d 

" 5 	d 	Rd  (4.9) 

L
d i.e. the current in the choke decays with time constant 
Rd  

towards a steady state value . f . In fact, of course, the ourrent 

in D
2 

cannot become negative and hence the decay would cease when i
5 

becomes zero. 

N.b. In equation (4.9) t 0 at the instant at which CR2  turns 

off whereas in equations (4.1) to (4.8) t 0 when CR2  turns on. 

G15 

Vf 
15 
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4.2.4 Rise of Lured Current when CR, is fired. 

Fig.. 4.4 shows the circuit which can be used for considering how 

the load current i
L 
 rise.s linen 1 is fired. 	i. and i, e  are the cur-

rents in the choke Ld  and diode D2, 

If the currents in the load and the choke L
d have decayed completely 

aftertheprevioueturningoffofCRI,thenitandi_are equal during the 

whole of the time for 0e-doh CR1 conducts. 	The rise of load current is 

then given by 

 

 

R  
d 	L + L 

= V ki - e 
L 

(4.1C) 

   

If, however, the current in Ld has not completely decayed when 

CR, is fires, the situation is changed. 	During the time when iT  is 

smaller than the current i3  still decaying in id  the balance of current 

flows in D
2 

i.e. 

During this period the voltage acroes Ld  is almost zero and hence 

L, has no effect upon the load current rise. 	Therefore, while D 
2 

conducts 

V 
" iL  = — (1 e L  

t 
(4.11) 

However, the current in D
2 
cannot become negative, so as soon as 

i reaches the same value as
7  D2 

 ceases to conduct and becomes 

reverse biased, enabling Ld  to impede current rise. Consequently iL 



rises thereafter towards its steady value with a time constant L + Ld . 
R 

4.2.5 Re-charging of C from AuxiliariAaaaly. 

When !MR, io fired the voltage on C reverses towards the auxiliary 

sueply voltage Va. Because of the supply inductance the voltage over-

shoots V
a 
and at the overshoot voltage peak, 

VCR, 
 the capacitor oherging 

current is prevented from reveroing by CR
3
. CR, therefore turns off, 

leaving C. with the voltege e e  

4.2.6 Am,roximate euression for S.   . 

Iamediately after CRI  is turned off the current flowing into C 
A 	A 

through'CR varies between Ia.  and I. 	If I is 4Qt .4•4i14144 04.44441e4m #.44o.41 

I
do , 

the voltage on C rises approximately linearly with time from its 

initial value V. 	
S is, therefore, approximately equal to the 

time taken for C to charge from a voltage - VCR  to zero voltage with a 

charging current T
do 

i.e. 
C VCR (4.12) 
Ido 

hence the values of C and V
CR required to give the required value 

ef S at a given value of I
do may Le found from the following formula. 

Ido 
V
CR 

and 	S. Ido 
VCR Ar 	C 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 



A 
From equation (4.2) it can be seen that I is not much greater 

than Ido  if I'd  or Ido  is larf:e and these are the conditions for which 

the atove formulae are moat accurate, 

4.3 Variation of S with toad ill ratio, Cy 	 VCR and Ido. 

A series of tests were carried out to investigate the effect upon 

of varying the load 4  ratio and tne values of C, Ld' VCR and  Ido 

and to check the ecuracy of the theory in section 4.2. 	S is the 

parameter which, above R11, must be of a suitable value if the circuit 

is to function properly. 

in these tests the circuit was ueee as a d.o. ohopper,i.e. a 

5  o repetitive on-off switch, at a frequency of 	es. This frequency 

was low enough for the currents and voltages to reach their steady 

values, and yet high enough for the voltage and current variations to 

be observed by means of an oscilloscope. 	8, 
VCR 

 and Ido  were then 

measured directly from the oscilloscope. 

4.3.1 Variation of S with Load — Ratio. 

The formula for S given in equation (4.4) made no referenee to 

the load inductance or resistance and S would, therefore, seem to be 

independent of L and R. In fact the value of Ido is very much dependent 

upon R and this test was designed to show that S is independent of 

tee load— ratio, which would correspond to the load power factor in 

an inverter. 

L19 



Keeping R, and hence Ido  constent, T was varied over a range of 

3 to I for several combinations of C, L and Nrc a  and g was measured 

for each value of L. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 4.5 

end it can be seen that the variation of had no effect upon the value 

of 	This was as predicted by the tneory. The corressonding cal-

culated results are also plotted in Fig. 4.5 to show the close agreement 

between calculated and experimentally measured results. 

4.3.2 Variation of d with L
d
. 

In this test and all tne remaining tests described in section 4.3 

the load inductance was set at a conotant valae and the value of Ida was 

varied by adjusting the load resistance H. 	The graphs in Fig. 4.6 and 

Fig. 4.7 show d plotted as a function of Ido. 	The families of 

curves obtained tnen show the effect upon S of varying any of the 

circuit parameters. 

For this test C and VCR were kept constant and r,d  was varied over ' 

a range of about 6 to 1, the variation of 6 with Ido  being measured 

for each value of Ld. This procedure was repeated for several combi-

nations of C and Va. 

4.6 shows the experimental and calculated results. For the 

sake of clarity the curves for only the extreme values of Ld  used have 

been drawn. The good agreement between calculated and experimental 

results should again be noted. It was seen that increasing Ld  by a 

factor of six had little effect upon the value of S particularly at 

(00 
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the higaer values of Ido. 	;his was to be expected since the approxi-

mate expression for S in equation (4.12) made no reference to Ld. 

Variation of S with C. 

k;vora Fib. 4.6 the variation of 6 with G can alba be determined. 

It ban be Teen that by doubling the value of C the value of .5 was also 

al;proximately doubled, again as predicted in equation (4.12). 

4.3.4 Variation of S with V
CR
. 

Keeping Ld  and C constant VcR  was varied over a range of about 

2 to 1 and 6 plotted as a function of Ido  for each value of VCR. 

This was repeated fur a different value of C. Fig. 4.7 shows the 

calculated. and. experimental results. 	It can be seen that at the 

higher values of Ido  6 was almost proportional to VCR, as predicted. 

by equation (4.12). 

4.3.5 Variation of 6 with Ido. 

From both Fig. 4.6 and. Fig. 4.7 it may be seen that S was 

approximately inversely proportional to Ido, once more as predicted 

in equation (4.12). 
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4.4 Volteee end Current  waveforms.  

To obtain the voltage and current waveforms sketched in Figs. 4.8 

and 4.9 the circuit we;; used as a d.o. chopper at a frequency of 5 °/s. 

and the waveforms observed by means of an oscilloscope. Fig. 4.8 

shows the waveforms .fora light load, Fig. 4.9 for a heavy load. The 

waveforms -sketched are ae followee- 

✓ the main d.c. supply voltage 

V
1  
• the anode-cathode voltage of CR1  

V. 	
the voltae* across the choke

d end diode D2 

✓ - the volta,e between the anode of CR and the ela 	 1 

negeive d.c. supply terminal 

V
L 

- the voltage across the lode and diode D1 

✓ - the voltage on oapaoitor C 

✓ - the anode-cateode voltage of CR2  

- the current taken from the main d.c. =poly 

15 ▪ the current in the choke L 

16 • 
the current in the diode D

2 

1 
• the current in CR

1 

1
2 
• the current in CR2  

T 
L 
	- the load current 

1
4 

- the current in diode D1 

, 
t
2' 

t.
i 	

t
3 
 are tie ihstents at which CR1, CR2, CR3  '  

are fired. 
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4.4.1  4plenation of eaveforms. 

It instant t
1 

V
d 
falls because of the regulation of the supply 

and Vi falls almost to zero. 	Currents
d' 

I
5' l' 

I
L 
are the same 

current and build up to their steady state value with time constant 

L + L 
d and a decaying voltage appears across ceoke Ld. Igo current 

flows in_ 
D1

and  D
2' 
 these diodes being reverse biased. 	ee) current 

flows in CR2. V
an 

end VI are equal to (Vd  - V.Ld) and Vo  remains 
l 

 

steady at the value to which it has been charged from the auxiliary 

supply. 	V2  is equal to (Vd  - V0). 

At instant t
2 

CR
2 

is fire.. and V
2 

falls almost to zero. 	V
d 
rises 

to its open circuit value with some overshoot caused by the combination 

of supply inductance and the reservoir capacitor Cd. CRi  is reverse 

biased by the voltage on C and turns off, Ii  falling at once to zero. 

IL  decays throuvh diode Li and now, therefore, 14  = IL. VL 
falls to 

zero because of the conduction of D
1
. 	Capacitor C charges through 

L
d 
from the main d.c. supply and for a short period VLd is equal to 

(Vd  - V0). 	Id  = I. 12, rising from the value of 15 at instant t
2 

to a peak value 1. 

conduct and CR
2 

turns off and is reverse biased by a small voltage. 

I2 
and I

d 
fall instantly to zero ehile15  decays from its peak value 

A 
I through diode D2. hence I5  _ T6  during this decay. V

c 
remains 

..t the value to which it had been charged when CR
2 turned off and 

V
2 

a. 	
d 
- V

c) again. 

At instant t3  capacitor C is re-charged to a negative voltage 

ICS 

ehen V
c 
reaches the value -1-V d  diode .1)

2 
starts to 



through CR3  from the auxiliary supply. 	V2 = (Vd - Vo) and hence as 

V
o 
fa11s
'2 

rises by the same amount. 

At instant t
1 

the whole cycle is repeated again. 

4.5 Comparison between Measured and Predicted Results. 

For the sake of clarity the calculated waveforms have not been 

drawn in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. A comparison between calculated and experi- 

mentally obtained results will be male on the basis of the peak current 
A 	A 

value I and the time taken for I to decay through diode D2. Because 

of the poor regulation of the d.o. supply the values of Ido  used have 

not been calculated but measured experimentally. In each of the two 

oases considered Vd  = 50 V, VcR  = 65 V, Lei  = 4 mH, Rd  . 0.14. $ C = 32f,. F, 

Vf  . 1.6 V. 

A 

4.5.1 Peak Value I. 

(a) Ido  . 4.6 A 

  

A 
From equation (4.2) I . 21.122.A 

A 
(Experimentally obtained value of I 

(b) Ido 
= 2) A 

12 A) 

A 

from equation (4.2) I - LIALA 

 

A 
(Experimentally obtained value of I = 28 A) 

i06 



4.5.2 Perioi of Decay of I through Ld  and D
2
. 

When CR
2 

tufss off the current in Ld has reached the value I and 

this current decays through D2. The equation for the decay is that 

for 1
5 
in section 4.2.3, i.e. equation (4.9). 

A 

(a) I
do m 4.6 A, I - 11.85 A 

  

i
5 	

- 16 27.85 e
-25t 

i 	- 0 when t • - 	2-11±-1  
5 	25 loge 16 

- 22 v.isecs 

(By experiment i
5 	

0 when t - 26 miecs.) 

(b) Ido - 25 A, 	27.3 A 

i
5 - - 16 + 43.3 8..25t  

= 0 when t = 2" 10 „e 'e 
43 
lb

4  

40 JiSecs  

(by experiment i
5 	

0 when t m 46 m:Jecs.) 

It can be seen that the theory gives very ac urate results for 
A 

the value of I. 	The predicted decay times -times are a little low 

but this is to be expected since Vf 
is not absolutely constant but falls 

quite sharply at currents less than about 5 A. 

4.6 Variation of I
do 

and S with Chopping Frequency. 

When the circuit was used as a d.c. chopper it was found that Ido, 

and hence 6 , varied with the chopping frequency. This section shows 

how this variation occurred and gives some theory from which the variation 

may be predicted. 
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4.6.1 Effect of Increasein Chopping Frequency upon the oaveforms of I  
5 

  

and I. 

In Fig. 4.10 the waveforms of the current15  in choke
d 
 :nd the 

current I
L 
in the load are shown for a typical set of circuit parameters 

at five different operating frequencies. 

In Fig. 4.10(a) the frequency is 5 c/s and 15  and I are both zero 

when CR
1 
 is fired at instant t1. 1

5 
and I

L 
then rise together with time 

L + L
d constant 	 R  	towards a steady value and are still equal at instant 

t
2 

when CR
2 
is fired. I

L 
then starts at once to decay through diode 

D1. 	15, however, rises to the peak value I in the ch..reing of capacitor 

C before decaying through diode 02. At this low frequency both 15  and 

I
L 

have ample time to decay to zero before CR
1 
 is re-fired. 

At the higher frequencies of 25 c/s and 50 
c s, illustrated by 

Figs. 4.10(b) and 4.10(c), IL  still has time to decay to zero between 

instant t2 and t1 
but I

5 
 has not. IL  therefore starts to rise at t

1 

with time constant— until it becomes equal to I and thereafter both 
L
d 
+5 

L 
and 1

5 
rise together with time constant 	R  towards a steady 

state value. At 25 c/s they almost reach their steady value but at 

50 c/s CR
2 
is fired some time before the steady value is attained and 

hence do and  ILo are lower than their low frequency values. S is 

therefore greater than its low frequency value since it is approximately 

inversely proportional to Id°. 

At 100 c/s, for which Fig. 4.10(d) is drawn, IL  is still zero 

t
1 
 but the interval between t and t

1 is now too short for 15 
and I to 
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become equal. 	Ido is therefore greater than ILo  , though still 

smaller than its low frequenoy value. 

, e 	of t 2oo s, shown in Fig. 4.10(e), Ido  has become much greater 

than ILo and is now completely independent of IL. I
do 

now depends 

only upon the frequency of firing CR2, the difference between Ido  and 
A 

and the rate of decay of I,. At even higher frequencies I
do 

settles 
4 

down at such a value that 15 can rise from Ido to I just aftr CR2 is 
A 

fired and decay from I back to Ido  before CR2  is again fired. 

4.6.2 Approximate Analysis of Variation of Ido  and (5 with Frequency. 

1 	A 
By writingoe2 as 	the peak value I reached by 	after C Ld 

instant t2 may be expressed as 
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	17 CtVd  + V
C  

2 Ld Ido 
 

 

A 
= 

0 

 

(4.15) 

A 
If I is not very much greater than

do
, we obtain on expanding the 

RilS by the binomial theorem 

A 
It is assumed that 15  decays from I to

ao  linearly at its initial 

rate and that the decay lasts for a time , wheref is the chopping 



A 	R0d Ido 1 I 	Ido — 	Ld 	
. f  

frequency, (i.e. it is assumed that is small compared with). 	The 

rate of decay depends upon the values of L
d 
	, I and the forward 

voltage deep of diode D2. 	i"rom equation (4.9) we obtain 

dI, 	R., I 	Vf  
--12* dt Ld Ld  (4.17) 

A 	 A 
If I -J2-. '

do' i.e. (I - Ido) much less than I or I. 	and the 

effect of V
. 

can be represented by adjusting the value of Rd  to R'd  

dI„ 	R'
d  Ido _ 

dt 	Ld 
(4.18) 

A 

Since 1
5 

must decay from I to"do  at t is decay rate in time 

III 

i.e. :(Vd  + VCR)
2 _a. 	RId  Ido 	1 

2 LdIdo 	 Ld 	
f 

 

•• •
do 

C(Vd  + VCR)
2 

2R'd  
f 	(4.19) 

i(C(Vd  + Veit)2 

i.e. I
do 

-L k 	wnere k m  	(4.20) 2£c' 	(4.2©) 

It may be seen, therefore, that at the higher frequencies I
do 

becomes appooximately proportional to the square root of frequency. 

The value of Ld would appear to have little or no effect upon the con-

stant of proportionality, k. At these higher frequencies the value of 

Ido is quite independent of load. 

The variation of S may now be found by using the approximate 

expression Omen in equation (4.12) and substituting the value of Ido 



obtained from equation (4.19) 

C VCR 
i.e. 6 -IL Ido 
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C VCR  

,j1c(vd +

kid 

VcR)21 

   

     

i.e. 5 
1 Vd 	g (4.21) 

 

  

VCR 

    

       

       

i.e. At the higher frequencies 4E is approximately inversely 

proportional to frequency and is independent of Ld  and the load. 

Equations (4.20) and (4.21), it should be emphasized, are valid only 

when the frequency is high enough for Id()  to become independent of the 

load 

4.6.3 Comparison between Observed and Predicted Variations of Ido 
and 

6 with frequenv. 

The circuit was tested over a range of frequency under four 

operating conditions with V VCR and C kept constant. 
	Two values of 

Ld 
and load resistance were used. ht each chopping frequency the 

values of Ido 
and S were measured on an oscilloscope and Figs. 4.11 

and 4.12 show the observed variations of Ido and S respectively with 

frequency. 

In Fig. 4.11 it is seen that at the lower frequencies Ido  remained 
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cunstant but later fell as the frequency was increased, reaching a mini-

mum value at a frequency of about IOC c/a. At these frequencies Ido  was 

either equal to IL0  or a little LIOIVO than I . . 	At highea frequencies 
,a) 

I
do 

rose with frequency and became approximately proportional to -.G. 

The two curves drawn for each value of Ld  are seen almost to merge 

at the high frequencies. This shows that Ido 
had become independent of 

the load. 

Despite the fact that the higher value of L
d 
used was almost three 

times greater than the lower value it is seen that the values of Ido  for 

each value of L
d 
are not significantly different. The difference can, 

in fact, be attributed to the slightly greater value of R
d 
in the case 

of the higher value of L
d 

which caused the effective resistance R'd of 

the choke and diode D
2 

to be increased slightly. 	This shows that I
do 

was independent of the value of Ld.  

The theoretical variation of Ido  with frequency, determined from 

equation (4.19) is also shown in Fig. 4.11. 	In calculating the slope 

of this line the characteristics of diode 1)
2 

were represented by an 

equivalent resistance which, however, changes wita current. At the 

higher frequencies the values of Id°  would be expected to increase at 

a faster rate, due partly to the fall of the equivalent resistance of 

diode D
2 

and partly to the increasina significance of the time . which 

would shorten the decay time of 15  through diode D2. 

Fig. 4'2 shows the corresponding variations of S with frequency. 

bince S is approximately inversely proportional to Ido  the variation 

of 6 would be expected to be the inverse of that of Id°. 	It is seen 

IlLf- 



that S rises to a maximum at about 100 c/e, due to the fall of Ido' 

and thereafter falls with frequency. 	Again it is seen that the two 

curves drawn for each value of L
d 

tend to merge at the high frequencies, 

demonetrating that S had become in..ependent of the load. 	It is also 

seen that S wee relatively unaffected when La  was increased by a 

factor of three, demonstratin, that ec was independent of Ld. The 

curve representing the theoretically predicted variation of Jr with 

frequenc is also shown in Fig. 4.12. 

Due again to the fall in the equivalent reeisttncs of diode D
2 

at higher values of Id()  and to the increasing significance of the time 

resulting in a shortening of the decay time, the values of S would 

be expected to fall even more rapidly at higher frequencies. 

In both Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 the agreement between the observed 

and predicted variations of 117,  and cf with frequency is seen to be 

good, showing that the theory developed is valid within the conditions 

imposed, 

4.7 Switching.  Losses. 

When CR
1 
is conducting the losses in the circuit are caused by 

the forward voltage drop of CRI, the resistance, Ed  of the choke, and 

the resistance of leeds, etc. 	CR1 had an almost constant volta!e drop 

of about 1.6V when conducting and its tower dissipation can therefore 

be found by multiplying the mean current flowing in it by 1.6V. 

When CR1 is switched off, however, the energy stored in the load 

inductance and in the choke L
d is left to be dissipated in paths 
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oompleted by diodes Di  and D
2
. 	The load stored energy is mainly 

dissipated in the load resistance, a small amount being dissipated in 

Di' but this is not c)nsidered as a loss. 

The energy stored in the choke La  is dissipated in the diode D2  

and in the choke resistance li
d 
and this is certainly a loss in the 

accepted sense. At low frquencies, when the current in the choke 

A 
decays coupletely from I to zero, the energy loss Ed  is given by 

A2 
a 

L (1 	.4. 	 3L 	L 
V)2

)  
d do d 

2 
'do 	C(Vd  VCR)2  )0"I" 

At a ceopjng frequency f °/s this repro ents a lover loss Pd  

(4.22) 

jiven by.  

Pd . Ed . f 

 

 

d 
. .f.Ido 	CJ! 	v cR)2  Watts (4.23) 

At these low frequencies Ido 	
1.re , i.e. '‘.11e load current being 

switched off. 

At bier frequencies, where Ido  is independent of load, the decay 
A 

time is short enough for the current in Ld  to rise from. Ido  to I and 

decay back to I only. 	The energy dissipated in this case is given by 

ilk 



d• • 	Ld 
(12 	2 

do 

C(Vd  + 
VCR 

 
a L

d 	L
d 

2 • I
do 
) 

t7 

• (V
d 
+ V

CR
)2 Joules (4.24) 

   

This then represents a power loss given by 

P
d 

= 	d + V ,)2  Watts (4.25) 

i.e. For given values of C, Vd  nd VCR  the power loss is proportional 

to frequency. 

In addition, there is a loss in the resistor Re  in the auxiiixy 

oirouit which can be minimised by making Re  as small as possible. 

It should be noted that the formulm for Pd take into account the 

power taken from the auxiliary supply in re-charging capacitor C to the 

negative voltage - VcR  and also the power taken from the main supply 

durin4; the turning.  off of CR1, i.e. the period in which the current in 
A 

the choke rises from Ido to I. 

4.8 Conclusions. 

The tests carried out on the d.c. switch as described above nave 

shown that the circuit p,ovies a very effective method of turning on 

and off the d.o. supply to an inductive load. By charging the capacitor 

from a fixed auxiliary volts..e supply and isolating it from the load 

during; turn off it was )und that the nature of the load had no effect 

upon the ability of the switch to turn off. Consequently the circuit 



was equally suitable for highly inductive as well au resistive loads. 

It was possible also to use a relatively small capSitor since the 

capacitor was not called upon to absorb any of the load stored energy 

at turn off. 

The other novel feature of the circuit was the use of diodes to 

provide decay paths for inductive stored energy. These diodes were 

found to be very successful end made possible not only the use of a 

small capacitor but also the elimination of severe switching transients. 

It has been shown thet the theory developed for the circuit was 

valid and capable of predicting the circuit's perforeance to a high 

degree of accuracy. From the theory, and verified by experiment, it 
CV
CR was found that S was approximately equal to 	and 30 by adjusting 
do 

the values of C and V
CR it was possible to obtain any required value of 

g 	for each value of Ido. 

At low chopping frequencies Ido  eras equal to IT,, the load current 

at turn off. At higher freeuencies, after an initial reduction due to 

the change in the waveform of the load current, Ido  increased in proportion 

to th square root of freqeencee 	ibis resulted in a corresponding 

decrease in the value of .5 . 	The increeee in Ido  was shown to be due 

to the effect of D
2 

which limited the rate of decay of the current 

trapped in the choke Ld after each turn off. This resulted in the build 

up of a circulating current in the L
d - D2 path to a level where 

the 

energy absorbed by Ld  at each turn off was dissipated in the choke 

resistance Rd and the diode D2 
i
n 
 each switching oyele. 

The energy dissipated in ad  and D2  was tee sum of the energy taken 

PS' 



from the auxiliary supply by the capacitor luring re-charging and the 

energy taken from the main d.c. supply iamediately after the turn off 

of CR1. At low chopping frequencies, or when the circuit was used 

intermittently as a d.c. contactor, the energy lost in this way would 

be unimportant. At higher frequencies, however, the energy loss, re- 

seated in each switching cycle, could represent a substantial power loss 

and consequent reduction in operating efficiency. 

It was seen that the veaue of
d 

had very little effect upon the 

magnitude of S.  and Ido. Obviously La  could not be made zero, other-

wise the capacitor would charge instantly from the main d.c. supply and 

result in too short a reverse bias time for 1 to turn off correctly. 
A 

dowever, provided that Lad was sufficiently large to prevent I from 

becoming very much larger than 'do, the value of Ld  was relatively unim-

portant. It was found that the values of I
do 

at high frequency were 

reduced by increasing Ld  but this was attributed not to the increase 

4.1 Ld but to the accompanying. 
 small increase in the winding resistance 

of the choke. 

Reduction of the magnitude of Ido  at high frequencies, to increase 

without altering Va  and C, was possible by adding resietanoe in 

series with D2. This caused the decay of the current traeeed in La  to 

become more rapid cr, in other words, enabled the energy absorbed in 1, 

at each turn off to be dissipated in a higher resistance at a lower 

current level. ouch reduction of Ido would enable a reduction in the 

value of C or V
CR 

to be nude which would result in a smaller energy 

loss, and further reduction in I
do* 
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Although the study of the d.c. swich was pAjnly to ossess the 

suitability of the turn oft techni4ae for inversion, the circuit h.$ 

man; uses in its own right. Two examples are the voltage oontrol of 

a d.c. motor and the checking of b G R turn off times. Voltaila control 

con be effected by varying the ratio of the on 4nd off periods GO as to 

vary the mean output voltaoe from a very low value to full supply 

voltage. S C R tarn off times can be measured by connecting the S C R 

to be checked in place of CRI  and measuring 6 on as osoillosoope. Ay 

increasing the load current, or by reducing 11c1,  the value of el at 

which the S C R just fails to turn off Haan be found. 

It is clear at this stage that in an inverter twine' the turn off 

method described above, the power loss due to cummutation will prove to 

be a serious problem. 	This1.4i31 be shown in Chapters 5 and 6. 	In a 

d.o. switch other eoually effective but more efficient circuits1,2,3 

could. be used which would avoid the commutation loss altogether. 
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CHAPTER 5  

PRINCIPLE AND MORT OF OPERATION OF A "D.C.-COMMUTATED  

THREa-PHASE INVERTER" WITH A SERIES R-L LOAD. 

In the conclusions on Chapter 3 a comparison was made between an 

inductive load fed from the basic three phase inverter circuit and from 

an ordinary three phase sinusoidal supply. It was appreciated that in 

the ease of the sinusoidal supply it was possible for power to flow 

instantaneously both from an:; to tne supply whereas: in the case of the 

inverter this was not so oeoause of the uniaireotional characteristics 

of the rectifiers. To obtain inverter output voltage and current 

waveforms which were not far distorted from sinewavas it was therefore 

necessary to use capacitors on the oatput side of the inverter to 

absorb the reverse power flow from the load. It was pointed out tnat 

this was tantamount to correcting the load power factor to unity and 

that it was necessary to vary the capacitance with load and frequency. 

Smaller capacitors could be used merely to effect commutation but 

their use resulted in highly dictorted output waveforms and large oscil-

lations initiating at eaon commutation. Another shortcoming of the 

basic inverter circuit was the variation of voltage on the commutating 

capacitors. This sometimes resulted in failure of the commutation pro- 

cess. 	For reliable commutation it was concluded that a method should 

be employed for charging the commutating capacitors to a fixed voltage 

before eaca commutation. Slice a method is Known as "forced commutation", 

as opposed to "artificial commutation" in which tne current and voltage 
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12.2 

waveforms are distorted to effect oomautation by means of some component 

which is part of the inverter load. 

in the next three chapters is deecribed an inverter circuit which 

satisfies the requirements statedabove. 	A reverse diode bridge is 

used to permit a two-way flow of power through the circuit and for com- 

mutation a single capacitor, charged to a fixed voltage from an auxiliary 

supply, is discharged into the a.c. side of the inverter. 	The auxiliary 

circuit is that used for the d.o. switch described in Chapter 4. 

This chapter deals with the principle and theory of operation of 

the inverter circuit with a star-connected R-L load. Chapters 6 and 

7 deal with experiments carried out on the oircuit with an R-L and an 

induction motor load 

5.1 Circuit and Principle of Operation. 

Fig. 5.1 shows the circuit of the inverter. 	The C R's CR
1' 

CR2... CR6  are connected in a three phase bridge, input lines being 

connected to the bridge at the common anode connection of CR
1 

CR
3
, 

CR5  and the common cathode connection of the CR4, CR6, CR2, and output 

lines to the cathodes of OR
l' 

CR
3
, CR

5 
as in the basic bridge circuit. 

or symmetry the choke is split into two halves, Ld  each, one in each 

line from the main d. c. supply, and to ensure equal vAage sharing the 

two halves are sound on a single core. 	Diodes Di, D2... D6  are con- 

nected between each output terminal and each main d.c. supply terminal 

in suca a way that taey are normally non-conducting and would only 

return current from the load to the supply. Diodes D7, D8 are connected, 
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one across eaoh half of the choke in the d.c. lines, so that they, too, 

are normally non-conducting. Cd  is a large reservoir capacitor con- 

nected across the main d.c. supply to supprees the transient effects 

of the supply impedance during. sudden current changed. R and L are 

the resistance and inductance of each phase of the star-connected three- 

phase load. 

Capacitor C is charged from the auxiliary supply through 0R8. 

Lc is the inductance of the auxiliary supply. CR
7 

is used to connect 

the negatively °halved capacitor C between the in2ut terminals of the 

bridge so as to turn off the bridge S C Rs for coeueutation. 

she 6 C Rs are fired in the correct sequence by pulses fed to 

tnem from a transistor pulse generator. The frequency of the pulses 

from the generator is governed by an input signal from a master oscil- 

lator, the output frequency of which can be varied at will. 	The 

pulse generator is briefly dosoribed in section 5.2. 

V
d 
and V

a 
are the voltages of the main and auxiliary d.c. supplies. 

Both supplies were taken from d.c. generators and could be v ried as 

required.) 

In its principle of operation the inverter is a combination of 

the basic three phase °ridge inverter and the d. e. switch. Each of 

the bridge S C hs conducts for one third or a cycle as in the basic 

circuit and the inverter therefore gives the acme basic output current 

and voltage waveforms as the basic circuit of Chapter 3. In each 

sixth of a cycle capacitor C is charged to a negetive voltage from the 

auxiliary supply by firing CR8. Because of the auxiliary supply 
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inductance Lo the voltage on the capacitor overshoots the value -Va 
and at the peak of the overshoot, et a voltage -VCR,  the charging current 

tends to reverse but is prevented from doing so by CRS. Capacitor C 

therefore remains at the voltage -Veil  and CRe  turns off, being reverse 

biased by the difference between VCR  and Va. 

At the end of each sixth of a cycle, when commutation is required 

to take place, CR
7 

is fired. 	This oonneots the negatively-charged 

capacitor C between the input terminals of the bridge, causing all the 

S C Rs in the bridge to become reverse biased and, therefore turns off 

the two S C Rs which were conducting. The instantaneous difference 

between the main d.c. supply voltage Vd  and the capacitor voltage -VrR  

ie sustained by the chokes in the d.c. lines and is shared equally 

between them. However, the load is inductive and the currents in the 

two phases which had been supplied through the two conducting S C Rs 

are now forced to flow through two of the diodes in the reverse diode 

bridge and hence back to the supply. 

Jig. 5.2 shows the ditribution of current and voltage in the 

circuit at the instant of firing CR7  for a case in which Vd  m 200 V 

and VCR e 300 Y. CR1 and CR6 had been conducting immediately before 

and Ch2 is about to be fired. ILO  is the current whioh had been 

flowing in phases A and B of the load (it will be seen later that the 

current in phase C at this inst...nt would be zero under most conditions) 

and Ido  the current in the chokes Ld. 

oince the difference between the supply and capacitor voltages 

is shared equally between the two halves of tne choke the voltages on 
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the plates of the capacitor must be -150 V end +15C 1f if the supply 

teraiaals arc at +100 V and -100V. The eommon anode connections of 

Chi, CR3  and CR5  au,t therefore oe at a voltage -150 V while the coeeon 

cathode connections of Cho, CR6 and CR2  must be at +150 V. The current 

in phase A flows through diode D4, the current in phase B through D3, 

and lines A and 13 are therefore at voltage -100 V and +100 V respectively. 

since the same current flows in phases A and B and none in phase C the 

load star point and hence line must be at zero voltage. It can be 

seen that CR
' 
 and CR

6
, the 3 C Rs which had been conducting, are reverse-

biased by only 50 V or half the difference between VCR  end Vd, and are 

only reverse-biased while the capacitor voltage is greater than Vd. 

CR3  and CE4  are reverse-biased by 250 V, i.e. A(Vd 
+VCR)  , and CR2 

and 

CR5  by 150 Y, or 1/ 

The capacitor eventually chergos to the volta e +Vd, at which point 

diodes D
7 

and D
8  conduit to prevent the capacitor voltage from rising 

furtner. CR7  then turns off and the currents in the two halves of the 

choke decay through D7  and D8. Having turned off the 7 C Rs in the 

bridr;e it now remains to fire the two 3 C Rs which are required to con-

duct in the next sixth of a cycle, i.e. CR1  and CR2  in the case considered 

above. CR
8 aunt also be fired at Joule stage to re-charge the capacitor 

to -V
CR 

ready for the next comeutetion. 

The current in phase is now continues to decay through diode D, 

towards zero, during which period the star point of the load is no 

longer at zero voltage. 	When the current ie phase B reaches -.4Eiro the 

currents in the other two phases become equal and rise together thereafter 

I 



towards their steady values. 

5.2 Pulse enerator. 

5.2.1 Pulse Schedule. 

In Fig. 5.3 the pulse required for controlling each of the S C Rs 

in the circuit are shown. At the end of each sixth of a cycle a single 

pulse of snort duration is all that is required to fire CR7  and so turn 

off the bridge S C Rs. 	At some point in the middle of each sixth of 

a cycle a short Pulse is applied to the gate of CR8  to re-charge the 

commutating capacitor from the auxiliary supply. Undef some circum-

stances it is possible for the current in the bridge S C Rs to fall to 

,zero and for the C Rs to become reverse-biased temporarily. Gate 

drive io therefore required over the whole of the conduotion period 

of one third of a cycle. Partly because of the difficulty io passing 

rectangular pulses through email output transformers at low frequencies, 

and par-01 because of the :eoeesity for keeping the mean gate voltage 

as small KS possible during reverse-bip.s of the S C R, the gate drive 

for each bridge C R consists of a high frequency pulse train, as 

shown in Fig. 5.4. 	The pulses in the train are 20/ASecs long, 140/aosce 

apart, and have a magnitude of about 2 V. The mean gate voltage is 

thus .cept at the 0.25 V recommended maximum during reverse-bias con-

ditions and the drives for the o C Rs cAl be isolated from each other 

by using relatively ell output transformers in the pulse genetator. 

&ach pulse train is of one third of a cycle duration, commencing at 

instant t 
1  for Ch1, t2  for CR2  and so on. 
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The 20,,,Sece pulse duration w e long enough to allow the current 

in eaon S C R to rise above the holding current with the inductive 

inverter loads used. 

5.2.2 Principle of Operation. 

Fig. 5.5 shows in block diagram form the layout of the components 

of the pulse generator. 

A signal from the master oscillator is fed with a wave shaper and 

is ence into a scale of six ring counter. For each input cycle a pulse 

is produced at one of the ring counter output teriaiiv:Is in sequence, 

and the ring counter output pulse frequency is therefore one sixth of 

the oscillator frequency. Six pulse train gating circuits, one for 

each bridge S C R, are connected to the ring counter as shown. ti 

pulse at the "-" terminal opens the gate, a pulse at the "F" terminal 

closes the gate. When the gate is open the pulse train from the pulse 

train oscillator is passed to the S C h gate. The "P" terminal is 

the input for the pulse train. The "R" terminal of the gating circuit 

for CR
1  is connected to ring oounter output 1 and the "F" terminal to 

output 3. Consequently the gating circuit for CR, passes the pulse 

train to CR
1 
 between the appearances of pulses at ring counter outputs 

1 and 3, i.e. for one third of a cycle. 	ihe other gating circuits 

operate similarly, displaced by the appropriate number of sixths of 

a vole. 

For CR7 a pulse is required at the start of each sixth of a cycle. 

All the ring counter outputs are therefore connected to an OR gate and 
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a pulse is then supplied to
7 
 each time a pulse appears at any of 

the ring counter output terminals. 

CR
6 

requires a pulse each sixth of a cycle but between the pulses 

fed to CR7. The master oscillator signal is therefore pa3sed through 

a phase shifter, to allow adjustment of the pulse positioning, and 

thence to a pulse generator which produces a pulse each sixth of a cycle. 

All the output pulses fed to 6 C Rs are electrically isolated from 

each otaer e eeans of small output tr-nsformers. 

5.3 Theory of Operation on Star-Connected R-L Load with "Power Factor" 

> 0.5 (approx.). 

5.5.1. iacis of Theory and General Assumptions made. 

In the following theory it is assumed, unless otherwise stated, 

that the S C Re and diodes can be regarded as open circuits between 

anode and cathode (i.e. zero leakage current) when non-conducting and 

as short circuite(i.e. zero voltage drop) wnen condu-ting. 

'2-ne load for which the circuit is analysed is a star-connected load 

in which each phase oonsists of resistance R and inductance L in series. 

Magnetic coupling between phases is assumed to be absent. cost loads 

in practice have a power factor greater than Q.Z. 	Since the theory for 

very low power factor loads is slightly different it is left over until 

section 5.4. 	The difference between the two cases ie that for high 

power factor loads current flows in only two phases at the end of each 

sixth of a cycle whereas in the low power factor case all three phases 

carry current. The actual value of power factor at which the transition 
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takes place depends upon the commutation process to some degree but 

would normally be of the order of 0.5. In the section needing "power 

factor" is written between quotation marks because the power factor in 

the inverter circuit, as will be seen later, cannot be specified in the 

same way as in a system supplied by sinusoidal voltage and current. 

The method of analysis used is to consider one sixth of a cycle 

only, to begin the analysis at the st rt of this period wnen certain 

S C Rs and diodes are known to conduct, and to use known or assumed 

initial current and voltage values. Voltage and current equations can 

then be formulated which are valid until the current or voltage associated 

.pith any 5 C R or diode reverses or tends to reverse. The resulting 

change in the circuit is then taken into account and new equations foreu- 

lated, using new initial current and volteee velues. This procedure is 

repeated until the end of the sixth of a cycle is reached. From the 

current and voltage variations in this single sixth of a cycle the complete. 

waveforms etc. can then be determined. 

It is assumed throng: out that the main deo. supply has no impedance 

and that the supply voltage therefore suffers no fluctuations under 

transient conditions. The reservoir capacitor Cd is considered as part 

of the supply and ignored in the theory. 

In the practical circuit B-C filters were connected across each 

S C R to suppress transient voltage peaks and a small air-cored choke 

was connected in series with the commutating capacitor to limit the 

reverse current peak in the J e Re being turned off. The effect of 

these components was small and is neglected in the theory: 



The sixth of a cycle e-oeen for study in the analysis is that 

occurring between instento t and t
3
. 	At t

2 
CR
6 

is turned off and 

0e
2 

turned. on instead, commut tion therefore taking place between 

phases B end 0 of the load. 

5.3.2 States of Circuit  in the Sixth of a Cycle. 

After CR7 
is fired to turn off the bridge S C Rs at the start of 

the sixth of a cycle the state of the circuit, i.e. the position of 

conducting S C Rs and diodes, changes several timed. The states cf 

the circuit as they occur ere shown in Figs. 5.6 to 5.13. 	In these 

diagrams the arrows indicate current flow, the voltage distribution is 

indicated by numerical values which give potentials as percentages of 

half the d.c. supply voltage, and the letters h and F indicate which 

S C Rs end diodes are reverse-Biased and. forward-biased respectively. 

State 1 	Ca72.onduoting, all bridge C Rs off, Va  (- Vd. 

The circuit is arranged " that when CR7  is fired the voltage Va  

on the capacitor C is greater than end opposite to the main d.c. supply 

voltaq:e Vd. 	The state shown in Fig. 5.6 therefore occurs with all the 

bridge S C Rs reverse-biased and turned off. Since the two halves of 

the d.c. choke are tightly coupled the voltage drops across each are 

the same. The current flowing ie phases A and 3 decays at each a rate 

that 17
3 
 and 1

4 
are forced to conduct. It willbe shown later that the 

current in phase would be zero at this time for a high power factor 

L3 
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load. 	Current flows from the d.c. supply through the d.c. chokes and 

into capacitor C causing its voltage to rise towards the d.c. supply 

voltage. 

This state is mainteined at least until Vc 
reaches the value (-Vd). 

At this instant it is seen from Fig. 5.7 th-t the volt-gee across CR1  
and CRS- are zero and any further rise of Vo  would make these two S C Rs 

become forward biased. However, no hate signal is applied to CR6  and 

this S C R would remain off though forward biased. CR1, on the other 

hend, is required to conduct again and will conduct as soon as the first 

pulse in the pulse train is aeplied to its gate. When 	conducts 

again the circuit changes to the next state, described below. 

State 2 s- CR
7
, CR

1
, D

3 
conducting, V > 

Fig. 5.8 shows the circuit when Vo  has risen above (-Vd) and CR1 
has turned on. It is aeen that D becomes reverse-biased and therefore 

turns off. This means that the current which had flowed through D
4 
is 

suddenly transferred to C 
1 
 and .fence must flow through the upper half 

of the d.c. choice . 	Because the two halves of the choke are tightly 

coupled this instantaneous increase of current in one half is possible 

and is balanced by iAla equal eeoreaee in the other half, the condition 

to be obeyed being that the sum of the currents in the two :calves must 

be instantaneously;-  unchanged. 	eowever, this means that the current 

flowing into the capacitor is now reduced and the rate of rise of VO 

is therefore reduced. 

It should be noted that because the currents in phases A :end R 
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are the same the voltage at the load star point must be the mean of 

the voltage of lines A and B. 	:he star point voltage is also the 

voltage at the anode of Ch2 since no current flows in phase C. 

'phis state is maintained at least until Vc rises to the value 

(- Vd). At this inetant, if CR1 is conducting as shown in Fig. 5.9, 

the voltage across CR2 becomes eerc and 2  is therefore liable to 

conduct. when ce conducts the circuit changes to the next state des-

cribed below. 

State 3 :- CR7, CR, CR2, D3  oonducting, V > (- -1 7  Vd). 

Fig. 5.10 snows what happens when Vo  rises above the value 

and CR2 conducts. No other change occurs in the circuit, all diodes 

apart from D
3 

being reverse-biased. Current starts to rise in phase C 

end flows to the d.c. supply through the lower half of the d.c. choke. 

The current in phase 13 continues to flow through diode D
3 
 no other path 

being available since CR6  has been turned off. .Recauee Vc  1 etill 

less thaai Vd  diodes D7  and D6  are still reverse-biased by the equal 

voltage drops across the salves of the d.o. choke. 

This state is maintained until the voltese Vc becomes equal to the 

supply voltage Vd. 

itate 4 a- CRi, CR2, 23, D7, D6  conducting, 	V. 

When Vc becomes equal to Vd  diodes D7  and D6  conduct and prevent 

Vc from rising further. The capacitor charging current therefore ceases 

t7 
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and CR
7 

turns off leaving the currents in the two halves of the choke 

to decay through D7  and Ds. 	This is shown in Fig. 5.11. 

Current continues to flow through a
1 

and CR
2 
into and from the 

load and the current in phase 2 continues to decay through diode D
3 

(assuming that the capacitor charging time is very short compared with 

the load time constants). 

This state is maintained until the current in phase 2 reaches sero 

at which point diode D3  becomes reverse-biased. 

State 5 1- CR1  CR2, D7, D8 conducting, CR, off. 

When diode D3  becomeo reverse-biased current flows into the load 

through CR1  and CR2  only and the current in phase B remains zero. The 

current in phalli, A is now the same as that in phase C end both rise 

together towards a steady state value. 	The currents in the two halves 

of the choke continue to decay through D
7 

and D8 ( assuming that this 

decay time constant is greater than the load time constent). 

This state shown in Fig. 5.12 is maintained until the currents in 

7 
and D8 become zero or until the and of the sixth of a cycle. 

State 6 s- Ch Ch
2 
 conducting, D

7' 
D
8 

off. 

The current flowing in each diode D
7 

or D
8 is equal to the difference 

between the current in each half of the d.c. choke and the 'current in 

CR, and CR2. If the choke current should decay to the value of the 

current in the load, the currents in D
7 
 and 	become zero and the choke 
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becomes free to impede current rise again. Such a case is shown in 

Pig. 5.13. 	The impedance of the choke to current rise causes a voltege 

drop at the bridge terminals and I)
7 

and D
8 

become reverse.biased. 

At high frequencies it is common for the :.poke current always to 

be greater then the load current and this last state does not then occur. 

5.3.3 Simplifications for Theory. 

Outing the discharge of the capacitor U the circuit has three pos-

sible states. The first state occurs ieeedietely when the disceeree 

of C starts, the second state can occur at any instant after Vo  reaches 

the voltage -V
d
, and the third state can occur at any instant after Vo  

reaches the value --V d. 
 For the analysis of eeoh state it is necessary 

to find the voltagee and currents at the end of the previous state in 

orde-r to obtain the initial voltage and carrents. because the firing 

signal applied to the S C Re consists of a train of pulses 140/e6ece 

apart the instant at which the circuit switches from each state to the 

next can vary within a range of about 140,4 acs. To analyse each 

state separately would not therefore be worth while and in the theory 

some simplifications are made. 

The time occupied by the discharge of capacitor C represents a very 

small fraction of the sixth of a cycle and in most conditiOns would eat 

be very much greater than the 140"Secs possible variation of the firing 

instants of CR, and CR2. The assumption is therefor* made that the 

ompecitor discharge is complete, with V
is 
. V

d 
and diodes D

7 
and D

8 con-

ducting, when CR
1 
and CR

2 
fire together. In other words it is assumed 
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that the circuit switches direatly from the first state described in 

section 5.3.2 to the fourth state described in section 5.3.2. 

This assumption does not involve any inaccuracy in the calculated 

v lue of S , the time for which the bridge 	Rs re reverse-biased at 

turn off, since g is calculated from the first part of the voltage 

variation in state 1. In state 2 the current in phases A and B would 

decay, the voltage applied to the two phases in series falling from 

- 200, to - 131. of Ira  (see Figs. 5.7, 5.6 and 5.9) if CR1  and CR2  

were to conduct at the earliest possible instants. 	Because of the 

sudden reduction in the current flowing into the capacitor when  the 

circuit switches into. state 2 the capacitor would take longer to charge 

1 from- 	to - 3  Va  if state 2 occurred than it would if state 1 per- 
sisted. 	Consequently the assumption that state 2 does not occur should 

not produce any significant error in the amount by which the load current 

decays. 

5.3.4 Voltage and Current Equations. 

5.3.4.1 Period 1 - period of discharge of capacitor C. 

Fig. 5.14 shows the parts of the circuit which are assumed to 

conduct during the discharge of capacitor C. Current id flows into 

capacitor C from the supply through CR
7 

and the two halves of the d.c. 

choke. 	The current which had flowed in phases A and 13 before the 

firing of CR
7 

now flows through D
3 
 and D

4 
back to the supply. 	This 

current is labelled ig  and the total current taken from the supply 

labelled i
s• 
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The two halves of the choke have self inductance Ld and mutual 

inductance M. The self inductance of each half is measured with the 

other half open circuited. Since it is assumed that all the flux 

linkine one half also links the other half the coupling coefficient 

is unity and M is equal to 4d'  5  i.e. M e 

fig. 5.15 shows the circuit in its operational for with the 

initial current and voltage values included. VCR is the initial voltage 

on capacitor C, I the current flowing in phases A and B and Ido 
the 

LO 

current flowing in both halves of the d.c. choke at the instant of 

firing CR7. 

The circuit consists of two &lased loops joined only at the supply 

terminals. gaoh loop can therefore be treated separately. 	Taking 

the load current I first, 
g 

VA  
- 2 L I 	- I (2 p L + 2 R) 4 

• 
	 - Vd 	ILO  

• • 

	

2 p L(p + 	
2 	L 

Inverting this equation to obtain i in terms of time, t, we 

obtain 

V 	-Rt 

2R 	
e -7) + IL`. • 

--r 

i.e. is 

V 

ib - " - 2R 

-Rt 

+(V7R 4' ILO) • L ( 5.1) 



But n = Ld 
Vd 	VCR 

• 4' 	+p Ido • • 	Id 	
AJd 

2 	1 
P + 4 CI,d  

i.e. i falls exponentially from Ido  towards the steady state value 
'Id -it-R  with time conotant R. 

how taking the capacitor current, 

vCR 	 1 + 	+ 2 Ld Ido + 2 Ido . Id (2pLd + 2pM + Po 

Inverting to obtain id  in terns of time, t, we obtain p- 

A 
d 
	I oos (Art - 0) 	 (5.2) 

where 412 

tan 

1 

 

 

4 CLd 

4w LdIdo 	

C(Vd VCR)  Vd  + VCR  
Ido 

A 
and 4  2  (Vd  + VA2 do 	4 IV Ldl 

  

Ido  111+ tan20 

In equation (5.2) the resist&nce of the d.c. chalee is neglected, 

its effect during rapid ourxent changes Lieing small. 

From the equation for id  the voltage vo  across the cavoitor may be 

found 



t 
1 jr A 

v 	- VCR  + 	
I cos(vt - 0) dt 

0 

A 	A 

. - VCR 	0C 	mC + L sin (Mt - 0) + 1— sin 0 

so(1
d 
+ VCii) 

Rut sin 0 . ----m— 
I 

A 
• 

• • V - 	 MC V
d  + 	

sin (Mt - 0 (5.3) 

    

    

Ite time 4 for which CR
1 
 and CR

6 
are reverse-biased may be found 

from equation (5.3). 	Since the voltage across CR1  and. CR6  passes 

through zero when vo  = - 'Jd, t d when vo = - Vd. 

d 	sin(tag - 0) 

0+6 

i.e. 6 1 
16; 

mi. 
-1 	2V d m" 

 (0 - sin (5.4) 

This is the exact expression for 6 . Since 6. 	the time tA(en 

for tree capacitor to charge from - V to - Vd  with a current, initially 

I
do' 

flowilv, into it anapproximate expression for g may be :iven as 

C(V
CR  - Vd) zrit 	
Ido 

(5.5) 
MOS 

Since the charging current flowing into C rises from Ido  towards 
A 
I during the oriarging period this approximate expression will tend to 

ive slightly optimistic values for 6. 



or 

The voltage on capacitor C rises until it reaches the value Vd  

when D
7 

and De conduct and CE7  turns off. The time, Ti, taken for 

C to charge to tne voltage Vd alay be found from equation (5.3). 	Than 

A 

V
d 	Vd + 	

.'n 	T1 - 0) 
ur  gain  

147 

(5.6) 

T is the period for which the first state of the circuit, that 

with CR7, D3  and .1:4  conducting only, is assumed to persist. 

The current flowing in the two halves of the d.o. choke at the 
A 

end of this first period should be 1. This can be checked by putting 

t 	T
1  in equation (5.2). 	Then 

A 

d  = I 008 (WA — 0) 

A 
(5.7) 

This peak of current is left to decay through D7  and De  

The current, 1L1, flowing in phases A and B at the end of this 

first period may be found from equation (5.1). 

V 	V 	- RT1 
- 	d 	""er"" +  

Li 2R 2R LO)  

From equations (5.7) and (5.8) the initial currents for the 

analysis of the next state of the circuit may be found. 



A9 current is 
taken from the supply durinLe the first period is 

given by 

i
s 	

i
d 
--i

g 

i•e• 
A 	V 

is 	I coOmt %,) +2R let  - 	/14) 
2R ' (5.9) 

5.5.4.2 ',Period 2 - period of decay of current in phase B. 

It is assumed that the circuit switches directly from State 1 

described in section 5.5.2 to State 4 described in section 5.5.;:!. 	The 

next state of the circuit to be enalyed, therefore, is that in which 

CR
7 

has turned off and CR
1 

and CR
2 

conduct, with D3  carrying the decaying 

current in phase B. This period ends when the current in phase B and 

diode D
3 

decays to zero, tit which stage D
3 

turns off and becomes reverse-

biased. It is also asuumed that tilroughout this period diodes D7  and 

D8 remain conducting. 

Fig. 5.16 Shows the path s which carry current during the period of 

decay of current in phase B. The current takun from the supply is is, 

currents ip  and i
n 
flow in the two helves of the d.c. choke, currents 

iq  and it in the diodes D7 
and D8. Currents is, I. ic  in phases A, B, 

C flow through Cal, D3, CR2. The resistance 	of each half of the 

d•o• ohoke is also included. 

Since it is assumed that Dra  andDd  conduct ethile the current ib

decays to zero, the voltage drop across each half of the choke is 

limited to the forwara voltage drops of
7 
and D8 	To obtain the 
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Fig. 5.17 : Operational circuit, valid during decay  

OF current in phase a, for determining 

load currents.  



t1 

variations of current in the load during this time the effect of the 

d.c. choke can be neglected. 	The variation of current in each half 

of the choke and in D7  and D8 can then also be found separately. 

Fig. 5.17 shows the operational circuit used for obtaining the 

load-currents. 	The initial value of la  is ILl, of ib  is-ILI, and of 

i
s 

is zero and these initial values are allowed for in the operational 

circuit. 

Applying Xirc off's First Law to the load star point 

Ia + Ib + Ic . 0 

• 	
Ic  . -(1a  + 	 (5.10) 

;quations for Ia  and Ib  may be obt,ined as follows:- 

Vti  

	

+ L ILl 	Ia(pL + R) - I c'  
( pL + R) 

P

d 

	

i.e. — + L ILl 	21 a - 
(bL + R) + Ib(pL + R) 

	

2 L ILl 	Ia 	+ R) - Ib(pL + R) 

Eliminating Ib  from equations (5.11) and (5.12), 

V
d 

• — L1 +  31, . • Ia 

.P1 
 
P(P + f) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 



Inverting to obtain is  in terms of time t, we obtain 

 

Vd 	V 	Rt 
- -t-- ia = 	+ 3k 	1 3R)e  (5.14) 

tUiminating Ia  from equations(5.11) ante (5.12) 
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• 
• • 

V. 

Ib . 31. - P ILL  

P(P + 

(5.15) 

Inverting to obtain ib  in terms of time t, we obtain 

 

 

Rt V 	V 
L af 	) 9  L 	3R 	3R 

(5.16) 

  

	• I I I I I I I I • I I I • 

 

   

Then 

c 	- (Ia + Ib) 

2V
d  

3La , 
	 (5.17) 

PO) + Rs 

and !, t 2V , 	- 
t7. 

o 	
- 	

d 
 - e (5.16) 

f• I I I I I 1 I I I I I IN = =1. 

   

   

It is seen that during the fAecay of the current in phase B, after 

the completion of the capacitor dison,irge, i
s ohangse from ILl towards V

d 
, b from - ILl towards —and is from zero 3R 

towards - 3Rd  	 tz all with time cons-t . 

14 period ends wgen
b reacnes zero. 	The time, T

2 
taken for 

this is obtained from equation (5.16). 

V
d a steady state value -7-1  

2V 



Thus 0 

RT2  Vd 	
V
d 

 - 
+ I. 	e 

311 	511 	el 
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L 	
3RI

141\  

d I i.e. 	=loge 	V R 
(5.19) 

    

1
2 

is the duration of the second assumed state of the circuit, 

that with CR,, CR2, D3, D7  and D8  conducting-, 

Fig. 5,18 shows the operetional circuit for the two halves of the 

d.c. choke with D
7 
and D8  conducting. 	'Floe Rd.  resistance 	of each half 

of the choke was included since the decay of choke current is slow 

during this period and Vf  i the assumed constant forward voltage drop 

of D7  and D6. The possibility of difference between the initial values 

of current in each half of the choke is allowed for. If CR
1 
and CR2 

had been fined immediately before D
7 
and D8 started to conduct, the 

initial currents would be as shown, III  being the initial value of Ia 

The other currents entering the part of the circuit considered are also 

shown. 

The following two equations may be obtained by considering the 

two closed loops separately I- 

A 

	

A 	Er t 

	

L (I 	) 	M(/ 	I) 	P dk 	Ll 	L1  

e p(pLd  + 11,a
) + I 

n
(pl 
	

(5.20) 

A 
Ld(I 

m
I (Ph) In(PLa Rd) 
	

(5.21) 
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Fig. S. : Operational circuit 4-Or obtaining choke currents  

during conduct ion of diodes D7 and D8  
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F ig. S. 19 : Conducting paths in Circuit during period 3  



tut 	= 

A 
2 I d  , T Ip  (pLd  + Rd) + In(pLd) (5.22) 

A 
and 2 Ld I 

V
f Ip  (pLd) + In(pLd  + R) (5.23) 

6ubtracting equation (5.23) from equation (5.22) 

 

 

0 • Ip (Rd) 	I
n
(R

d
) 

  

i.e. 

   

(5.24) 

Adding equations (5.22) and (5.23) 

  

A 
pI - Vf 

Ip . In is  / 	
21,d 

PlP ud 
21,d  

Inverting to obtain ip  and in 
in terms of time t, we obtain 

 

 

x 
_A_ t 

Vf 4 Vf 21,d ip . in 
	

- 	4. (I 4. 	e  (5.25) 

     

It is seen, therefore, that when D
7 
and D6 conduct the currents 

in the two halves of the d.c. choke are equal even if their initial 
A 

values are not equal. "each current falls from I towards a steady state 
Vf value F  with time constant E

Rd 
 T • This is true, of course only if the 

forward voltage drops of D7  :,nd D8  are equal and if no resistanoe is 

c,,nnected in series with D7  and Da. 



Then Ia2 	jR 1. 	V 
1+ a 

3RIY1 

2f
d  (5.29) 

The currents flowing in the diodes are then given by 

i 	• 	i 	i 
P 	a 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

and it 	
. 	i

n 
+ i

s 

During this period the supply current is given by 

At the end of this period the current in phasa B becomes zero. 

The currents flowing in phases A --110 C therefore become equal in magni-

tudeandtheirvaluesIa
z,Ioz  at the end of the period are obtained 

by putting t • T2  in equations (5.14) Lnd (5.18). 

6'5 

and  • I
c2 

2V 	
1 

1+ d 
j

•  
R1

L1 

Nt 	V (5.30) 

V
d during the period of discharge of the capacitor , is nearly equal to -71.- 

V
d it can be seen that I

a2 and - I02 are even more nearly equal to 3R. 

For, if I 	+ x), where x is small compared wit:, unity, Ll 3F1 

If ILl, the value to which the currents in phases and B fall 



2Vd 	1 
Ia2 	

I = 	1 02 	3R 1 + 

t E1 

.011. 
2V 

3R
d 	 (_ +11 3c) nelecting x2, x3, etc. 

V
d i.e. Ia2 	- I02 	3R 	2 — (1 + -1) (5.31) 

Vd i.e. The differenoe between I or - I
o2 

and — is approximately hsJf 
3R a2

V the difference between I
Ll 

and j . 

For convenience, let Ia2 - I02 IL2 

5.3.4.3 Period 3 - remainder of period of decay of currents in D
7 
and D8. 

During this period current continues to flow in diodes D
7 
and D and 

hence the d.c. choke has no effect upon the rise of current in the load. 

Load current flows only in phases A and C and the current carrying paths 

are therefore is shown in Fig. 5.19. The same current flows through 

phases A and C and from the supply. Hence i
s i

a 	 . 

Pig. 5.20 shows the operational circuit used for obtaining the load 

ourrent variations during this period. The choke is disre arded in 

this circuit, its effect being limited by the conduction of diodes D7  

and D. 	The initial values of the ourrents in phases A and C are allowed 

for in the circuit. The loci! .rid supply currents are therefore given by 



Fig . S. 20 	Operational circuit for obtaining load currents  

during period 3. 

Ud  

Pig 5.2I 	 Conducting paths during period 4.  

Ix  

Fig. 5. 22 : Operational circuit for obtaining voltage and 

cu.reent ecLuat ions for E,c re - charging Of  

capacitor C frown Ehe auxil <ley Supply . 



V. 
p I Is  . Ia  	- 	+ Ic 	21. 	L2 

Inverting to obtain the equations in terms of time, t, 

-Rt Vd 	Vd 
i 	

2R 
	(5.32) S a 

- c 	ie2 2R 

i.e. the load and supply current rises from its initial value 112  
V  towards a steady state value -- with time constant 

During this time the ecuetions for the choke currents are as for 

period 2 but modified to take aecount of the new time origin. 

V - d f 	f 	(t + T ) 
'd 	Rd 

Hence p . in . 	(1 + --)e 2T,d 	2 
 

(5.33) 

The currents fiowin in diodes D
7 

and D8  are the differences 

between the choke currents and the supply current. Bence 

q = ir  ip  e isns 

Period 3 ends either when the sixth of a cycle 10 complete ar when 

the currents in B
7 
and D

8 become zero. In the latter eese this 

happens when the choke current falls to the value to which the supply 

current has risen. That is when 

i p n s 

1Ss' 

P(P 7P) 



- Rd 	 Rt 
Vi 	A 	Vi 	

(t + 12,) V. 	Vd 	L 
i.e. when 	+ (I + 	"d Rd 	Rd 	- 2R 	L2 2111  (5.34) 

• 0,  • • • • • • • • • 

At this instant let the values of is, ip, in, is  end - iQ  be 115. 

5.34-4,  Period 4 - remeinder of the sixth of a vole, 

In period 4, when it occurs, the diodes D
7 

and DC do not eenduot 

and the d.c. choke is once more able to impede the rise of load current, 

The effect is a change in the time constant of rise of load current. 

Fig. 5.21 shows the conducting paths during period 4. Current flows 

between the supply end the phasee A and C through Ck1  and CR2  and the two 

halves of the d.c. choke. 

It has been shown that the d.c. choke may be regarded as two 

separate ohokes, of inductance 21,d  each, when the same current flows 

through both halves. The oureent in the load phases and in the dhooke 

at thestartaperiod4isl_
e3 

 and the steady state value to which the 
Vd current must rise is Ft  neglecting the choke resistance Rd. The 

total inductance in the conducting path is 2(L + 2Ld)' the total resis-

tance is 2R. Hence the current in the circuit must now be given by 

- 
Rt 

	

Va 	V 

	

i —s • . 
2R 	

d
" (1

15
e 2Ld is 	a 	o 	 (5•35) 

i.e. the load oureent continues to rise towards the seam steady state 
L + 2Ld 	h 

. 
value but with 	R 

time constant 	instead of— 
F 	

During this 

period the eiodes D7  and De  become feverse-biased by the voltage 

induced in the two halves of the choke. 



t the end of period 4 let the magnitude of i s, i , c 
be I, . 

5.3.4.5 Re-charging of capacitor C from auxiliary supply. 

After CR
7 

has turned off CR
8 must be fired to re-charge the 

capacitor from the auxiliary supply. The instant at which this is 

done ins not critical but must be arranged so that CR6  turns off before 

CR7  is fired again. During the re•enarging period the oapacitor is 

isolated from the main circuit nd the process may be considered separately. 

Fig. 5.22 shows the operation,A circuit used to obtain the re-charging 

voltage and current equ tions. Capacitor C initially is charged to a 

voltage + Vd  and the auxiliary supply current is initially zero. The 

auxili-i.ry supply current after CR8  is fired is tnerefors given by 

V 	V . 
a 	 a 

I = 
X 	pL +R + 1 C+ 

GC 

if R
e 

can be neglected 

Va + Vd 
I = 
K 

 

1 
"c)  

Inverting to obtain ix  in terms of time t, we obtain 

V
a 
+ 

i
x 	z t

C  

where 
1 • ---- 
CL 
c 

i60 



CR8 continues to conduct and capacitor to charge until ix 
Lecomes 

ir zero. 	This occurs when sin z t becomes zero, i.e. when t = 	Then 

the voltage,
CR$ 

 to which capacitor C nas ch- rivenrged is riven by 
 

i z V 

- VCR . 	
1 	a + Vd  

Lo 
sin  z 	t.dt 

Va + Vd Vd + 	loos z 
z2LcC 

  

  

  

i.e. 	+ VCR 	+(ifd + 24a) ... since fe:,
2  CLo 

(5.37) 

In practice, because of the effect of the small supply resistance 

VCR would be less than the letue Aven by equation (5.37). 

5.3.4.6. Note on current any; voltage equations. 

It should be noted that in the voltage and current equations 

derived above t 0 at the st,,irt of each period for ,hich the equations 

are given, i.e. in 5.3.4.1 t = 0 when CR
7 

is fired, in 5.3.4.2 t • 0 

when CR
7 

turns off and CR
1 
 and CR

2 
are fired, etc. 

.  

iii 



5.3.5 	Typical Cut2ut waveforms for ;Aries R-L Load, 

Fig. 5.23 shows typical load current waveforms for a series h-L 

star-connected load. It is assumed th t diodes D
7 

and D8  remain con-

ducting until the end of each sixth of a cycle and that therefore period 

4, discussed in section e.3.4.4., does not occur. 	Period 4 as shown is 

of exaggerated duration so that the current change in this period can be 

seen clearly. 

The first sixth of a cycle shown, that between t2  and t3, is the 

one considered in the preceding theory and is further sub-divided into 

the periods 1, 2 and 3 discussed previously. All current chanses are 

exponential and h ve caisson time constant. 	The initial rates of 

change and the steady state values towards which the currents change 

are indicated by means of dott,Ld lines. 

In period 1 is  is assumed to be zero while is falls from its 
Vd 	 L initial value I towards - — with time constant- R% ib rises from 2R  

- I 	towards 4,i7 with time constant 

off, diodes L
7 

and D8 and CR1  and CR2 conduct, and is  and - b are then 

V 
. 

b In period 2 is rises from ILl towards 
d2 

 a rises from - ILl R  
towards 

3H  
—1  , and is 
	 3H 
falls from zero towards - 	, ail with time con- 

R" stant— 	Period 2 ends whet i b oecomes zero and is and -ic are equal 

to Imo. 

falls from - IL2 towards - —both with time constant 
2R

R.  

In period 3 ib  is zero. is rises from IL2 towards — and io Vd 
, 

	
Vd  
2R 

assumed that period 3 continues until the end of the sixth of a cycle 

Period 1 ends wnen Ch7  turns 

equal to ILl. 

It is 
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when is and -I.o are equal to Io. These values of is and is at the 

end of period 3 re clearly the starting values for the next sixth of 

a cycle and hence IL3  I. 

li'rom the sixth of a cyole considered in the theory the complete 

currentwaveforms can be built up. The pattern of current changes in 

each phase is repeated one third of a cycle later in one of the other 

phases and two thirds of a cycle later in the third phase. koreover 

each negative half cycle is a eirror image of the positive half cycle, 

displaced by half a cycle. 

In Fig. 5.24 the oorresponding line-to-line output voltage wave-

forms are shown. Again the first sixth of a cycle shown is subdivided 

into periods 1, 2 and 3. 

In priod 1 diodes D
3 

and D
4 

conduct and no current flows in phase 

G. 	Hencev moV, v 	V
d 
and vaa 	Vda  

ab d be 

In period 2 Ci31, CR2  end diode D3  conduct and hence vab  0, 

vbc 	Vd  and lam  - Vd. 

In period 3 CR, and CR2  conduct and no current flows in phase B. 

Hence v
ab 

e Vd, 	V and vca - v,c o ' d 	 Vd. 

From the patterns of voltege changes for the first sixth of a cycle 

the complete voltage waveforms may be built up in the same way as the 

current waveforms. 

It is seen that the current waveforms possess a high fundamental 

sinusoidal component but that the corresponding voltae waveforms have 

a very much larger harmonic content. This is to be expected since the 

harmonic reactance of the load is proportional to the order of the 

harmonic. 

IL+ 



it 

	

t2 	t3 	 is 	e‘ 	t, 	t2. 

'abc 

L3 	 ts- 	 t, 

Vd 	 

IrCa.   	L 	 
0 	 

-Vd  

F i9. 5.24 	pica! ouE put line - bo- line voitct9e 

waveforms for 5 c rie5 1Z- L load . 



The method used for constractine the cement waveforms ehown in 

Fig. 5.23 can be used to obtain the current wav*forms graphically. 

This will lie discussed furtaer in the next suction. 

5.3.6 Calculation of eutput eaveforms for eerie* R-L Load, 

In section 5.3.2 it was shown th t in each sixth of a cycle there 

are six states which the circuit can assume, one by ono. To calculate 

accurately to s output wavefor, or indeed any waveform, it would be 

neolestary to take into account all six of thee states. rich state, 

howerer.'has its own voltage and current equations and the initial 

carrent and voltage values for sect state have to be found. The -.Labour 

involved in calculating the waveform for a atheist combin-tion of supply 

voltages, output frequency, and lerd and circuit parameters would be 

enormous and woulu produce little information on the general behaviour 

of the system. 

In obtaining the voltage sand current equation's in toretion‘5.3.4 

the number of circuit states was reduoed to four by combining the first 

three of the possible six states into one. In the following discuesion 

on methods of caloulatine th output vaveforms it will be furtner 

aesumedthetthelaststatedolshotocAir,i.o.thettliodeo... DI  and 1? 

conduct up to the end of ooh sixth of a cycle. In many o'see this 

assumption is perfe.tly valid. In other casee 7  end Db  cease to 

conduct towards the end of the sixth of a cycle when the load current 

has nearly reashod ita steady state value and the error introduced by 

the eaeueotlen is therefore quite seell. The number of states occurring 

Ibb 



in each sixth of a cycle is therefore assumed to be three, which sim- 

plifies the calculation considerably. 

There still remains the problem of finding the values of the 

currents in the load phases at the start of each period. 	The problem 

is not very severe at low output frequencies, when the load time constant 

is considerably less than one sixth of a cycle, since the load currents 

reach steady state values by the end of each sixth of a cycle. At 

higher frequencies these starting current values must be determined. 

suitable methods are discussed below. 

5.3.6.1 Low output frequency, i.e. L. >  

At low frequencies where the load time constant is much shorter 

than one sixth of a cycle the value of L0  may be taken to be 	. 
V
d 

Tae period TI  of the discharge of capacitor C may also be found quite 

easily from equation 5.6. The value of I
do 

required in finding T
1 
 may 

V
d be taken to be — or found from equation 5.97 when tne frequency is 

such that this latter course is necessary. 

T
1 

woul. normally be much smaller than the load time constant and 

cence the chanae of current Burin ;  this period can se assumed linear. 

V
d 	

V
d  

This is shown in Fig. 5.25. 

2R so as to reach - — in timee — and after a time T
1 

re--oh the value 2R 

	
is and - c therefore chAige linearly from 

ILl 
	hence I

Ll 
is approximately given by 

V 
1 	-4- 	- L1 -- 2R (5.38) 
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2Vd 	L 
311 ' 	R. 1 
	 b 

towards — - I.  from I towards - --Vd  and - i from zero towards 

Ir the next period, which is of durtion T
4
,, i Chansee from ILl 

all with time constant L. 	T is then the time taken for - i. to 

Vd 
3L, 	

L1 	3E' 	o  

reo.,  zero and is given by equation (5.19). 	The value I of ia 
 and- i

o L2  

at the end of the scf,nd period la given by equation (5.29). 

in the third period, whioh is assumed to continue until the end of 
V
d the sixth of a cycle, is 	is  rise from IL2  to — with time oonstnat 2R 

while i. remains at zero. 

It is seen that the derivation of the value ILl and IL2 
 is simple 

in this case of low inverter output frequent because Ilo  can be assumed V  
to be7 	The calculations resolve into simple substitutions in 

formals which heve already been derived in te preceding theory. 

The waveforms of output current and voltage may now be drawn and 

would be similar to those shown as typical waveforms in Figs. 5.23 and 

5.24- 

5.3.6.2. Higher output frequencies  
outut 

At higher inverter, frequencies, where - is comparable with or 

greater than one sixth of a cycle, IL°  can no longer be assumed equal 
Vd to —nd must be calculated 4n some wu. The following is an iter;)tive 2h 

method of finding 	Ido can be taken as ectual to II0  or found from 

equation (5.97). 

The steps in the iterative method are as follows s- 
V 

 1) Choose arbitrarily a value for IL0  (must be lees than --271). 



from 
v
d, 

R Tl  
. 	- (ILO 	ET).  L (5.39) 

2) Find T1 
from equation 5.6 using Ido . II0  or the value of 

I
do 

found from equation 5.97, whichever value is greater. 

3) Assume linear current changes in period 1 and hence find ILl  

17o 

4) Find 11,2  from equation 5.29, i.e. 

2Vd  I
L2 3R F-171-3.+ 	) 

3RI 

5) Find T2 from equation 5.19, i.e. 

511 R 1  1 	as •"" loge  (1 + 	 L1 

r d 

1 6) Find Tx  from T3  . -67 - (T1  + T2) 

7) Find IL3 from equation 5.32, i.e. 

V
d I

L3 
=+ 2R 

Ifd  
- iffie 

 

 

If the chosen value of 110  is correct, the value of IL3  thus 

obtained would be equal to I. If I
LO  and IL3 

differ, a new value 

for ILO  should be chosen and the procedure repe,:ted. The new value 

of I
LO  chosen should be between the old value and the value obtained 

for 113. 

Ll 



	

The procedure may be carried out ,raphically. 	rig. 5.26 shows 

the procedure when the correct value of Iw has been chosen. is V
d 	L 

, changee from LLO 	2R towards - — with time constant— It  tae change during V 
T
1 

being almost linear. In T2,- ib 
falls from I

Ll 
towards — with 

time constant;a T2  being the time taken by (- ib) to reach zero. 
V
d During period 2,is  changes from ILl  towards 7  and, after time 1 2̀

, 

reaches the value 1L2. 	In period 3, is  and (- ic) rise together from 
V
d IL2 	2R 

towards — with time constant — and reach the value I
L3 

after time 

T3  , 11,3  is then equal to I. 	If the change in (- i0) from zero to 

I
12 

in period 2 is also inserted, all the current variations needed to 

draw the complete current waveforms will be found in the diagram. 

Fig. 5.27 shows how the iterative ;rocesa may be carried out. A 

value of ILO 
 is assumed and all the above steps in the above geocess 

carried through to obtain graphically a value of
L3 
 shich is not equal 

to. 	A new value of IL0, half way between the original value of LO 	 ILA 

and tne resulting value of IL3 is taken and the procedure repeated. 

The value of I
L3 

obtained from the second construction is compared with 

ILO and a new value of I
LO 
 chosen, and so on. Tne iteration can be 

stopped when IL3  becomes equal to tne preceding value of IL0  used. 	The 

values of ILl and IL2 taus obtained are also correct. 

It is seen from Fig. 5.27, and will also be seen from sample cal-

culations given later, that the most rapid method of progressing in this 

iterative process is to use for the new value cf ILO  the value of IL3 
obtained from the preceding stage in the calculation. 
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5.4 Theory of Operation on star-Connecter R-L Load with "Power Factor" 

< 0.5 (approx.), 

In section 5.3 it was assumed that the current in phase C would 

be zero at the beginning of the sixth of a cycle considered under most 

conditions. 	This would be true under most operating conditions if the 

power factor of the load were not very low. 

The calculation for a highly inductive load is a little simpler 

then for the higher power factor los4 because only two periode in each 

sixth of a cycle are involved (provided that it can be assumed that 117  

and Lb remain conducting throughout the sixth of a cycle after commu- 

tation). 	Period 2 considered in 5.3.4.2 ended when the current in 

phase n decayed to zero. 	In this case we consider the position when 

the current in phase B still flows at the end of the sixth of a cycle 

and consequently period 2 extends frees the end of the commutation period 

to the end of the sixth of a cycle. 

5.4.1  States of Conductioe of Circuit. 

As before, the sixth of a cycle considered is th t between t2  and 

CR1  conducts for the second half of its third of a cycle, CR2  is 

fired. for the beginning of its third of a cycle of conduction, and CR6  

has turned off at instant t2. 

State 1 	Commutation period. 

During the commutation period CR
7 

conducts and all other S C Re 

are off. 	fhe load currents therefore flow as shown in. Fig. 5.28 by 

1 74- 
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Fig. 5.28: State o4' conduction of circuit at instant t2  of firing  

CR7 	for highly inductive. load •  
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the long arrows 	i
s 

starts at its initial value Iao  ..MI flows through 

diode D
4 

from the supply negative terminal. einoe CR6 
has just turned 

off ib  flows in the direction shown, via diode Dr  starting at its 

initial value Ibo. At instant t2  io  was still decaying from the 
ed 

value it had when CR
5 

turn/off and therefore flows in the direction shown 

via D2  from its initial value Ioo  at t2. 

At the end of the commutation period ia, ib 
and J change to the 

values Ial, Ibi  and iol 
respectively. 

The current flowing through CR
7 
into C durin6 the commutation period 

is fully dealt with in section 5.3.4.1. 

etate 2 1- Remainder of sixth of a cycle. 

After the commutation period CR
1 

and Ci 2  are free to conduct. 

Current flows in phase A through CRI  as shown in Fig. 5.30 by the long 

arrow starting et the new initial value la): Current in phase B con-

tinues to decay through diode D3  in the direction indicated by the long. 

arrow. Unless the current in phase C Peed fallen to zero during the 

commutation period is would etill flow in the direction shown through 

diode D2 and CR2 
 would not, therefore, conduct. 

The value of i
o 

would eventually fall to zero and the voltiee 

appearing acroas phase C would tend to drive io  in the opposite direction. 

Sinoe CR
2 
is fired i

o 
would immediately flow through it and in this way 

change direotion during the course of the sixth of a cycle. Apart 

from the difference in the direction of the forward voltage drop of 

D2  and CR2  the circuits for bote directions of flow of 1.0  during this 
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period are identical. 	(Compure Figs. 5.30 and 5.31.) 

At the ehd of the hiAth of a cycle ia,b,  is re,,an the values 

Iae Ib2' Ic2 

5.4.2 Current and Volta.,,e  Equ.ltions. 

5.4.2.1 Commutation period. 

Fig. 5.29 shows the operation .A. circuit whioh is valid during the 

commut• tion period. The aommutation circuit is omitted because it has 

been dealt with in section 5.3.4.1. 

`since I ao  , oo  I. , I co  are instantaneous values of ia, ib, is 

Iao + Ibo + 1eo 	 (5.40) 

also 

la + It + Ic 
	0 
	 (5.41) 

Taking the closed loop formed by phases A and C, 

Ia(pL + R) - Io(pL + R) =LI - L I ao 	co (5.42) 

Ta-:ing the loop formed by the supply and phases B and and substi-

tuting for Ib  from equation (5.40) and for Ito  from equation (5.41) 

Vd Ia(pL + R) + 2io(pL + R) L Iao  + 2L Ico p 
- — 

Eliminating Is  from equations (5.42 )and (5.43) we obtain 
1 

I co - — - 
V

d  
o  

P + 
R  
- 	34(1)+ L)L  

(5.43) 

I N 



Inverting this gives 

179 

Rt 
Vd 	- --- d-, ic 

4. ---7- -I. (Ico 	511 + ---)e L 
3h.  

Eliminating Ic  from equations(5.42) and (5.43) 

V Iao 	d  Ia . 
P + 3LPO) + --‘ ' 

Inverting, this gives 

V, 	v t 

is 	3R - 	+ (I ao 3R + -11)e 

Then, putting ib 	(ia + c) 

2V 	- tit 

3R b 	

2Vd (I 	- 3.P.  d)e 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

At the end of the commutation period t T1  and ia, ib, io  become 

equal  to Ial' Ibl, Ior If T1 	R is small compared with j-' which is a 

reasonable assumption for a highly inductive load, 

- 
RT
1 1 

and then 

Vd  RT1  
Ial 	Iao • (I ao 3h + -7) 

L (5.47) 

  

L " 1 - 



2V RT 
Ib1 	Ibo - (1 	- 	d) 	1 

bo 3R (5.48) 

150 

V Rf 

101 m ioo - (1 	-41)  (loo 3R L 

 

( 	. 4 9 ) 

   

During the commutation period diodes D2 	conduct and hence 

v
ab • 	Vd 	 (5'50) 

v,cc 	
Vd 	 (5.51) 

0 	 (5.52) 

1••, the current returned to thcl supply from the load during the 

commutAion period is given by 

i 
	

(5.5:5) 

5.4.2.2 Remainder of sixth of a cycle. 

Durine the remainder of the al4th of a cycle between t
2 and t3 

CR
1 
 , diode 1)

3 
and either diode D2 or CR2 

conduct. The operational 

circuit shown in Fig. 5.32 is therefore valid during this period. 

Since Ial,It)!  Ica  are the v,..ques of ia, ib, ia  at the same 

instant 

Ial +Ibl+Ial . 0 
	

(5.54) 
Taking the closed loop formed by phases A and B, 

Ia(pL + R) - Ib(pL + R) 	L Lai  - L Ibl 	(5.55) 

Taking the loop formed by the supply and phases A and C and sub-

stituting for 10  and lei  i:rom equations (5.41) and (5.54), 
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Vd 21 (-0. + R) + Ib(pL + R) p 
 + 2 L I

a1  + L Ibl 
(5.56) 

 

Ib  from equations (5.55) and (5.56) 

Ial d R  + 
P + 	+ 

 

Inverting, we obtain, 

  

 

Rt 
LI  t/

al is 	 L 3R 	`  

 

(5.57) 

    

b 

Rt 
Vd 	tr 	V 

d, 
 - 7— 

3R "131 5R)6 L (5.58) 

then, 

Renee RT V - 2 
Ica 	" -71  4' (Ial 	3R 	L 3R  (5.61) 

(5.59) 

At the end of the sixth of oyole t a T2 where 

- T 
T2 6 1 

and ia/ 3L, is
are equal to I . I. , I . 

b.2-  02 c2 

(5.60) 



RT 
d ( 	

V - 2 
d — I

b2 	
. 	+ 	

bi 	5A fie- L 

 

(5.62) 

    

2 

3R

17 	RT 

„ + (I , 
 + 5R 

21, - 2 

02 
. 	L di  (5.63) 

During the period ("R
1  D) 

 and either D
2 

or CR
2  conduct. Aimee 

v
ab 
. 0 	 (5.64) 

vbc . V
d 	

(5.65) 

v es . . V
d 	 (5.66) 

The current i
z 

taken from supply is equal to i
o
, independent of 

whether this current flows in CR2  or D2, 

The ourrent in C}
1 is equal to ia

. 

The current in the positive line of the reverse dioth bridge is 

equal to (- ib).  

The current in the negative line of the reverse diode bridge is 

equal to i0  when i0  is positive 841O. zero when i0 is neg).tive. 

The current in CR
2 
is equal to () when i is negative and zero 

when i
a is positive. 

5.4.3 Relationship between Iao, I. 	Ioo Ald Ia21 Ib2' Ic2' 

Since the values of ia, ib, i0  at the enu of the sixth of a cycle 

are the starting vIluas for the no 4t sixth of a cycle the values of Ia0, 

lb&  100  must be related to Ia2, Ib2, 102. In fact it can be seen 

that 



I
a2 	

- Ibo 

I 	el 	I 
02 	so 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

jar 	ffs . 0. 150 	 (5.69) 

5.4.4 Determination of Iao1  Ibo and I . 00 

Luring a complete half cycle starting at instant t2 ia starts 

with a value .o ao ld. enaluas according to equations (5.45) and (5.57) 

until it becomes Ia2  at instant t3. From t3  to t4  is  varies in the 

same manner as (- b) did beteeen t2 
and t

3 
starting with a value - Ibo 

which is equal to Ia2. et t4  is  rescues the value - Ib2  which is 

equal to I . In the next sixth of a cycle is  starts with the value 
oo 

Ico and varies in the some we as  o 
did between 1

2 
and t

3 
and at t

5 

reaches the value 102  which is equal to - Iao• 

This gives a very convenient method of finding ISO, Iba  and Ioo. 

A value of Iao 
 may be assumed and the sequence descriped in the above 

paragraph followed using in turn equations (5.47), (5.61), (5.67), (5.48), 

(5.62), (5.68), (5.49), (5.63). 	The value of I02 
obtained at the end 

of this sequence should be equal to tile; seamed value of (e ao). If 

not$  the sequence should be repeated with new assumeu values of lac 

until agreement is obtained. 	ThenI , I , 	$ I , I-  , I will no al bo bl oo ol 

also have been oeloulated in the process. 



5.4.5. Calculated ;:daveforms for Zero Power Factor Load with 

Commutation Effects neglected. 

If the conialtation period can be aosumed to be of negligible 

duration Ia., 1b1' Iol are equal to I ao  , Ibo  , I co  respectively. 

If R is zero, equations (5.57), (5.50), (5.59) can be modified 
lit 	xt 

bi putting e 	. (1 - 	) and then putting R O. 

Then under these conditions, neglecting commutation, 

V t 
is 	Iao  + 3L 	 (5.70) 

V t 

b 	Ibo  + 3L 
	 (5.71) 

15(5 

ic I - co 
2Vdt (5.72) 

 

Then, putting t 	. 

VdT Ia2 I + ao 18L 

I + 
VdT 
--- 1b2 bo 18L 

2VdT 

co - 18L 

t1ow from equations (5.67) and (5.73) 

bo 	-Ia2 - I - ao 18L 

VdT 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

(5.75) 
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Then from equation (5.74) 

V
dT 

b2 = I + bo 18L 

I
ao 

Then from equation ( .6) 

co - 1
b2 

. I 
ao 

Thus from equation (5.75) 

2 VdT 
I
c2 
=- ao 	18L 

But 1
o2 should be equal to - I ao 

2 a0 18L 

Tao 	1814 

V
d
T 

14:5  7 ":211. 
VdT 

Too . 18L 

(Jsine these initial values in equations (5.70), (5•71) and (5.72) 

the variations in i
a
, ib and ic 

between instants t2 and t3 
have been 

calculated and plotted on Fig. 5.33. 	The complete waveforms of ia, ib  

and i
s 
have then teen derived from the variations. Also shown in AL. 

5.33 are the waveforms of current in the S C R brioe nd reverse diode 

bridge d•c. lines and of the current taken from the 	supply. It 

• 
• • 

and 

Then 

and 

V
d
T 

2V
d
T 



and volt 

the load 

indicate how the first half 

waveforms for a 

time constant, L  
R ' 

e 

should be eoted that the currents in the 8 C R and reverse diode brid6es 

nave the same mean value and that there is, therefore, no mean power 

supplied to the load. 	This is further emphasised by the eu-)ply current 

waveform which has a mean value of zero. 

5.4.6. Typical Load Current and Voltage Waveforms. 

Fig. 5.34 shows typical load current 

low poweefactor load. In the case shown 

is equal to one cycle. The dotted lines 

cycle of the current waveform has been constructed. 

During the commutation period, of dur tion t1, following instant 

2V 
t ia starts from its initial value Iao and changes towards the value 

d -TR  with time constant . At the end of the cotautation period ia  

attains a value Ial. In the remainder of the sixth of a cycle before 

instant t
3 

V
d i

a changes frem Ial towards 4. — with time constant — and 
3R 

reaches a value I
a2 

at t5, 	
1a2 is equal to the value - Ibo, i.e. the 

value of ib  at instant t2, end in the next sixth of a cycle ia  changes 

in the same way as - i had done between instants t2  and t) 	

Vd

. First ia 2 V
d  changes from - I

bo towards - 	and then from - I
bl 

towards - 	$ 
311 	 3R 

each time with time constant — 	At instant t
4 
i
a is equal to - Ib2 

vhich is equal to Icb, i.e. the value of i at instant t2. In the next 

sixth of a cycle ia changes as ic had done 
d co towards - 

	

	and then from I
01 towards 5R 

with time constant . 

half cycle except that the direction of ia is reversed. 

first from I 

between t
2 
and t

3
, changing 

2 Vd 
rt

, each time 

The next half cycle is identical with the first 
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Vhe waveform of vao  shown in Fig. 5.34 is very simil r to the 

waveform of v
a0  shown in Fig- 5.24 except that period 2 extends to 

the end of each sixth of a cycle. It should also oe noted that the 

voltages between output lines during the commutation periods in Fig. 5.34 

are zero or - V
d 
 where in Fig. 5.24 they are - V

d 
or - Vd. This 

is because in the low power factor case three diodes conduct during the 

comautation periods whereas in the high power factor case only two 

diodes conduct. 



5.5. Approximate Harmonic Content of Output Line-to-ine Voltaae 

Waveform for High Power Factor Load. 

'Cu  

5.5.1 Analysis of Line-to-Line Voltage Waveform. 

If the typical output line-to-line voltage waveforms shown in 

Fig. 5.24 are examined closely, it is seen teat tney consist of the 

basic three-phase bridge output voltage waveforms together with devia- 

tions caused by the operation of the diodes ii,, D2.... D6. 	Yig. 5.55(6) 

shows the basic component of the waveform of vab  and Fig. 5.35(b) snows 

the deviations which when added to the basic waveform give the wave- 

form in Fig. 5.24. 

The deviations consist of positive and negative rect ngular pulses, 
3 V

d  one set of magnitude 2  ---- and duration T 	e the other et of magnitude 
V 

2 	
and duration T

2* 
The duration T1  of the first set of pulses is 

largely independent of load, being the period of discharge of the com-

mutating capacitor, while the duration T
2  
 of the second set is very much 

dependent ueon the load current and the load time constant. 

Under normal circumstances the time T
1 
 would be very small comaared 

with one sixth of a cycle. A typical figure for T1  would be 100 to 

150 	secs, i.e. TI  would be 3 to 5/  of a sixth of a cycle at 50 c  /s. 

T
2' 

on tne other nand, may occupy anything from a small fraction to 

almost the whole of a sixth of a cycle. 

In order to obtain a relatively simple approximation ter the 

variation with load of the harmonic content it is proposed to concen-

trate upon the effects of the pulses of duration T2. To enable 
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allowance to be made for the effects of the ,pulses of duration Ti, where 

this should prove necessary, 	at the high frequencies, formula for 

the harmonic contribution of these pulses will also be given. 

fig. 5.35(c) shows an approximation for the deviations from the 

basic waveform, neglecting period 1, plotted against 9, weere 6 - 21rft. 

The pulses have an anguler width u, where u = 2rif T2, and are assumed 

to start at the beginning of the sixths of a oyele in which they occur. 

This introduces a small error in the phase relationship of these puises 

to the basic waveform. Fig. 5.35(d) shows the deviations from the 

basic waveform which are of duration T1' i.e. neelectin4;  period 2. 	The 

angular width of these pulses is er, where e/ = 2-erf T1. 8 is taken to 

be zero at the instant t6. 

The harmonic content of the output voltage vab  may thus be 

separated into three parts, i.e. the constant basic harmonic, the load-

dependent hermonios due to period 2, and the harmonics due to commutation. 

Seen part's contribution will now be found from a Fourier Analysis. 

5.5.2. Harmonic Content of Basic waveform. 

If 6 is taken to be zero at instant t6, the harmonic components of 

the basic waveform consist of sine terms only, the waveform, being made 

an odd function. !fence the basic waveform nay be expressed as 

n e U) 

(vab basic 	 ansin n 9 	where an is the peak 
n = 1 

value of the nth harmonic. 



9I+ 

T;-  

irt 
(vab)13asic 

Then sin n dO 

f

sin nie del + 2 

r 
3 
	

7 
sinnad0 	sins  

3 	 3 

Tr 
V
d 
	"; 

0 

nrr 	nm 	nrr i.e. 	an s. nTr sin — 	— 2- cos — 3 	6 

4Vd  
('.76) 

nrr 
When n is even sin--- 0 and hence the basic waveform ontaine 

only odd hamonios. 

n47 Wlen n is any multiple of three .,in 	2. 0 ana hence the a is 3 
waveform contains only odd h.rmunics vhich are not multiples of three, 

i.e. n = 1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 25, etc. 

gable 5.1 gives the peak and r.m.s. valuea of the first five har-

monies in the basic waveform calculated from equation (5.76). 

n 
N 

Peak value, a h 
................— 

an R.m.s. value, T7 

.1 + 0.955 Vd  + 0.675 Vd  

5 + 0.191 Va.  + 0.135 Vd 
7 + 0.136 Vd  + 0.096 Vd  

11 + 0.087 Vd  + 0,062 V
d 

13 + 0.073 V
d + 0.052 Vd 

- 4 

i'able 5.1 	ILJxmonic content of -CaAc cutout voltage waveform. 



5.5.3. lik,rmonic Content of the Period 2 Deviations from the Basic 

Output Volta ;e Vaveform. 

Jince g = 0 at instant t6 the waveform of these devitions is 

neither en even nor an odd function and therefore contains sine and 

cosine terms. :fence the period 2 deviations may be expressed as 

(v ) 
ab dtAriations2 

b
n 

sin rig + e
n cos ng 	

where 

bn and on 
 are  the peak v lues of the sine and cosine components of the 

nth &:trmonic. 

1r 
Then b 	 sin nnth dQ 

n 	
(v)deviations 2 

irom Li6. 5.35(c) it fay  ue seen that 

V -7 + u 	--ir  + u 
bn • sin ng 	+ 	

3 
sin ng dg + 

u 

sin ng 

- 

2F 

rS f 3  .1 
- sin ng dg 

Tnis expression for b
n 

may be reduced to 

2V 
b n 	sin. IT sin II 	

6 	s n cos a - co 	(u - 4:),J 2 	3 	 (5.77) 
• 

By a similar method 	expression for cn  may kie obtained. This 

1q5 



rot 2Vd 
n 	

--- sin 	sin 3 	sin 	+ sin n(u - vs (5.78) 

rxx- len n is even sin — = 0 And when n is any multiple of three 

sin ce  = O. aeme the period 2 deviations contribute only odd harmonics 

which are not multiples of three, just as the basic waveforms did. 

Table 5.2 below gives the i.m.s. values of the sine and cosine 

components of the first five harmonics contributed by the deviations. 

The values are given in terms of u and are calculated from equations 

(5.77) and (5.78). 

a 

T 

	

1 	b 
' 	Ili 	n 

	

.1 	c 

	

45 	
n 

1 + 0.390 Vdf0.866 - cos(u - 30°)i.  + 0.390 Vd{ 0.5 + sin(u - 30°)} 

5 + 0.078 Vd10.866 + cos5(u - 300)1 - 0.078 Vd 	0.5 + sinj(u ... 30°); 

7 + 0.056 V(1{0.866 + cos7(w7  30°)} + 0.056 Vd  i0.5 - sin7(u - 300)] 

11 + 0.035 Vdi0.866 - cocll(u - 301 * 0.;„35 vd  10.5 - sinll(u - 3o°)} 

13 + 0.028 Vd{0.866 - cos13(u - 30°)i. + 0.028 Id  to.3 + sin13(u - 300)1 

Table 5.2 : harmonic content of the period 2 deviations from the  

basic output volt re waveform. 

u may have any value between 0 and 60°. Fig. 5.36 shows how the 
b 	c 
--2-1  and 4 values of vary with u, 

ji 

1 
5.5.4. Harmonic Content of the leriodiAoeviatione from the Basic Output 

Voltage Waveform. 

Since G 0 at instant t, the waveform of the period 1 devt,tions 
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is neither an even nor an odd function and consequently contains both 

sine and cosine terms. The period 1 deviations may therefore be 

expressed as 

m=a) 

(vab)deviations 1 
:IC 21 LO sin n. + o' cos n6 	b' and o' 

nal 
are the peak values of the sine and cosine components of the nth nari.onic. 

Then 
1 b. d. C 	(vab)deviations 1 sin n 

.4 

Taking the values of (v j 	from Pig. 5.3)(d), ab deviations 1 

be n 2nd 
_15 3\r 
2• .1.r +w  

— 3  2-1 
	sin n6 d6+ f Ti ng dg + 	(-sin 2140d6 

3 	3 

	

+ 	(-sin n8)d0 3 

1 

• -?-1 

5 +w 

24. 
 

3 +W 

.i.„.. Eva 
	ITn 	

3 	
(5.79) i.e. 	be . - ,fin  sin n w sin 2 cos n   

Similarly, 

5
V 	

2 
3 
it

+W 	
f — +y 3 	 r +w 

n 01  U. 27 
1

— 
 cos rib cl4 + 	cos a a + 17 (.cos n4)dg 

ir 
NO 

r 	ir.. 7 	3 
2f 

+w

+J 
(- .soy: n6)d6 I 

2r 
3 



	

6vd 	rn trn 
i.e. at • — (1 - cos nit/ )sin 2 ,:es — n 	n 	6 (5.80) 

when n is an even number sin 
2 
 0 eeld when n is any odd multiple 

of three cos Irn a O. Hence the period 1 deviations contribute only odd 

nermonice which are not .Alltiples of three. 

Table 5.3 gives the rme values of the magnitudes of the sine and 

cosine components for the first five harmonics contributed by the period 

1 deviations from the basic waveforms. The values are given in terms 

of w and are calculated from equations (5.79) and (5.80). 

n --....it b° 
4 2 	n 

	

1 	
,
t 

	

''"'' 	C 
.1-2  

-- 

1 • 1.17 Vd 
sin w 1.17 Vd(1 - oos 	) 

.., 0.234 Vd sin 
5 v - 0.234 Vd(1 - cos 5w) 

7 - 0.167 Vd  sin 7 v 0.167 vd(i - oos 7w) 

11 0.106 Vd sinll - 0.106 Vd(1 - oosllw) 

13 - 0.090 Vd  sinl3w 0.090 Vd(1 - cosl3w) 

Table 5.3; Wxmonic content of the period 1 deviations  

from the basic output voltage waveform 

5.5.5. Total darmonic Content of Output Voltage Waveform. 

itien the values of b1)1, o and c' he me been found ort each n n n 

value of u and w the total r.m.s. value of each harmonic can be found. 

gormally w would be very: small and the b;.1  and citi  terms neglected. 	In 

this case the sine and cosine components of the output voltage weveform 



1 	1 
would have r.a.s. values (75,- a. +.77  bn  and — cn  respetively. 	The 

total r.m.s. value< 	drt, of the nth h=armonic would then be obtained 
J2  

by addin vectorially the sine and cosine terms, i.e. 

Zoo 

12 
1 	 1 • 1 2 a 	— 	) • — 
g n 	n 	2 n 

(5.81) 

V (r.m.s.), which is the total r.m.s. value of the line-to-line 

output voltage, may then be found for each value of u from 

• 1 

ei 

Vt (r.m.s.) - 
i.e. 

. 	2 	2 	2 
vit 	, alkdi  d5  d7  du

2  + 415 	...) 	(5082) 
L kr.m.a. ) 

In Fig. 5.37 the total r.m.s. values of the first five hrmonics 
are shown as a function of a 	The effect of the period 1 deviations 

is neglected. The values of 'Ft 	aL:o shown in Fig. 5.37 have 
been calculated from the first five v lues of Ar do  and higher harmonics 

neglected. 

The phase advance, 	of eaon harmonic from the corresponding 

waveforminithe basic harmonic qa,y be found from 

n  V e tan-1( n 	a + 

 

(5.83) 

 

Fig. 5.3d shows )5 1,  plotted against a for the first five harmonics. 

is seen to increase almost linearly with 
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Then equations (5.e81 and (5.83) Can be modified to 1 el . 
n 

and 
en + c' m tan 1 n 6. (5.85) an * bn + b' 

for -i to rise 
V
d if I I,1 3R m —(1 + 

value ILl has' V 
to TR-d  , T2, found from equation (5.19), is equal to -a- log 2 , i.e. 0.7 tt 

from zero to IL2. In equation (5.31) it was shown that 

x) then IL2  is approxivately 

d 11,2  is always closer to -.77. 	If IL2  can be assumed equal 

vd, 	x + ), i.e. whatever 
3R 	2 

When w is not so small 	b' and ol c221 be neglected ito effect 

can be easily allowed for by addin7 lo:1  to bn  and o'n  to on  before finding 

"Zo6 

do  z 	( 	
1 	+b +b1  ) 	 ( 	c + -7-- -,r2  n 	n 	n 	n J2 n 2 (5.84) 

=21=1110111111= 	VICZ:=1=S11117 	 

  

  

5.5.5, Approximate value of u. 

In the approximate analysis of the inverter output voltage waveform 

the harmonic content and derived quantities are given in terms of the 

angle LA, . To obtain the value of t-4- accurately for each load condition 

it would strietly be necessary to oaloulate the complete load carrent 

waveform as in section 5.5.6.2. qowever, it is possible to derive an 

approximate expression for u which can be useful for determining the 

approximate performance of the inverter. 

i!eferring to the tr,pieal current waveform shown in Fig. 5.26 it is 

seen that T, is defined as the term for -it  to fall from I1.1 to zero or 



This is a very aeiroximato value, since a small change in the value of 

I can produce a much larger change in the value of L2 but it is a 

useful guide to the harmonics to be expected. Then u can be found from 

u 	2.yr f T
2 

ie. u 	
0.7 X2 f L  

it (5.86) 
.01•••••••••••••••••, 	 

   

5.6. harmonic Content of Output bine-to-Line Voltage Waveform for Low  

Power Factor Load. 

The output line-to-line voltage waveform shown in Fig. 5.34 for a 

low power factor load. can be broken down into the parts shovel in Ag. 

5.39. 	These constituent waveforms are very similar to those shown in 

Fig. 5.35 (a), (c) and (d) but in this case they add together exactly to 

give the complete :waveform of Fig. 5.34. The period 2 deviations shown 

in Fig. 5.39(L) correspond to those of Fig. 5.35 (c). 	In Fig. 5.59(b), 

owever, period 2 extends over the whole of the sixth of a cycle and u is 

therefore — 
1r 

, or 600. The period 1 deviations shown in Fig. 5.39(c) 
3 

correspond to those of Fig. 5.35(d) but are of two thirds the amplitude 

of those shown in Pig. 5.35(d). 

It is clear, therefore, that the harmonic analyses carried out in 

section 5.5 for the high power factor load can be used, again for the low 
er , power factor load. It is necessary only to put u 3  or 600  end to use 

values of b° and on which are two thirds of those given in '4!eble 5.3 for 

each value of w. , 
n 

Table 5.4 gives the values off o' and le- ol to be 
n 	2  

used for low power factor loads. 
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bo 
J5 u 

1 
ova 0 • 

n  

ii 

13 

..sainonyian 	 

- 0.78 d sin w 

0.16 Vd  sin 5 w 

- 0.11 V
d 
sin 7 w 

0.07 Vd  sin 11 w 

- U.06 Vd sin 13 w 

0.78 Vd (1 oos w) 

0.16 Vd (1 - cos 5 w) 

0.11 Vd (1 - 009 7 w) 

0.07 V
d 
(1 - cos 11 w) 

0.06 Vd (1 - cos 13 w) 

:able 5.4%
1 	1 Values of w b:1  and 	to be used in 

equations (x,.84) ane. 85) when the load 

power factor is low. 

5.7 Commutation and Resulting Power Loss. 

The S its in the main bridge are turned off by introduoing the 

riegatively-oharged capacitor C into the d.c. side of the bridge. The 

capacitor then charges to the main d.c. supply voltage and it is arranged 

that the charging is slow enough for the S C Rs to be reverse-biased long 

enough for correct turn off. During the capacitor chargin,,,: period energy 

is taken froi: the main d.o. supply and it will be shown that this energy, 

together with the energy taken from the auxiliary supply, is transferred 

to the d.c. choke ,end thereafter dissipated in the form of an energy loss. 

At high frequencies this energy loss, repeated six times in each cycle, 

represents a significant po,der loss. 



5.7.1. he-charging '„apacitor L from auxiliar, 6upplL,. 

The re-charging of capacitor C from the auxiliary supply was dealt 

with in section 5.3.4.5. 	it was shown that the capacitor voltage 

changed from + Vd  to . 'va, where 
CR  is equal to (Vd + 2Va

). The  

resistance of the auxiliary circuit was neglected and the current in the 

current-limiting coke 140  was zero at the beginning and end if the re-

charging process. Hence the energy E
a taken from the auxiliary supply 

durin re-enarging must be equal to the increase in stored energy of 

capacitor C. 

• 43 	 2 	y 2 
a 

	VCR) 
d 3  

C. I 	+ 2Va)2 	d2 I 

i.e. 	ha • 2 V
ad 

 + V
a) Jouleo (5.87) 

   

This energy is not lost at this stage but merely stored in capacitor 

C. 

5.7.2 Discharging Capacitor c, for Commutation. 

Darink, turn-off of the bridge C Rs capacttor C is charged from 

-VcR  to Vd. Any current flowing from the mein supply in this time 

flows only throu6h the d. o. choke and capacitor C and cannot flow into 

the load since all 6 C Rs are off. The current taken from the supply 

during this period is given by 
A 

i
d 

= I cos (en . 0) and flows for a time 
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d 

Gibe section 5.3.4.1.) 
1 

cnce the energy I
d 

taken from the main supply during this period 

is given 

A 
V
d 
I cos (Wt 0) dt 

A 
V
dI sin A 

VdIdo • - tan 0 

dIdo V n 

ido 

C V (V 	V 
d d CR' 

i.e.741  a 2 0 V (Vd  Va
) Joules 

Capacitor C is now back to its original state, charged to voltao? 

V4, 	so has no net gain in energy. Energy has been taken from 

the auxiliary ,,mA main supplies in the meantime, however, and hence the 

d.c. choke, being the only other storage element in the circuit, mast 

have absorbed the sum of 	Ed. The current in the d.c. choke has 
A 

increased from Ida to I 9nd nence Ld  • increase in stored enemy 
kI  

of the d.c. choke. 
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AFL 	2 I'd ids 
('-c, VCS)2  
16e,2L 2I 

 
d do 

, 	N2 	1 CkV
d + VCR

) 	since erg   
4C Ld  

i.e. 	24V
d  + Val 

	Joules 
	 (5.89) 

s 2 A s. 

	

	 v
a 

check, it;d + Ea 1. 2C I V" + V
dVa  + Valid 

i.e. 	+ E
a  - 2C (V 

 + V
a) Joules . 

	
Ld 
	(5.90) 

i.e. all the energy takenfrom the main supply during commutation And 

from the auxiliary supply is stored. in the d.a. choke. 

ietween each commuttion azd the next the current in the a. c. choke 
A 

decays from I backto Ids 	7 through the diodes 	and D8  and hence the 

energy A ELd  stored in the choke is dissipated as a loss in the circuit. 

The elements of the circuit in which the loss is dissipated ale the 

resistance of the choke, the Aedes P, and D
8, and any resistance 

assaoiated with D
7 
and D8. 

5.7.3. Power Loss due to Commutation and its Minimisation. 

since: commutation toles place six times per cycle, the energy A 
Ld 

is dissipated at six times the output frequency of the inverter. Henoe 

the mean power loss, 
corn,  due to commutation at an output frequency 

f C/s is given by 



. A f . 
oou ha 

i.e. 	
com 

. 12 C f (V
d + Va)

2 
 Watte (5.91) 

   

By choosing suitable values for V and it is possible to minimise 

the power loss r 	The basic requirement of the commutation eirouit corn 

is th t it :should reverse bias the 	tie in the inverter bride 	a 

long enough time for proper turn-off. If the minimum reverse bias time 

required is 6 m, it oan be seen that the values of Va and C neoessary 
to give the minimum time 6 are relatPd to Vd 	Ida  e.pproximetely by 

the formula 

410 

 

,;(vrit  — vas 
(from equation 5.5) m Ido 

 

Linos 	VCR = Vd + 2V a 

7
a 

Lit 
	 I

do 
	 (5.92) 

Bence the value of C revived for Aven values of 4.7,m  id V
a 
is 

given by 

m
I
do 

ga 	2Va  (5.93) 

  

:iubstitutin; for C in the expression for PCO4  in equation (5.91) 

we obtain 

V 2 

cam . 6 	m f jc Ido  I 	2V
d +V t V

a 	
aj (5.94) 

   



',hi.; formula 	v-lid when C is riju,:teo for each combination of 

V
a 

and I
do 

to give the required value of 4c ic  

Differentieting s csom  with respect to Va 
we obtain 

d P com = 6 f g
m 
I
do i Y 

2 

a 

= U when Va s Vd 

i.e. 
COM  

is minimum when V
a 
• 
 Vd 

The minimum value (P 	 of P 	is then given by 
cola min 	

aom 
 

( COM) 	Is  6 f 6m ido (4 Vd)  

i.e. 	aoadm" a 24 f Sa  Vd  Ido  watts 	 (J.95) 
11111110111\ 	 4111111011MOINIIIMPICIPIIVIIIM 

Sinoe Vd Idx) is approximately equal to the power converted by the 

inverter the minimum power lose may be expressed as a percentae:e Irop in 

efficiency. 

( F  oa  
2400 f 

e  

converted) :;yin m  
(5.96) 

It is seen that this loss is proportional to frequency ana to r o m  

an it is evidently icoortant to select S C Rs with turn-off times as 

short as possible for inverter (laity. 

To attain the minimum possible oommutation power loss under all 

operating conditions would in practice involve keejng Va  equal to Vd  

whilst varying C continuously with Idd 	This would be quite impractioable 
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but tne formula can be use to find the mLximum attainable efficiency 

of the inverter L.t any partioular out2ut frequency assuming, of course, 

that Ido  is nel,r1;; equal to id. 

For example, with Stri  = 50 sees and at an output frequency of 

50 c/s the minimum possible efficienei drop is equal to 

2400 x 50 x 50 x 10 - . 6 , i.e. the maximum attainable efficiency of 

the inverter would be 94 neglecting all other losses in the circuit. 

5.7.4. Variation of Ido and S 	Frequency. 

At low inverter output frequencies when the current in ;lodes D. 

and 	becomes Lero before the and of each sixth of a cycle, the currents 

in the load and the d.c. choke are equal at the start of the ,:cimmutation 

process and hence Ido  = Ito. Id°  is therefore completely dependent 

upon the load at these low frequencies. 

.hen the frequency is increased a stage is reached where the current 

in D7  and D8  just dec-Ire to. zero at the end of each sixth of a cycle. 

Above this frequency the current in D7  and D8  caunot decay to zero and 

I 	assumes a value which is greater than '11,0. This new value is such 
do 

capacitor discharge period and deoay from' back to Ido in the remainder 

of the sixth of a cycle. Consequently Ido  would be erected to rise 

with frequency in some manner tnereafter and become independent of the 

load to a 1-e,.e extent. 

In the d.c. switch circuit it was found that the same thin, ha4ened 
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A 
that the current in the d.c. choke can increase from Ido to I in the 



and that Ide beceee eraeortional to the equere root of frequency. An 

approximate analyeie of tie increase of 	with frequency was carried 

out in section 4.6.2 and was based on tee rate of decay of the d.c. choke 
A 

current and the decrease of (1 - Idd ) with increasing Idd. eleactly the 

same result may be oetained by atadying the suergies involved and it is 

felt that this method of analycis may give a clearer picture of the pro-

blem. 

At oommutation the stored energy of the d.c. choke is increased by 

where 

eLd  = 2 C. ("yid  Va)2 (from equation 5.69) 

eefore the test ooaeutatien takes place this energy eust be dissi-

pated in the resistance Rd of each half of ;he d.c. choke nd in the 

diodes D7  and Da. If 1 is not very nuoh greater that Idd, the r.m.s. 

values of the current flowing in the choke cs ,;11 be taken to be approximately 

equel to 1dd. It is also assumed that tne current in diodes e7  and D., is 

equal to that floeine in the choke and that tne effect of the diodes can 

be reeresented as an effeetive resistance which when added to Rd gives a 

total effective reaist.noe u 	eel/ of the d.c. ceoke. 	Then, neg- 
1 leoting tee duration T of the comeutation p000808 compared with 1;7  , 

the eneee dissipated in one sixth of a oyole in the resistance of both 

klealmeathed.a.choicearmintelediociesp7 mul_ Do  is 

2 do RA x 1 , i.e. power multiplied by time. This energy must be 

equal to A 	end hence 
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Vd) 	Rt 
V V i.e. S 
CR d 6Cf 

(5.99) 

21 
A ELd 	2 I

do  R0d x—ff   mg 2 C(Vd + Va)2  

j). 
d : 	

2  no 

6 Of (Vd+ Va)4  

R' 

 

6 Cf 

	

i.e. I JL 	V 

	

do -- 	a 	R' 

  

(5.97) 

         

or alterno.tively 
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-n- do — ( 4  
i/6 Cf 

+ 
VCR)  	11' d (5.98) 

since 	(Va  + VCR) • 2(Vd+ V,) 

It is seen that I
do becomes proportional to the square root of 

frequenoy and in4ecendent of the inductance of the d.c. choke. 

From .',nation 5.5 the reverse-bias time S of the bridge S C R 

balms turned off is given approximl,tely by 

Vd) 

Ido 

.-ubstituting for Id()  from equation (3.98) 

or alternatively, since 
(VCR - Vd) . 2 Va  and (V,9  + Vd) •  2(Va  + Vd) 

.n_ 
 2 Va  

-- 	+ Vd 
(5.100) 

It is seen thz,t 6 becomes inversely proportional to the square root 

of frequency-  and independent of the inductance of the d.c. choke. 



5.7.5. Variation of Ido with Load Current at Agh Frequency. 

In the previous section where the variation of Ido  with frequency 

was discussed no account wes taken of the effect of the load current 

upon the decay of ohoke ourrent from I to Ido. Current drawn from the 

supply eas the effect of reducine; the current flowing in diodes D
7 

and 

D8 and consequently reduces the voltage applied to the choke. It is 

clear, therefore, that the load current must have some effect upon the 

value of Ido at high frequency. 

2ig. 5.40 shows the distribution of current nd voltage in one half 

of the d.c. choke and its decay circuit. R
7 
is the resistance in series 

with D
7
, d is the current which flows through the conductine bride-.e 

3 C R into the load, vLd ie the voltage across the choke causing the 
A 

choke current ip  to decay from I to Ido, and i is the current in diode 

I)7. It is assumed that I is little greater than Ido  and that the mean 

and r.ia.s. values of i may be taken as Ido. The forward voltage drop, 

' of diode D
7 

is assumed constant. 

ehatever the value of Ido  the decrease in stored energy, Li ETA, of 
A 

the onoke when its current falls frog I to I
do 

is constant, depending 

only upon the supply voltages and the size of the cowaatating capacitor. 

This energy decrease is given by 

v 	dt Ld p (5.101) 
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,hen no load current flows i is equal to ip  and the no-load value, 

doL, of  Ido may be found from equations (5.97) or (5.98). In this 

case Q ELd is equal to the energy dissipated in the decay circuit 

ir 	2 i.e. A 1Ld 
	

(idol [Rd 4.  R7] + 
idol Vf)  ) dol f (5.102) 

    

Alen load current flows i
4 
 is equal to (ip  - id) and vLd  is given 

by 

 

(Rd 	+ R7) - id  R7  + Vf (5.103) 

  

Then A ELd V 	 p dt  

T 

J ` 

	
(Rd + R7) ip  id 	+ Vf ipi dt 

	

T , 	2 
1t7  + Vf Ido2) (5.104) 

i
do2 E 

	

k 	Rd + R 	- Ido2 Id  

	

=111111111111111141===. 	

where Id is the mean value of id, and 1do2  is the new mean and r.m.s. 

value of i p. 

3ince 66ELd isthe same in oaoh case 

Idol 	d 	do2 d 7  	(Rd R7)  idol Vf 

	

2  (R + R7) - I (I I 	Vf)  - Idol ( 
	0 
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iae 
IdR7  vf] 	2 	idol Vf  

Idol 
4"" - do2 	R 	idol 	Rd + R7 d 7 

Solving for I 	we obtain 
(1)2 

I 

2 
= 

IdR7 - of  + [IdR7 - Vf 	2dol Vf 
dot 	2(Rd + R7) 	2(Rd + R7) 	Rd + R7 

Taking the positive sign since the negative sign is meaningless 

IdR7 - Vf 	V 	{id., of 	
2_( Ido2 2 	

+ I
dol 	

1 + 	 
(Rd  + R7) 	I

dol
(R

d 
+ R

7
) 	77-4-7-  dol d 

On expanding, 

2 dR7 Vf 	
R 	

IdR7 Vf 
+ R Ido2 

n. +  Idol 	1 + 2I 2(Rd + R7
) 	dol 	7) 	P 2Idol(Rd 	7

) 

neglecting higher order terms 

i.e. 

	

IdR7 Vf 	
Vf 	1 pe7 Vf:12  + Idol + I

do2 	2(R + P ) 	+ R d 	-7 	2(Rd  + R7) 	8 Idol 	d R7 
+ • • • 

I
d 7  

Icice 	Idol d + R7) 
(5.105) 

    

Equation (5.105) shows that Id()  does increase with load but that 

the rateof increase depends upon the relative magnitude of Rd  and R7. 

If the choke possessed no resistance, i.e. X 	0, Id()  would increase 
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alpraximatoly by ie Id. If R7  were small compared with Rd, Ido  would 

increase very little with load. 

Choosing a particular value of R
7 

to give minimum power losses is 

very difficult. If R7 is mede small, Ido 
can increase rapidly with fre-

quenoy. This makes a larger commutating capacitor necessary and results 

in higher power losses. If, on the other hand, R
7 

is madeiarger, the 

voltage drop across R7  and the aiode in series with it forces part of 

the decaying choke current to flow through the conducting bridge S C Re 

and the reverse bridge diodes. This leads to a reduction in the effective 

value of P
7 

and also increases the current flowing through the bridge 

G gs and diodes. To overcome this it would be necessary to insert 

some resistance in the d.c. linee of the reverse diode bridge but this 

leads to an increase in the I2R losses due to the current flowing along 

these lines. 

It is clear, therefore, that a general expression for the optimum 

value of R
7 

cannot begiven. .each case should be treated on its own 

merits, making sure that the reduction of commutation losses following 

an increase in R
. 

is not accompanied by a greater increase in I
2
R losses 

in the reverse diode bride d.o. lines. 



5.8 Relationship between the Load and the Distribution of Inverter 

Current between the S C R and Reverse Diode 16ridge6. 

when the inverter load is, or can be treated as, a simple R-L series 

circuit for each phase the exact current and voltage waveforms can be 

calculated for all parts of the circuit using the methods developed in 

sections 5.3.6 and 5.4. Such calculations, lthough etraieetforward, are 

laborious especially when a range of load conditions is required to be 

covered. 

It was not found possible to derive a general formula which would 

be simple yet exact for determining-  the mean values of S C R and reverse 

diode bridge currents. By making some assumptions about the reletive 

magnitude of Vd  and Vt  nd of Iin  and Ig  , however, it is possible to 

obtein some Useful approximate formulae which would also be valid in the 

case of an induction motor load on the inverter. 

Fig. 5.41 shows the waveforms of load current it  and the oorres-

ponding waveforms of the S C h bridge input current iin  for zero and 

unity load power factors. The waveforms for zero load paver factor are 

taken from Fig. 5.33 and the waveforms for unity power factor are the 

basic inverter waveforms. Both pairs of waveforms are drawn with the 
A 

effects of commutation ignored. I is the peak value of the load and 

S C h currents in each case. 

For zero power factor it may be shown that Ig  , the r.m.s. value 
A 

of it  , is equal to 0.46 I whereas lin, the mean value of iin, is equal 
A 

to 0.437 I . Hence in this case. 

2, 2 0 



0.437  T 
'in ms  0.646 '`t 

Iin m 0.680 It 

A 
For anity power factor It  is equal toli I i.e. 0.816 I , 

A 
while I

in is equal to I. i{ence in this case 

1 

'in s  0.816 it 
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i.e. 

i.e. 

INIIIMINIIMMIIMINGAIN111111111111111111021 

Now let us assume that between zero and unity power factors the 

ratio in/I,  v ries linearly with F, the power factor of the load. 4- 

Then  the value of I
in varies with It and power factor F accurding tot- 

tin . (0.68 + 0.55 F) 14  (5.1o6) 

 

	111111•01211.111111:111111M 

 

  

It is seen from Fig. 5.37 that the r.m.a. value of load line to 

line voltage, VV  , varies with the nature of the load but is always 

between 0.7 Vd  and 0.8 Vd. Lei, us assume that VI has the typical value 

0.75 Vd  at all power factors. 

Now the power supplied to the load is equal to the sower taken from 

the main d.c. supply minus the losses in the inverter circuit (excluding 

the commutation losses which do not normally cause additional losses in 

the fridges). 



i.e. Vd Id 	Pcx 7.0._ f3 v I F 

I dk  /it F   cx 
1.33V 	V. 
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Id s 1.3 l i + 
P 
ox 
V 

(5.107) 

since Iin 
1111 Iin 	Id 

Igen 	(0.68 .• 0.75 F)Ix  
P cx (5.106) 
Vd 

Fig. 5.42 shows these relationships between Iin, Id, Ion  and 1a 

and F in graphical form with Pox  ignored. When F is nearly unity Igen 

is shown to be zero, which cannot to 'wits true ex,:ept when F 1. 

This is because the typical value taken for V4, in terms of V
d 
is not 

the value which V.e  would have rit unity power factor. :strictly, Id  Ind 

I 	should start to depart from the lines shown at a powe factor of 
gen 

about 0.5 and curve away to reach 1.23 It  and zero respe-tively at unity 

power factor. 

5.9 Predicted Current and Voltaile Waveforms. 

Pig. 5.43 shows a set of typical predLed current and voltage wave- 

forms. Each will be briefly described in turn. 

The current i
s in phase A of the load has been fully dealt with in 

:section 5.3.6 	!his current flows through CR, or CR4  and Di  or D4. 
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hie current i
CR1 

in CR1  is zero for two thirds of a cycle since 

each 	in the bridge conducts for only one third of a cycle. During 

the third of a cycle from t
1 

to t
3 
the current 1OR1 

is the same as i
s 

except during the commutation oeriods when CR1  is off and no current 

flows. 

The current i
gen 

flows in the reverse diode bridge during the corn-

mutation period and when the load current in each -obese decays to zero. 

The current igen - shown in 
that which flows into the negative terminal 

of the main supply 	A peak of current flows at each commutation period 

followed in alternate sixths of a cycle by the decay to zero of the current 

in a load phase. 

is the current flowing into the comean anode connection of the 

e 	R bridge and therefore consists in form of the current i
CR1 

repeated 

in each third of a cycle. 

i
CR7 

is the current flowing through CR
7 
into the commutating 

capacitor cA commutation. It consists of a pulse of current whose magni- 
A 

tude starts at Ido  and rises to I and oocurs six times Leer cycle. 

i
d 
is the current taken from the main supply and is eual to 

(i n 	CR7 	gene ). During the commutation periods id  ie equal to 

(i
CR7 

- 
ieen+ 

 ) since no current flows in the J C R bridge,and in the 

remainder of each sixth of e cycle id  varies in the same manner as i 

between t
1 
 end t 

i 	is the current in one half of the d.c. choke and rises from I
do ah 

A 
to I in each commut tion period and decays back to iao  in the remainder 

of each sixth of a cycle. The waveform is shown for the case is which 

1z5 



Jab  is always greater than iin. 

D7 
is the current flowing in diode D7  and is the difference 

betweenian andiin+ except during the commutation periods when D
7 
is 

reverse biased end hence i
D7 

is zero. 

v
ab is the voltage oetween output Iines A and B and hao been fully 

dealt with in section 5.3.6. 

v
in 

is the voltage between tee common anode and common cathode 

connections of the S C k bridge. Since D
7 
conducts in this ease for 

the whole of each sixth of a cycle vin  is equal to the main d.c. supply 

volta e v
d except during commut Lion enen vin  is equal to vc, the 

voltage across the commutatine oapecitor. 

v._111  is the voltage across CRi. During the commutetion periods 

afterconductionett2 andt,neeative peaks of voltage of magnitude 

(VcR  Vd) appear across CR1. 	other negative voltage peaks are 

of magnitude VcR  and,:(VCR  + Vd). Between t1  and t3  CRI  conducts 

and hence v
CL1 

 is zero. Between t
4 

and t
6 
 CH

4 	VCRI 
conducts end hence 	. 

is equal to vin. Between t, and t4  CRS, and CR3  miduot and hence val  

ie equal to -vab. From t6  to. t1  CR5  and CR4  conduct and hence vol  is 

equal to v
oa 
 (which ve 

 
ries in this period as vat  between t2  and t3). 

V  1 is the voltage across diode Dl. Except during commutation D 

periods vpi  is equal to - vcR1  since D7  conducts until the end of each 

sixth of a cycle. Durine the commutation periods starting at t5  and 

t6 diode D conducts and hence vD1 0. In the commutation periods 

baginxiin at t2  and t5  D4  conducts end hence vpi  lee equal to the main 

supply voltage Vd.  IL the other two commutation periods neither Di 
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norD4  conduct and hence vDl  and vD4  ,tre equal to i Vd. 

During commutation the difference between the main d.c. supply 

voltage and the commutt„ting capacitor voltage is shared 	between 

the two naives of the 1.c. choke. vch is the voltage across one half 

of the d.c. choke and therefore consists of a voltage peak dnich starts 

at ,:(V
d 
+ V

CR
) and falls to zero in Oath commutation period. During 

the remainder of each sixth of a cycle vch  is equal to the voltage 

across D
7 
or D

8 which conduct and hence voh 
is nearly zero. 

vc is the voltage across the commutating 'capacitor ,nd rises from 

-VCR 
to +V

d 
 during each commut,.tion;period. Approximately half way 

through each sixth of a cycle the eommutating capacitor is re-charged 

from the auxiliary supply and vc  falls from +Vd  back to -VCR. 

v.(27 
is the voltage icross CR

7 
ana in the difference between vin 

and vc. when the commutation capacitor is re-charwad v,R7  rises from 

approximately zero to (Vd  + VcR). 

vcR8  is the voltage across CR8 and is equal to (Va 
+ v) except 

during re-charging when CR
8  eonduots and vCR8 

in O. Hence before re- 

charging vcR8  is (V
a 	) and is (-V

CR 
V
a) for the remainder of each 

sia.tn of a cycle. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

TE0Ts OK TIiS "D. . 1)1VUTAVD TWZR 	MAUR" 

al 	 A SiAILS 	1)0D. 

The inverter 144:,a to to with i,. series 11.4 load and with -an induction 

&otor load. The tests with tne 	load were cereled out in order 

to cheek the validity of toe theory developed in Chapter 5 wndle the 

testa with the induction motor load were for rtudyitv the overall per-

romance of the speed control system. In this chapter attention will 

be concentrated uiAln commutation, current sod voltaee waveforms and 

harmonics. The efficiency of the inverter and the rating' of the 

components of the circuit are left for consideration in Chapter 7 which 

is devoted to the tests with an induction motox load. 

22V 

6.1 Troloal 

In fig. 

are given at 

waveforms of  

...arrent *sad !pltame '4hvetorms. 

6.1 a set of eurrent and voltage waveforms is shown. They 

this point so that they may be compared with the predicted 

Fig. 5.43. The waveforms have been traced from ()Gallia- 

grams and are not to a Gammon impale. A load condition was ohosen in 

which the currents in diodes D7 and D
a were still flowing at the end of 

each siAth of a cycle and the decay of load current through the diode 

bridge occupied LcIproximktely the same proportion of a sixth of a oycle 

as in the waveforms of fig. 5.43. 

The voltage waveforms are very eiNilar to those predicted in Fig. 

5.43, the only difference resulting from the ripple on the maim amply 
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voltage, v., , and the osoilletions between the small capacitors connected 

across eaoh S C R for voltage surge protection and the inductance of the 

phase whose current has decayed to zero. The main supply voltage ripple 

is caused by the curse of ourrent taken from the supply at commutation 

followed by a sudden drop in the supply current as the current in a load 

phase rises from zero. 

The waveforms of the load current i
s 

and supply current i
d 
are as 

predicted. The other current waveforms are seen to differ from pre-

diction and this is due to the decay of current in diodes D7  end D8  

after corseutetion. In the theory it was assumed that 1:r
7 
and D

8 
possess 

constant volta(e erope while conducting and that there was no resistance 

in series with them. In fact, the voltage drop of these diodes, whilst 

not increasing linearly with current, does rise with current and in 

series with eaon diode was connected a small resistance for current moni-

torine. 

Alice the two eialves of the d.o. choke were tightly coupled nag-

netit;..tlly the induced voltages in each half hsd to be identical and hence 

the instantaneous diode currents had to be identical. This is why the 

diode current waveform, iD71  is almost the same in each sixth of a cycle 

and not as predicted. However, the balance between choke current, diode 

.urrent, end inverter input current had still to be maintained. Because 

of the tight coupling the current in one half could char ;e instantaneously, 

providea that it was belanced by an equal and opposite change in the other 

half. Consequently the choke current is seen to rise to a greater value 

in one sixth of a cycle than in the next :tnd the peaks of the choke current 
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, 
should then be I - 

4. 
 e I. 

If the current in D
7 

and D
8 

is high enough, the voltage across each 

half of the d.c. choke can become greater than the sum of the forward 

voltage drops of a conducting 5 C R and the diode connected to it. 

when this occurs the choke current can also decay through such a path, 

e.g. throuen CRi  and Di  when Oei  is ,eenducting. 	This is seen to occur 

in thewaveformsoftheinverterinputcurrenti.ii  and the diode bridge 

current igen. 
	These weveiorms coneist of those predicted in Pig. 5.33 

with a decaying pulse of current superimposed after commutation in each 

sixth of a cycle. The additional pulse only persists until the voltage 

drop across B7  or :De  and its series resistance falls below the sum of 

the voltage drope of an 6 R and a diode. 

come small fluctuations in the waveforms from one eycle to the next 

were observed. These were caused by variations in the firing points of 

the bridge 6 C Re at the end of commutation. The fluctuations were most 

evident in the value of 6 C R voltage after commutation and the value, 

Llt 
of load current at the end of oommutetion. 

b.2. Commutation. 

The auxiliary circuit provided to effect commutation in the inverter 

is essentially tnat used in the d.c. switch. The oommutation theory 

was °hooked in the same way as in the d.e. switch and the results are 

given below. 



6.2.1. Definition of symbols used" forthe Commutation ?release. 

Fig. 6.2 allows the teeoretioal waveforms of vc, ic, vC51 during 

the commutation period when eel  is turned off. At the instant t3 of 

triggering CA3  and CR7  the capacitor voltage vo  starts to rise from -VCR 
towards + Vd' following part of a sinewave of angular frequency & . The 

time taken to reach + Vd  is . eeanwnile the capacitor current  
A 

rises from its initial value Ido  to a peak value 1, again following 

part of e sineweve.veR1  rises from - e(VCs  - Vd) to + "Id  in the time 

21 but the time taken for vTill  to reach zero is cf and it is vitally 

important that S should be greater than the S C R turn-off time for 

reliable cammutation. 
C(V - d

) 
The time 	I 	

is tee approximate value of S given in 
do 

 

equation (5.5) and is seen to be the time which v
o would take to charge 

from - VCR to - Vd if the oharging current were to remain at the initial 

value I. It can be seen that this approximation will always give an 

optimistic value of S i.e. one which is greater than that obtained in 

eraotice. 

6.2.2. Variation of cr with Lo_.. d ?owee Factor. 

Some tests were carried out to find if S.  was affected by the load 

power factor. These tests were carried out at a low frequency and in 

each ease the supply voltage, load resistance, and hence the value of 

I
do were kept constant while the load inductance was v.ried. The 

tests were carried out for several combinations of commutating-  oapaei- 

tance C and I
do and the results of three of these teets are shown in 

Pig. 6.3 
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It is seen that in eech oese the weasured value of S  is somewhat 

lower than that predicted. There are several reasons for this. The 

first is that all the rectifier forward voltage drops end lead resistance 

drops operate against effective eommutation by making the effective value 

of V lower and Vd • higher so that (VCR 
 - Vd) become smaller. The 

rectifier drops account for an error of about it: under the condition of 

the test wince the effective value of V
CR 

would be about 2.5 V low and 

the effective value of V
d 
about 2.5 V high (two rectifiers in series in 

each case). 

The second cause of the discrepancy is the stray inductance of all 

the loops of the circuit where current transfer takes place during com-

mutation. The effect of this inductance is to delay the fall of current 

in the conducting bridge d C Re. after the commut ting capacitor has 

begun to discharge so that when the C Rs eventually become reverse-

biased the commutating capacitor has already lost some of its ceerge. 

The exact reeult of this phenomenon is difficult to predict but the 

delay in reducing the e C R current to zero is clearly proportional to 

the inductance of the eirouit and the current being ooeczutated and 

inversely.  proportional to the voltage which forces the current to transfer 

from the S C R to another path. in the tests discussed hero the re-

duction in g from this cause erobably amounted to no more than four or 
five microseconds at the highest currents commutated. 

e furter reason for the discrepancy is tne reverse recovery current 

which flows in an S C R when it is turned off. The magnitude and 

duration of this current depend on the current flowing in the S C 

23'5 
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immediately before turn-off end its rate of reduction to zero. 	This 

reverse carrent muot flow in the commutating capacitor in addition to 

the current from the d.c. chokes and thus charges the capacitor more 

rapidly in the first few microseconds. Until the reverse current :eases 

to flow the 6 C Rs do not become reverse-biased end S can therefore be 

reduced significantly. 

The last, but probably the most significeet, reeson for the dis-

orepancy n s been allowed for in Fig. 6.3 in the lines shooing "Corrected. 

values" of 6 	Durine the tests a lfr.F capacitor was connected across 

each S C R in the bridge to suppress some troublesome voltage transients. 

At commutation the voltage across tne bridge input terminals is reduced 

sudeonly from + Vd  to some negative voltage by the notion of the commu-

tating capacitor. dome transfer of charge therefore occurs between the 

commutating capacitor and the network of lieF capacitors. This transfer 

of charge can be allowed for uy assuming that the effective value of the 

bridge capacitance is l.5/4„.P (made up of three parallel pairs of 1/LeF 

capacitors in series) and that the effective value of commutating capaci-

tance tnen becomes (C + 1.57eF), the initial voltage across this effective 

capacitor being - V le  where Vc R  is given by . L1   

V
C  I 
	Mg 

viiR - 1.5f  P x V - 	d (6.1) 
+ 1.5 F 

It is seen. in Fig. 6.3 that the accuracy of prediction is much 

improved . en this allowance i made. 



The important conclusion to be drawn from these tests, however, is 

that S is independent of the load inductance :21d hence the load power 

factor, as predicted. 

6.2.3. Variation of 6 with Ido. 

To measure the variation of 6 with I
do 

the circuit was again 

operated at a low frequenol  with the main and auxiliary supply voltaaes 

and the load inductance kept constant. I
do 

eas veried by changing the 

load resistant,* and 8 and I
de 

 were measured on an oscilloscope for eaoh 

value of load resistance. Measurements were taken for several values 

of the commutating capacitance and the results of two of the testa are 

presented in F"ige 6.4. 

Once more it is seen that the calculated valued of S are greater 

than the measured values but that the correction applied to the calcu-

lated values considerably improves the accuracy of prediction. The form 

of the measured variation of 6 with Ido, however, accords very favourably 

with that predicted. The values of £ calculated from the approximate 

expression of equation (5.5) are seen to be grossly inaccurate at low 
A 

currents (where I 1.3 much greater than Id()) but at the higher values of 
A 

Ido (where I becomes more nearly equal to Ido) the approximate expression 

is seen to give useful predictions. 	6 , as predicted, therefore varies 

inversely with Ido, 
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6.2.4. Variation of sr) with C and V
CR
. 

Some tests were carried out to find how S varied with C and VCR' 

the two main coanutation parameters. Tee circuit was operated at low 

frequency with VI  and Ida  kept constant end or was measured on an oscil- 

loscope for veeious combinations of C and V . V also bei 
CR' CR 	

11,7 measured on 

an oocilloscope, Fig. 6.5 shows the measured and predicted variations 

of 5 with C for two values of V R, the predicted values being corrected 

for the effective bride.° capacitance. 

It is seen that 6 does rot increase enite proportionally with C, 
the ratio — rliminishing as C is increased. This is because an increase 

A 
in C cauee Eia.1 increase in I and hence an increase in the mean current 

charging C from - V. to - Vd. For the same reason an increase of 

(VCR - Vd) from 
140 V to 220 V does not oause e proportional increase in 

S 
	

qowevor, both sets of measured values compare favourably with the 

predicted .turves vithin the limits enumerated in section 6.2.2 and it may 

therefore be concluded that the theoretical expressions for 6: are valid. 

6.2.5. Variation of Ido  end 8 with Frequency. 

In section 5.7.4 it was shown that at high inverter outeut frequencies 

I
do could become much greater than its low frequency value and largely 

independent of load current. In coneeeuence 5 would fall as the fre-

quency is increased. It was in fact predicted that Ido  would become 

approximately proportional to the ,Jeuare root of the inverter output 
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frequency. It was also predicted that by increasing the effective 

resistance of each half of the d.c. choke the rate of increase of Ido 

with frequenc.),  could be reduced. 

To test the validity of this theory the circuit was operated over 

a range of frequencies with all circuit parameters and supply voltages 
A 

kept constant. At each frequency the values of Ido, I and 8 were 

measured on an oscilloscope. A resistance of 0.111 was then added in 

series with each half of the d.c. choke and the me=asurements repeated. 

In Fig. 6.6 the two sets of results are plotted. It is seen that 

with no added resistance Ido starts to rise above its low frequency 
A 

value at about 12 cl/s causing a corresponding increase in I and reduction 

in 6 . With 0.1A resistance added, however, the value of Ido  actually 
falls at first with the peak load current as the frequency is increased 

and does not start to rise until a frequency of 32 c/s. is reached. 

Thereafter Ido inoreases much lees 
rapidly than in the first case which 

nad no added resistance. 

The values of
do 
 and S calculated from equations (5.98) and (5.100) 

are also shown for comparison with the measured values and for verification 

of the theory. 	the calculations are based on a resistance of 0.032-a 

for each half of the d.c. choke, a mean resistance of 0.014_11 for the 

leads to diodes D
7 
and D8, and an effective resistance of 0.019.11 for 

diodes D7  and Du. These values were measured by the ammeter-voltmeter 

method. The effective resistance in the choke current deoa:y circuit 

was then 0.06541 in the first case and 0.165A in the second. 

The calculated values of Ido  and S are seen in Fig. 6.6 to vary 
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Vd=f00v, VQ.= loov, V,R =23cht, 	C=30)..,F, 12= 2.0 

no added choke resistance (Rd/  =0-06511) 
0-1-rt- added In series with each 
hale' of ct•c. choke CRC( 0-165"-C2-) 
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with frequency in much the same manner as the me, sured values once the 

values of Ido 
have begun to rise above their low frequency value. 

Agreement between the measured and calculated values of S is seen to 

be only alittle worse than in the tests discuseed in the previous 

seotions, showing that the approximate theory gives useful results. 

The calculated values of I
do 

lie approximately half way between the 
A 

measured valued of Ido end I at each frequency. This is to be expected 

since the calculated value of I
do 

really represents the r.m.s. value of 

the current in each half of the d.c. choke 	Since this current rises 
A 

quickly from Ido  to I and then decays almost linearly back to Ido  in 

each sixth of a cycle its r.m.s. value actually lies nearly half way 
A 

between Ido and I. 

It may be eonoluded from these tests that at high frequencies Ido  

rises almost proportional to the square root of frequency and S. inversely 

proportional to the square root of frequency, The resistance of the 

d.c. choke is one of the main factors upon which depends the rate of 

increase of I
do 

with frequency and increasing the resistance has the 

predicted effect upon the rise of Ido. 

6.2.6. Variation of I
do 

with Load Current at High Frequency. 

Some tests were oarriee out to determine now far I
do 

was independent 

of load ourrent at high inverter output frequencies. The tests were 

carried out at a high frequency and all supply voltages and circuit 

parameters were kept constant except for the load (and hence the main 



supply current) which was veriea. rhe values of Ido for several veluee 

of supply current were measured and the measurements were repeeted with 

several combinetione of circuit psrametere. 

Fig. 6.7 shows eow the values of Ido  and 1 varied with Id  in one of 

these teats. The calcuIted variation of Ido with id  is also mown end 

has been obtained by calculating the no-load value of Ido from equation 

(5.93) end using equation (5.105) afterwards. 

It is seen that the measured Ido varies in a similar manner to its 

calculated variation and tnat once more the calculated values of 
do 

lie 
A 

approximately half way between the measured valued of Ido and I. The 

grape therefore Show s that the flow of load current has the effect of 

increasini the value of Ido and that the increase in 14o can be approxi-

mately predicted from equatien (5.105). 

6.2.7. Conclusion.- oe Comeutation. 

In an inverter circuit the arrangement made for turning off the 

load current carreing v C its forms one of the most important features 

of t circuit. The commutation circuit must be reliable or the inverter 

will fail to function, each failure normally being accompanied by a large 

d.c. fault current. 

The teets on the oomuutation circuit arnica have been deaoribed above 

have shown that the theory developed in section 5.3.4.1 and elaborated in 

section 5.7 is adequate for use in designing a suitable lommtetetion cir-

cuit for the inverter circuit under discussion. 
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F,9.  6.7 	etth.1 variabtoo 	rap With Id at high invertcy  ou.tpur  

1/ci 	Va = toov, VA R  = 23Dv, c = 4015 

o 6 	 me+ 

= 00611., 12-1  = o Oi54SL 1 	Wct  = 0 16 
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The most important commutation circuit charaoteristice teach must 

be taken into account are as follows:- 

(a) the'S C R reverse-bias time 6 t turn-off is independent of the 

load power factor and this need not, therefore, be taken into account, 

(b) & varies in an inverse manner with the current Ido  flowing in 

the d.c. choke prior to commutation. 	Hence it is essential that the 

highest load currents envisaged, even overload currents, should be taken 

into account, 

) fur a given value of Ido, 8 is approximately proportional to the 

commutating capacitance C, 

(d) & is also aeproximetely proportional to (VCR - Vd) where VCR 

is the voltage on the commutating capacitor prior to commutation and 

V
d 
is the main supply voltage. Henze V

CR 
muet be greater than Vd for 

commutation to be at all possible, 

(e) when I
do 

is high, or the d.c. choke induettnce is large, S is 
C(V

CR 
- V

d approximetelj  equal to 	. This formula can be used with I
do 

confieence to obtain values for C ane VCR at the first etaee of designing 

the commutation circuit, 

(f) when the inverter output frequency is increased point is reached 

where Ido agins to rise independently of load current. Thereafter 

Ido becomes approeimately proportional to the square root of frequency 

and g falls accordingly. The frequency at which Ido t rts to rise 

and the rate at which Ido rises depend upon the values of C and VCR and 

the n tux* of the circuit forcing the doe. choke current to decay between 

euocessive commutations. Ido becomes approximately proportional to4; 



at a given frequency and 6 in consequence becomes proportional to 

at the same frequency. 

(g) at high frequencies tee value of Ido  varies with the load current, 

but only to an extent determined by the relative meenitudes of the resis-

tanoen, Rd' k7 
and its, concerned with the deoay of curient in the d.c. 

choke. 

Tee results of the tests underline the necessity for keeping to a 

.uinimum the inductance distributed around the circuit and the capacitance 

used for limitiee voltage sueeeis. come circuit inductance is necessary 

to reduce hole storage reverse recovery currents and to limit the rate 

of rise of current in each e C R at turn-on to a safe value. Protection 

against voltage surges, however, would be better carried out by some of 

the semiconductor devices now designed for this purpose. 

6.3. easlple ealculetions for R-L Load nd Comparison with eeasured 

Reaulta. 

6.3.1. Condition for the Calculation. 

In this section the waveforms and mean values of voltage and current 

are found by calculation -,nd compared with the corresponding measured 

results. A load and frequency were chosen oo that diodes D
7 
and D6  

conducted througeout each cycle except during the commutation periods. 

The load and supply conditions ;ere as follows s- 
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V
d 

= 100 V ; 	V
a 

= 100 V ; VCR • 230 V 

0.5 110; 	C = 30,4 ; R' = 0.06551- 

L = 3.o) m1; R f 50 °/s. 

A 

6.3.2. Determination of Ido, I, I , I LO Ll. Imo, T T2, T3
. 

The condition of the circuit is such that Ido is higher than I . LO 

Ido iaust therefore be calculated from the given data. From equation 

(5.98) a value Ido  can be obtained which is approximately half way 

between I and the true value of Ido. 

Irnus Id -II- 6 C f + V ) CR 	R' 

61.5 A 

A 
prom the definition of I (se6 equation (5.2) ) 

A 
2 - -2 	

c(vd  + V )2  

do 	4 Ld  

A 	A 

i.e. (I . Ido)(I + Ido) . 1635 A2 

A 

Now 	I 4. Ido 41- 21' 	= 123 A do 

• 
• • 

A 
I 4. I

do 
. 123 

• 14.5A 

74-4< 



2.4-q 

Rance 	I
do -11.- jdo 	- Ido) 

A- 3_211 

Laving calculated Ido, TI  may now be found. 

1  4 Ldc.: 

c(va  v -cR)  tan 0 
Ido 

- 121  

• • 	0 	= 00  

Then 	
T1

A 
1.0 

15814  Sec 

Take T
1 

to oe 160/.4Aecs. 

Imo, I11' IL2' T2' T3 
may now be found by the iterative process 

described in section 5.3.6.2. For this process the following values 

are required 

Vd 	100 
2R m  2 x 2.3 - LULL 

Vd 	 1.00  
3R 	3 x 2.3 	

ligat 



3R - 3 x 2.3 	azsm  
2Vd 	200 

AYO 

First iteration. 

ILO must lie between 
V 	Vd 3R  and 2R  • For the first iteration onoose 

IL00  . 18 A. 

	

V 	T 
Then ILl 	IL0 ▪ (1  L0 2R' ' 

dl 	---1 
L 

16.4114 

Vd 	 • Then IL2  s 23R  7 — 1 77) 

3RILl  

14.1 A 

3 RI
Ll Also T2 	— loge  (1 + d I 

• 1.14 41  °co  

Then T
3 	

- (T, 4. T2) 

- 2.03 m 641*c  

Vd 	Vd 	
RT 

Then IL3 
•- I 
2R 2R L 

The value of I at the end of the first iteration is not equal to 
L3 

the assumed value of ILOL  . Hence the assumed value of I. W9.8 wrong and 

another vaue must be assumed for the second iteration. 



Seconh and third iterations. 

The rssults of the first, second and third i,erations are summ-rised 

in Table 6.1 below. These iteration; were carriA out in exactly the 

same manner Ks the first. In the second iter-tion a value of 1 w s 

taken which was sliettly e-Aaller thhn the IL3 
obtained from the filet 

iteration. oeoaase the new value of113  reaultine was still largos 

than the I taken for the second iteration a value of ILO  for the third 
LU 

iteration was ollesen whioh was slightly greater than the preceding I 3. 

Value 
of .. 

First 
Iterstion 

3econd 	1 	Third 
Iteration 	1 Iteration 

! 
IL0 	16 A 19.5 A 19.66 , 

1Ll 	14.2 A 15.56 A 15.71 A 

112 	14.35 A 15.(X) A 15.07 A 

T2 1.14 m;;Eics  •1.22 mSece 1.229' moos  

T3 2.03 m6ecs 1.953 mseos ' 	1.994 aiecs 

II.3 19.54 A 19.65 A 19.66 A 

Table 6.1 Eaomary of results of first, second and third 

iterations. 

after the third iteration the vhlues of I and IL3  are. ,Aoen to LO 

be equal. 	itence the correct value of ILkJ is 19.66 A. 

Then, to three significnt figures, the other initial values hre 

Ii 	- 19.7 A, ILl 	15.7 A. /L2  . 15.1 A 

T1 	•  0.16 Ac;ecs. T
2 
 • 
 1.23 m; Acs, T

5 
 •  1.94 mSecs. '  



6.3.3. Current Eouations and  Current  and Voltge Waveforms. 

flaying obtained the initial values Lo' ILl-  1L2 and the times 

TT2 	:> T.., the current equations can be found for each sixth of a cycle 11  .  

and the voltage sad current waveforas constructed. The current 

equations and output voltage values will be given only for the sixth of 

a cycle between instant tl  and t
3 
since the equations for other sixths 

of a cycle can be obtained easily from them. 

Ieriod 1 (of duration T1) 

Vd Vd its 
	

i
b 	+ I )e L (from equation (5.1) ) 2R 2R  

- 21.7 + 41.4 et-00 t A 	to 3 eignificantfigureii. 

) See section 5.3.5. vd 	) voa • 2 	) 

Period 2 (of duration 

V 	Vd  - Rt 
is 	

d 
3e 	

(IL 	31-t1e (from equation (5.14) 

•= 14.5 	1.2 e-6°°t 

252 

a• b 	Vd 	) 
Vd 	) 

o 2 	S 



'd 	d 
ib 	

ri 
= 	

—Rt 
L 	(from equation (5.16) ) 

3 	Li 3R 

- 14.5 — 30.2 e.600 t A 

 

 

2Vd 	
- 

 
▪ 
3R (1 - e L) 

- 29 (1 - e
-600t) A 

 

(from equation (5.18) ) 

    

vel) 8. 0 	) 

vbc 
.. V

d 
S 

v 	...d 
) ea 

See section 5.3.5. 

i'eriod 3 (of duration t3) 

Vd 	Vd% 	
t. 

ia = 	la = 2R (1L2 2ft  - L 	(from equation (5.32) )  

..21.7 . 6.7e.6c) t  A 

b . 0 

V
d vab . 2 

Vd vbc .2 	
J See section 5.3.5 
) 	

, 

v 	- - v
d ca 

J 
In the sixth of a cycle between 2  and't3 

 is and vab  zre s given 

by the equations above. In the next sixth of a cycle is  and vab  ire 
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as given by the equations for -
b 
and - v.be,  in the next as for is 

and v ea  , next s for - a 
 and. vab, next as for ib  and vb , next as 

for - c and - vca 	
Thus the complete load current and voltage wave- 

forms ot..n be drz,wn as in Pigs. ii. and 6.9. 

60.4. Mew and r.m.s. Values of Load and Supply Current and 'Voltage. 

The r.m.s. value la  of the current in phase A may be found by 

interation over half a cycle. Since in the half cycle strting Et 

instant t
2 
 is 

is defined in turn by the equations given -?bove for i
a
, 

- ib  and i. I may he found from 

6 
 a ri 2  + i2 + 2 ) dt 

0 

141en, using the current equations obtained in sction 

Ia  • 1.105 A 

The r.m.s. value Vab of the output line to line voltage vab  may 

be found in a similar manner. 

Hence 

ab 

   

 

(y  2 	2 dt ab 4- V
be  +  V es 

 

 

- 74.0 V using equations for vab vac, v
ea 

derived in 

  

section 6.3.2. 
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2,57 

The waveform of i
d' 

the current taken from the main deo. supply, 

consists mainly of the waveform for is  between instants t1  and t2  repeated 

in every sixth of a cycle, (See Fig. 5.43),and is given by the equations 

(-
c
) derived in section 6.3.3. During the comutation period current 

is taken from the supply in charging the commutating capacitor from VoR  

to + Vd. The mean value of this contribution to the supply current is 

6 C f (Vd+ VCR ) but is partially offset by the current returned to the 

supply through the reverse diode bridge. The latter current is given 

by the equation for is  durin€, period 1. 

;fence the mean value Id of the d.c. supply current is given by 

6 -io 	+ 6 C f(Vd + V ) CR I 
4.1  

is dt 

Using the equations derived. in se,;tion 6.3.3 for is  nu is  

I
d 	

15.6 A 

The current i
gen returned to the supply through the reverse diode 

bridge consists of a pulse during each .ommutation period O.ven by the 
/equation 
for is for period I followed in alternate sixths of 

c  cycle by a dummying 

current 6iven by the equation for - it  in period 2. The mean value T 

of this current c,.n therefore be found by integration over one third of 

a cycle. 



Hence I
gen 

I° J o  

. 2.20 A using equations for is 
and i

b 
from section 

6.3.3. 

The power, W
d' 
 taken from the main d.c. supply may be found by mul-

ti lying together the d.c. supply voltage 411(1 the mean supply current 

i.e.  d
d 
 - V

dd 

1560 
mivaanallmmmlIm•IM. 
••••••••1•11••••••••••II.I• 

The power 1;v 1„, consumed by the load may be found by adding the I2R 

dissipations in the three load phases. 

W • 3 x 1 2 ' a 

e 1260 W 

N.B. The difference between W
d 

and W
L 
is equal to the power taken 

from the main supply for charging the commuteting capacitor from - V
CR 

 to 

+
d six times per cycle, i.e. 297 W. 

It should also be borne in mind that in each sixth of a cycle there 

are three equations to define each of the currents. Each of the current 

equations have their time zero at the beginhint of the period for ehich 

they are valid. This simplifies the calculation of the integrals Axen 

above. 

The output power factor, defined as P. P. m 	 , is found from 

the values of V
ab 

I
a and w calculated above, 	

V
abIa 

L 

Then 	ka. .. 0.72 

i.e. 



6.3.5. darmonio Content of Output Voltat,e and Current Waveforms  

In section 5.5 formulae were devised for the several harmonic 40M-

ponents of the output line-to-line voltam) waveform. From the comf,o-

nents of the total value of each voltage harmonic oan be found nd from 

these the current harmonikAs can be found. Table 6.2. shows the voltage 

components for the first five bfrmonios, the harmonic impednces per load 

phase, and the resulting current a =tonics. 

Aj, an  can b e found from Table 5.1, putting VII  • 100 V. 
1 To find 

A 
 bn  andg cn  the value of Lk is required. 

14. 111  2 -a-  f /1
2 radians 

. 22.2°  

bn  andj7 en  oan then be found from Fig. 5.36 or from able 5.2 

by putting (-4 - 22.2o 

Anoe the operating frequency is high enowh for T1  to form a a 

1 nificant part of sash sixth of a cycle account suet be taken of J2 — 13
n
1  

1 and. .1 	n 

2iri T radians 

. 2.66o  

J2 
1 
pw b' Rnd 1 

n el can then be found from Table 5.3 by putting w • 2.88°. 

7 n ean then be found from equation (5.54). J 

fhe harmonic) impedance 4n  per phase of the load is found from 

e &i n + (2Tin f 
ri 



- hensince n is the nth harmonic comvponent of the load line-to-

line voltage and Zit  is the nth harmonic impedance per phase of a star-

connected load, the nth harmonic component In  of the load current can 

be found from 

V
n I 	-r-- In 	3 Zn  

n 1 	1 5 	i 	7 11 13 	
_ 

1 . 42  crl 	67.5 V 13.5 	9.6 V 6.2 V 5.2 V 

47 bn 	- 4.8 V E 12.8 V 	8.1 V 2.3 V 3.0 V 

1 4.7  en 	14.2 V 1.0 V 	7.5 V . 5.3 V - 1.3 V 

2 1)1  .. 5.8 V 5.8 V 	- 5.7 V 5.6 V . 5.5 V 

1 
en  
, 

42 
0.1 v . 0.7 v 	1.0 V - 1.6 V 1.8 V 

Vn  m 1  ii dn  58.6 V 32.1 V 	14.7 V 15.7 V 2.7 V 

Zn 2.594L 6.48.11 8.77A1 13.5111 15.90.2.- 

In 13.1 A 2.86 A 0.97 A 0.67 A 0.098 

Table 6.2 Calculations for harmonic content of load voltage 

.1c1 current  waveforms. 

Power factor at fundamental frequency 
Z1 



Iidz; is considerably higher than the total load power factor of 

0.72 because of the harmonics which produce little power but add to 

the r.m.s. .wAueG of volt%e and current. 

6.3.6 Comparison between Measured and Predicted Results. 

Ueasurements were taken from the inverter circuit of all the quan,-

tities ,redict,  d .Above. Mean and r.m.s. values were measured with 

meters, waveforms, time intervals and instantaneous current values on 

oscilloscopes, and harmonics were measured with a waveform analyser. 

The measured and predicted values are given together in the following 

table and discrepancies between values are expresed as percentges of 

the me=,sured values. 

2u 



Measure,,; 	Predicted 	Diecrepandy 
Value 	Value 

uanti ty 

Table 6.3i Comparison between mecisured results ani-  results predicted 

in sample calculation 

7(2 

1U) 

I
Ll 

L L2 

19.8 A 

17.4 A 

15.0 A 

	

19.7 A 	0.5 

	

15.7 A 	l0 

	

15.1 A 	0.7, 
T
1  0.16 m6ec 0.16 'woo 	0 

T2 1.35 leso 1.23 m641ko 	8.9, 

T
3  

1.82 oboe 1.94 mSec 6.6;  

Id 17.2 A 15.6 A 9.3 
Wd 1720 W 1560 W 9.3. 
I 2.0 A 2.2 A 10 

IL 13.2 A 13.5 A 2.5, 
72.0 V 74.b V 3.8 

w L  1200 w 1260 W 5 
Total Power 0.73 0.72 1.4 
Factor 

vi  60.0 V 58.6 V 2.3 
V5 31.4 V 32.1 V 2.2 

V7  15.7 V 14.7 V 6.4„ 
v 
ll 9.5 V 15.7.V 651 

V13 6.2 V 2.7 V 56 

I1 12.8 A 1).1 A 2.3 

I 5 2.71 A 2.86 A 5.3 
17 0.98 A 0.97 A 1 

I11 0.39 A 0.67 72. 
113 0.22 A 0.10 A 



Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 show how the measured inverter output current 

and voltage waveforms compare with thos'e predicted. The oscillations 

visible on the measured waveforms are caused by interaction between the 

load inductance and the capacitors connected across the S C Re in the 

inverter bridge. 

From Table 6.2 and Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 it may be concluded that the 

theory developed in section 5.3 is capable of predicting, the performance 

of the inverter to within 10/ . The forwerd voltage drops of the rec-

tifiers would account for about 2; of the discrepancy between predicted 

and measured results aed circuit resistance for a further 5. . 

The measured value of I
Ll 

is a mean value. In practice tee 

instant in the cycle at which the bridge S C Rs resumed conduction 

after commutation fluctuated because of the pulsed control signal. 

Hence the value of ILl 
given is nigher than its lowest observed value 

which would compare better with the predicted value. For the Game 

reason the measured value given for T2  is nigher than tae predicted 

value. 

Tne difference between Wd 
and W represents the power loss due to 

commutation and in the rectifier and circuit resistance. In the calcu-

lation only the commutation loss was taken into acoount and hence the 

measured power loss is larer than predicted. 

There is seen to be a large discrepancy between the measured and 

predicted values for the 11th and 15th harmonics. The measured values 

are mean values since the readine of the wave analyser fluctuated. 

This again wan be attributed mainly to the irregularity in the resumption 

2Y 



of conduction by the S C Rs after commutation. 

'",he voltage 'waveform; shown in Fig. 5.9 are line-to-line voltage 

waveforms and it is seen thet oscillations t ke place where the voltage 

is nominally half of the supply voltage. This is when one of the out-

put lines concerned is connected to the supply through an t C i and the 

other is effectively coeneoted only to the e c R filter capacitors. 

The potential on the second line is therefore free to oscillate, inter-

actione between the load inductance and the filter capacitance taking 

place where a steep voltage fall would teeoretically have occurred. 

During commutetion, however, the filter capacitor voltage changes so 

rapidly that the oharginr currents effectively swamp any load current 

which mieht flow. Bence no voltage oscillation is observed during 

commutation. 

It is also seen that when the voltage between lines is nominally 

100 V, i.e. when both lines are connected to the supply via 6 C Rs or 

diodes, the voltage waveform is in fact curved. This is because the 

main supplj reservoir capacitor voltage fluctuates about its mean value 

as the current taken by the inverter varies during each sixth of a cycle. 

Hence the capacitor voltage falls during oommutetion periods and towards 

the end of each sixth of a cycle when the current drawn from it is 

greater than the seen current, and rises during the remainder of each 

sixth of a cycle. 



6.4 Variation of Output Voltage Harmonics with Load. 

Tests were carried out to determine how the inverter output voltage 

harmonic content chang,d with load. In this way the validity of the 

theory developed in section 5.5., wAich 6 ve formulv for the approximate 

harmonic content of the output voltage waveforms, was ohecked. 

The procedure carried out in these tests was to seep conetant the 

main d.c. supply voltage and to vary the load resistance and inductance 

to eive a wide range of fundamental powes factor. For each combintion 

of load resistance and inductance the r.m.s. values of the first five 

harmonics in the output voltages were then measured with a waveform 

analyser. 	The total r.e.s. value of the output voltaee was measured 

with a voltmeter and the duration of the v.,rious periods within eaoh 

sixth of a cycle measured with an oscilloscope. 

Pesults are given in Figs. 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 for a test carried 

out under the following.  conditionsge 

V
d 	

BD V ; V
a 

e 100 / ; VcR s 210 V 

L
d 	

mH ; C = 30/eF 	f 	50 cis. 

The duration T
1 

of the commutation period was found to change 

little during the test, remainine almost constant at about 200/A ,iecs. 

his corresponds to a value for w of 3.6°  which is the value used in 

the calculation of predicted results. 

Fig. 6.10 shows the variation of the time P2 with the load L/R 

ratio. 	This:' measured value of T
2 
is compared witn the approximate 

value of 0.7 LA for T
2 
suggested in section 5.5.6. It is seen that 
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0.7 L/R is in fact a reason ble approximation for T2, being within 10 

of T
2 
over most of the ranoe covered in the test. At both ends of 

the range, however, the approximation is invalid for the following 

reasons:- 

(a) when fe; is smaller than, or comparable with, the time T, it is 

ecasible for the current in the load to be forced to zero in the commu-

t tion period. When this happens T2  must be earo because the phase 

current being turned off is already zero. 	For thin reason T2 
was seen 

to be zero until had. been increased above about 250/eSecs. 

(b) The approximate expression for T2  Jae most accurate when 
1L2 

is 

1rd 
equal to 	. For a low power factor load, in which is long compared 

with a sixth of a cycle, the value of IL2  depends more upon the load 

inductance's contribution to the load impedance. Hence the greater 

the — ratio the smaller 1
L2 

and, consequently, T2  become. 
	A stage is 

reacned eventually when the power factor is eo low that period 2 extends 

from the end of the commutation period to the end of the sizth of a cycle. 

L 	
e 	6 

, 
When R — is increased further T, remains 	

T 
constant at (— - T1). This is 

not shown in Fig. 6.10 because the L — was never made high enough. R 

Hence it may be concluded th t 0.7 is a good approximation for 

the value of T„, provided that this time is at least three or four times 
T , 

greater than T and less than about two thirds of 1g (i.e. eL. less than 

about 400). These are arbitrary conditions based on the results shown 

in Fig. 6.10. 

Fig. 6.11 shows the variation of the first five harmonics and the 

total r.m.s. line-to-line voltage with a , where Leis found from the 

29 
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measured values of 2 	Fig. 6.12 shows the same v riation plotted 

against— but in. this case the predictions are based upon values of 

et found from et. --11- 	2 ii f x 0.7 	. 

It is seen thet in most cases better agreement between measured and 

predicted results is obteined by taking the commutation period into 

account. Good agent between measured and predicted results is 

then observed for the total r.el.s. voltage and for the fundamental 

fifth and seventh harmonics. For the eleventh and thirteenth harmonics, 

however, tie predicted results are less reliable. In arriving at the 

predicted results five mine and cosine terms axe added. An error in 

u- 	or re ie m ,n Mad by the harmonic number and would therefore result 

in R greater eisorepanoy at the higher harmonica then at she lower har-

monics. The same applies to the assumption made to obtain the period 

2 components, i.e. that the period starts1 the borinning of each cycle. 

This would also account for the apparent horizontal shift between 

measured rand predicted results which seems to increase for the higher 

hwrmonios. 

The difference botweeh the two sets of predicted results is due 

mainly to the b' component. Now bloC sinn
new and hence when w ie 

small b' is almost constant for tae first few harmonics. In this c,ee 

bt has numerical values falling from 5.9 V for the fundamental component 

to only 5.3 V for the thirteenth narmonio, being alternately negative 

and positive. For the first, fifth and eleventh harmonics the sum of 

the sine components is considerably greater than the sum of the cosine 

terms and hence the difference between the two sets of predicted re ults 
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is almoet constant. For the other harmonics, however, the cosine 

terms ere of the same order as the sine teems and the difference is no 

longer constant. 

This discrepancy between the two sets of predicted results would 

be less at lower frequencies where w and hence b' and el would be 

smeller. Conversely at higher frequencies it would be even more neces-

sary to take into account the narmonic content due to the commutation 

period. 

Agreement between measured and predicted results is little worse 

in Fig. 5.45 than in Fig. 5.44 showine again that 0.7 L/R was a 

reasonable approximation for T2  under the test oonditione. 

The final conclueion to be drawn from the reeulte of this test 

is that although the eleventh and thirteent, earmonics have not been 

predicted to the sine accuracy as the lower harmonics the predictions 

give a good indication of the order of magnitude of the harmonics likely 

to be encountered, i.e. the maximum predioted and meesured harmonics 

are similar though occurring.  at differing values of u or L/R. The 

discrepancy between measured and predioted results is probably due to 

the resistance of the inverter circuit which has not been taken into 

account in the calculations. 
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6.5 Variation  of Output eaveforms with Frequency_ 

To deteraine whether the output voltage and current waveform 

were significantly affeoted by frequency a series of tests were carried 

out on the ;ircuit using several combinetions of circuit earemeters. 

Fig. 6.13 and 6.14 include oscillograms of the output voltace and cur-

renttakenat10/a.and 50'/e. for a single set of circuit parameters. 

The changes in the waveforms between the two frequencies for this set 

of parameters was found to be typical of all the waveforms encountered. 

The opportunity was taken once more for ohecdcing the validity of the 

theory of section 5.3 by oompering the measured results with predicted 

results. 

6.5.1. Test Conditions  

?or these tests the following circuit parameters were used s- 

Vd 	36 V, Va 	96., V,it  = 180V, Ld  . 0.5 	C 	30/.1r, 

R 	0.8h, L 	1.85 !1H, 

Oscillograma of the output current and voltage were taken at fre- 

quencies of 10 e/s. and 50 /s.  

The value of L used is virtually the same as the leakage inductance 

of the induction motor tested later. The value of R was so chosen 

that at 10 c/s. and a d.c. volta e of 36 V the load current had the 

same r.m.s. value as the motor current at about three quarters full 

loed torque 
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6.5.2. Cbtainin the Predicted Waveforms. 

In figs. 6.13 and 6.14 predicted current and volta e waveforms, 

calculated for the parameters used, are shown. Taey have been con-

structed by the graphical method of section 5.3.6.2 and Fig. 5.26. 

The construction lines are shown. 	construct the waveforms the 

/ value of T1 must
(3  first be calculated when f . 10 /s. it ray be safely 

assumed that diodes D7  and Da  nave ceased to conduct at the end of each 

sixth of a cycle. Ance also the load time constant is ouch less than 
V 

the duration of one sixth of a cycle it can be assumed that I 	
d 

Ido . LC 2R 

dance Ido - 	rt 22.5A 

1 
La - Triirri. .• 4.00 x 103  rad/sec. 

d 

1 	-1 44C(7d 4. VCR)  Hence 	T 	- 25 tan 
1 	I 

= 0.213 m oeos. 

At 50 c/s. l 
LO 
 is lower than at 10 c/s but I

do 
is probably 

0/ greater than I. however T
1 
would not be much smaller than at 10 /s.  

so assume that at 50 /s. T
1 

= 0.20 m Secs. 

These valuesof T
1 
have been used to obtain the constructed pre-

dicted waveforms. Only the correct waveforms are shown, i.e. the 

results of several iterations. 
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6.5.3. Comparison between weveforms at 10 cis. and 50 cis. and 

toatwee Measured and Predicted Results. 

In Fig. 6.13(a) only the negative half cycles of current are snown 

but the positive end negrtive cycles are symmetrioal. The waveforms 

of cerrent and voltage do not at first sight appear to resemble thoee 

predicted. The main reeson for the difference is the fluctuation of 

the main supply reservoir,  capacitor volt::. e. 	This voltage Lust fluctuate 

because of the ripple content of the current drawn from the supply. 

The fluctuations ere moet marked when the inverter awitchine- frequency 

ie low and the supply voltage is low. The reeult at 10 cis. is a 

certain amount of overshoot in the load current waveform caused by the 

reservoir capacitor's oscillating wite the load. It is also seen from 

the volteae waveform that when diodes 13
7 
andD8  cease to conduct the 

d. c. choke causes a small voltage drop et the inverter d. e. terminals. 

Thio is observed on that part of the voltage waveform where the voltage 

should be - 	 after the current has deoayed to zero in one of the load 

phases. Apart from these differences the waveforms ere in principle 

identical, 

In Fig. 6.14 the capacitor voltage is much more smooth and diodes 

D
7 
and D appear to conduct continuously, except during commutation. 

es a result the measured and predicted waveforms agree ve y well, apart 

frog the oscillation seen in the voltage osoilloeram caused by ringing 

between the S C .1 filter circuit and the load inductance. 

The increase in frequency did not appear to have any 

effect upon the load waveforms, the only real difference being that the 
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exponentially rising and falling portion* =spied oh greater proportion 

of the waveform. In both oases the wavefos were essentially as pre-

dicted. It was shown in macaw& 5.4 tnat it would be possible for the 

positive and negative ha.lf cycles of current to rroe into a eontineees 

current variation without a dwell at zero if the frequency were Jalapa 

far enough for the Load power factor to become very low. 

Table 6.3 1 belew, makes a comparison between the mean and r.a.s. 

values of voltage and carnet as glowered ,, nd as predicted by a full 

analysis as in section 6.3. It is seen that the predicted and asasured 

remelts sage to within 10 despite the obvious effect ulAel the wave-

forms at 10 41/8  of the fluctuation of the reservoir capacitor voltage. 

It is also seen that in ,eneral better retluits would ue obtained if the 

S C b voltage drop were allowed for by reducing the supply voltage by 

2 to 5 volts for the calculations. 

:laantity 
.. 	1040/S  -------

werd PredicA00 , easlAred P;!4i0Vit4 

1d 

I gen 

VI  

It  

17.7 A 

3.5 A 

23.5 ' 

15.0 A 

19.3 

0.7 A 

25.,,v 	V 

17.1 A 

13.2 	,'. 

2.25 4 

25.4 V 

12.1 A 

13.1 A 

2.7 A 

27.4 V-

12.5 A 

Table 6.3A Comparison between messerm4 and pre-iictied values  

of current and volt:;*. 

The incJwatie in the r.a.s. output voltap?e at the higher frequency 

ithould kAt noted. This is due to the change in shape of the output 



voltace waveform. The reduction in load current at the higher fre-

quency was expected since the load impedance at 50 °/s. was somewhat 

higher than at 10 c/s. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

TESTS ON THE "D.C. COMMUTATED THREE PRASE INVERTKR" 

ITH INDUCTION MOTOR LOAD. 

in this chapter _ general study is made of the performance of the 

inverter-induction motor combination with special emphasis laid upon 

inverter efficiency and rectifier ratings. In the same laboratory a 

parallel study was bein carried out into the effects of feedinc.  the 

motor from a variable frequency inverter of a similar type. Hence a 

,retailed study of the motor characteristics has not been attempted, this 

,seing a major task in itself. 

7.1. Circuit and Test Procedure. 

When the simple R-L load was replaced by an induction motor some 

modifications to the method of overcurrent protection were soon found 

to be necessary. Until this stage the S C Rs had been protected i,gainst 

current overloads by fuses in series with each of them. This was found 

to be unsatisfactory because of the rapidity with which the motor would 

stall when overloaded. The resulting high current drawn through the 

inverter from the d.c. supply often resulted in commutation failure 

which almost invariably caused one or more fuses to blow. Consequently 

a circuit breicer in conjunction with an electronic short-circuiting 

switch, described in section 7.2., was installed in the circuit as shown 

in Fig. 7.1 and relied upon for overourrent protection, leaving a fuse 

in the d.c. supply line for ultimate protection and a fuse in series 
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with CR7 to cater for the rare faults in the auxiliary oirouit. 

The motor stalling problem was remedied to some extent by reducing 

the load regulation of the main d.o. supply as far as possible. This 

wad done by adjusting; the series field to the optimum value in the d.c. 

generator providing the main d.c. supply. Until this ohange was suede 

the supply voltaee fell considerable when the motor was loaded giving 

an unstable condition in which the motor stalling torque could fail to 

meet the applied torque. The even higher currents resulting; caused 

very rapia stalling. 

Apart from these changes the electrical circuit, as shown in Fig. 

7.1 was much as described in sections 5.1 and 5.2. 

The motor speed was measured by a hand tachometer and the motor 

was loaded by means of a friotion 'belt on a pulley which was driven by 

the motor. 	Vhe load we measured by means of spring balances which 

read the tensions in the two ends of the belt, the difference between 

the tensions giving the force exerted by the motor at the rim of the 

pulley. The pulley was so designed that the measurea force in lb when 

multiplied by the motor speed in revs. /minute and divided by 104  gave 

the motor output horse-power. The pulley diameter was 12.6 inches 

and the motor torque in lb-ft. w s therefore i iven by T 0.525 x 

measured force in lb at rim. Tension was applied to the friction belt 

by a form of sorewjaok and the pulley was cooled by pouring water 

inside its rim occasionally. 

The motor wts a three-phase induction wound rotor slipring motor 
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made by B.T.T. 	Details of the motor are as follows:- 

Type:- 	MI 3519 

Ratings:- 	110 V, 28 A; 5U °is. 

5 ii..e. at 1420 r.p.m. 

afficiencyl- 84% at 0.63 power factor. 

Full load:- 	35.2 lb at rim of pulley (Torque • 18.5 lb-ft.) 

i,e motor was operated with its second-ry (stator) windings short-

circuited to simulate the characteristics of a squirrel cage induction 

motor. 

the S C Rs used were Westinghouse Type CS 31 "Trinistors". 	These 

had a mean current rating of 24 A for 120°  conduction and a voltage 

rating of 300 V. The S C Rs were mounted on the appropriate Westing-

house neat sinks. 

7.2. Overourrent Protection Circuit. 

The circuit for the circuit breaker and shortecirodting ewitoh is 

shown in Fig, 7.2. 	The requirements for this protection circuit were 

that it should detect an overload or fault current, quickly reduce the 

voltage at the inverter terminal° to a safe value and trip the circuit 

breaker, and that it should be easily re-set. The philosophy behind 

the design of this circuit was that the d.c. supply would withstand an 

overload for the short operating time of the circuit breaker whereas 

the 	C Rs in the inverter would not. 

The circuit breaker used was a magnetically operated device whioh 

could beeasily re-set by hand. It was modified to allow its contacts 
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to be connected in the positive d.e. line between the supply and the 

inverter while its operating coil was connected in series with the 

short-circuiting switch across the d.e. supple Lines. In this way 

the circuit breaker could be set to ite most sensitive tripping value, 

m kine it act more r-pidly and at lower supply voltages than normal. 

For the electronic short circuiting switch three S C Rs, labelled 

1, 2, 3 in the diagram, were used in parallel. In series with each 

0.54 resistor R was connected to limit the current in the 3 C Rs 

rid to provide sufficient voltage for the slowest S C Rs to fire when 

one or two had already fired. The S C Rs were fired by a pulse gene-

rated by the transistor circuit when the current in resistor Rm  exceeded 

a pre-set value. The transistor oircuit consisted of three stages :- 

(a) an amplifying stage, using transistor T1, to emplife the voltage 

change across R
m
, 

(b) a monostable circuit, using transistors T2  and T
3
, which changed 

strite v-r, rapidly wnen the voltage aoross R
m 
reached a pre-set value, 

(c) a pulse-forming circuit, using transistor T
4
, which applied a 

ulse of voltage and current to the gates of 8 C Rs 1, 2, 3 via trans-

former Tr
1 when the monostable circuit changed from its normal t t . 

The triggering level of the circuit could be djusted by means of 

the rheostat R2 which detereined the quiescent voltage on the base of 

11. Capacitor C1  prevented the circuit from operating spuriously. 

Capacitors C2, C3 and 05 speeded up the transition of the monostable 

circuit from one state to the other. Transistor T4  was turned on by 

the negative going voltage transmitted by oppacitor C4 from 'l2  when  

T2 turned off. 
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The monost-able circuit automatically returned to itr normal state 

when the current in Rm fell after the S C Rs had fired and tripped out 

the circuit breaker. The circuit breaker could then be re-set by hand. 

The operating time of the circuit was found to be about 10/4Secs 

from the moment when the monostable circuit switohed over to the instant 

when S C Re 1, 2 and 3 fired and reduced the inverter input voltage and 

current. The circuit breeker tripped out aftee a further delay of 

from 30 :meta, depending ueon the main d.c. supply voltage and the 

resulting short-circuit current in the operating coil. 

The ourrent-monitoring resistor Rm  was connected between the 

supply and the reservoir capacitor Cd  so that the large peaks of current 

taken from the capacitor Cd  during commutation did not pass through Rm. 

7.3. Standstill Impedance, Open-Circuit and No...Load Tests on Motor. 

These tests were carried out on the motor to estimate the losses 

in the winding and iron, the friction and the windage losses, and to 

obtain an approximate equivalent circuit. 

Tee standstill impedance tests were carried out at 50 cis. and 

10 c 's. usine a three-phase sinusoidal supply from the mains and from 

a motor-alternator set. The rotor was locked and a low voltage supply 

applied to the motor; measurements of voltage and total power being 

taken at values of current up to and slightly above normal full-load 

current. 	Prom these measurements the values, referred to the primary 

side, of the total resistance of the motor and the leakage inductance 

were found. The results of the standstill impedance tests are given 
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in Fig. 7.3. 	It is seen teat the value of the winding resistance 

referred to the primary side w s practically the same at 10 C/s. as at 

50 cis. The initial high value in each case may be attributed to the 

ohange in brush resistance with current. The effective value of the 

total leakage inductance, LI, was also virtually the same at 10 cfs. as 

at 50 cis. The v riations of the total power loss, 	with current 

were also nearly identical at 10 0/0. and 50 c/s. 	The voltage required 

. at 1U is. to produce a given current is seen to be rather more than a 

fifth of that required at 50 els. for the same current. This is due, 

of course, to the resistance's contributing more to te standstill 

impedance at 10 a/s. than at 50 c/s. 

The open-circuit test was carried out by open-circuitng the 

secondary winding of the machine, a lyin: a voltage to the primary 

winding, and measuring the power consumed and current taken by the 

motor. 	Lhe results of these tests are shown in Fig. 7.4. 	The 

variation in current with supply voltage was found to be typical of 

induction motors, the current rising sharply just before rated volt,ge. 

The effective value of tn core-loss resistance Re  rose with voltage 

until the iron began to saturate, the hystexe3is loss varying with 

voltage aeeording to some law between a linear and a square law. 	When 

the iron saturated, however, the value of Re  is shown to fall but this 

does not properly indicate the core loss in the saturation region since 

muca of the power loss measured then consisted of copper loss in the 

primary winding. The peak value of Re  has therefore been taken as 

representing the core loss at voltages producina maximum flux in the iron. 
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The magnetising inductanee L is seen to reach a maximum value °asses-s 

ponding to the point at which the iron has maximus permeability and to 

fall off at higher voltages as the iron saturated. 

:he magnetising inductances are seen to be ve y similar for voltages 

at 10 cis. and 50 cis. having the same voltage to frequency ratios. The 

power lose, Wo, and core 1Jss resistenoe, Roo  were much smaller at 10 c/s. 

than at 50 c/s. The major portion of the core loss consists of hysteresis 

loss and for corresponding flux densities at 10 c/a. and 50 °ifs. the 

Hysteresis loss at 50 0/s. would be five times greater than at 10 c)/s. 

Henoe the vslue of he at 50 0/s. would be exeected to be five times as 

great as at 10 c/s. since the supply voltage would itself be five times 

greater to oduoe the sane flux density. 

From d.c. mesurements the primary winding resistance was found 

to be 0.095.31 per phase. 	A figure of 0.21J/ per phase for the combined 

primers-  and secondary resistance has been taken from the results of the 

standstill impedance test along with a figure of 2 mil for the combined 

leakage inductance per phase. From the open-circuit tests a figure of 

30 a-LH per phase nas been taken for the magnetising inductance per phase. 

The iron losses measured from the open-circuit tests included the 

secondary iron losses. Under normal sussing conditions the slip fre-

quency and the resulting seoondarj iron losses would be very small. 

Hence the primary iron losses have been assumed to be one half of those 

measured from the open-circuit tests and a value of 2 Aper phase per 

cycle per second has been taken for the core-loss resistance. 

From a no-load test the friction and windage losses were found 



to be 280 w at 50 0/s. By checking this value at several voltages at 

50 0/s. it was also poasible to check that the core-loss resistance 

assumed was a good approximation. 

clg. 7.5 shows the equivalent circuit obtained from the above tests. 

7.4. Torque-Speed Characteristics of Overall System. 

Fig. 7.( shows the torque-speed characteristics of the motor over 

a range of inverter output frequencies. At each frequency the charac- 

teristic of the motor was measured for a number of different constant 

inverter suaply voltages. Instead of giving the actual supply voltage 

a number is given which indicates for each characteristic the ratio of 

the inverter d.c. supply voltage per output cycle per second to that 

which would produce n inverter r.m.s. output voltage of 110 V at 50 °/s. 

on a resistive load. 

For each frequenca and supply voltage tee characteristic of the motor 

w s measured from no-load to stalling. This was done by increasing the 

tension in the friction belt whilst maintaining the d.c. supply voltage 

constant and observing the speed of the motor. 	4hen the motor speed 

began to fall very rapidly with an increase in load this was taken to be 

the stalling point. The torque and speed were extremely difficult to 

measure accurately at this point using the simple loading method described 

above and this accounts for the differencesbetween the shapes of the 

°hal' cteristics near the stalling points. 

The characteristics were measured for supply voltages which produced 

stalling torques only slightly greater than the full-load torque of the 

motor. When the supply voltage was increased beyond these values it 
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was found that the aotor drew very high pesky currents from the supply 

and suffioient commutating capacitance to cope with these currents had 

not been installed. 

Although the motor was run lightly loaded on many occasions at 

apeeds up to 2250 r.p.m. it was not found possible to take measurements 

up to full load torque at speeds hi per than about 1500 r.p.m. This 

was because the high supply voltages required would have caused voltaae 

transients high enough to cause damage to the S C Tis and also because 

the rated voltage of the main supply :reservoir capacitor Ca  was insuf- 

ficient. 	At 50 0/s, the supply voltage, Va, required for full load 

torque was 150 V and the capacitor was rated at 175 V. Reverse voltage 

transients on the S C Rs at this stage had already reached 350 V. 

From Fig. 7.6 it may be seen that to aroduce the same maximum 

torque for each speed the inverter supply voltage must be varied almost 

proportional to frequency except at the lowest frequencies. 	This is 

to be expected since the maximum torque obtainable from an induction 

motor is proportional to the square of the air gap flux. At the 

higher frequencies the motor winding resistance is much smaller than 

the magnetising reactance and hence the supply voltage required for 

constant flux is proportional to frequency. As the frequency is 

lowered, however, the motor resistance becomes more significant and a 

higher supply voltage, proportionally, is required to crow/0e the same 

flux. 

It may also be seen that at the lower frequencies the measured 

motor slip speed for a given torque was rathsr less than at the higher 



frequenciee. 	If the inverter output volta e hei been sinusoidal, this 

phenomenon would be surprising since it may be shown, using the simple 

eouivalent oireuit of the induction motor, that at any frequency the 

maximum torciue is obtained when. sC41 IN T  • 	It was found from the 
et 

stendstill imeodence tests that } and Lt  were virtually the same at 

10 cis. as at 50 0/s. and hence ece, i.e. the slip frequency which is 

proportional to the actual slip speed, should be the same at41 fre-

quencies. It is possible that at the higher frequencies the harmonics 

present in the inverter waveforms would cause the effective value of 

R to increase due to eddy currents in the conductors and reduce tee 
e3 

effe. tive value of LL  due to eddy currents in the iron. This expla-

nation would seem to be most unlikely in a motor so small. If eddy 

currents were the cause of the nigher olio at the higher frequencies, 

it would be expected that the motor would run slower at 50 cis. when 

fed from the inverter than when fed from a sinusoidal supply. dowever, 

at 1420 r.p.m., the rated full-load speed of the motor, the torque when 

the inverter supply voltage was 150 V was 15.2 lb-ft. The supply 

voltage corresponded to 105 V r.m.s. motor voltage and 101 V fundamental 

50 c/s. component (esouming basic square inverter output waveform). If 

the fundamental 5U 0/s. component had been 110 V the meter would have 

. produced a torque equivalent to 15.2 x e1102---) 
101 	

i.e. 16.0 lb-ft. 	This 

is marginally less than the rated full-load torque of 18.0 lb-ft. at 

1420 r.p.m. Consequently it must be concluded that at the higher 

frequencies the motor slip was normal but at lower frequencies the 

slip was smaller than would be expected. It must also be concluded 



that this reduced slid is due to the voltage waveform of the inverter-

motor eombin tion or due to the characteristics of the braking system 

used. 

The brake, as previously described, was simply a belt runnine, over 

a pulley driven by the motor. Tension was applied to the belt by 

screwing; up one end and extending it. At low frequencies, especially 

at 1 c/a., the motor torque was seen and felt to pulsate severely. On 

increasing the frequency, however, the pulsations decreased because of 

the effect of the motor's inertia and at the higher frequencies the 

motor inertia was sufficient to absorb practically all the pulsations, 

giving a smooth output torque. At the low frequencies it is possible 

that the belt might have stretched (luring the torque peaks and, because 

of its own inertia, remained relatively slack between these torque 

peaks. If this were the case, the rotor would have been allowed to 

accelerete more freely immediately eller e torque peak than if a constant 

belt tension Lad been meintained. The measured mean motor speed and 

the measured mean torque would give unreliable results under these cir-

cumstanoee. The investigation was not carried far enough to confirm 

or disprove any of these theories but it did raise the question of 

whether the mean slip as measured with a tachometer has much meaning 

under conditions of pulsating motor speed and non-uniform rotation of 

air-gap flux. 

The torque pulsations were undoubtedly caused by the uneven 

rotation of the air-gap flux. In each sixth of a cycle the flux 

rotated through sixty electrical degrees. Under ideal conditions 

2Li 



with a three-phase sinusoidal supply the magnitude of the flux would 

be oonstant and its rotation uniform. :Iowever, in the inverter-fed 

motor at the lower frequencies the current in one pease falls to zero 

before the end of each sixth of a cycle and all the rotation of the 

flux would therefore take place in this time. During tnis part of 

the cycle the motor would operate as a three-phase induction motor with 

a high relative speed (the slip speed) between flux ane the secondary 

circuit conductors. 	In the latter part of each sixth of a cycle tile 

flux does not change position but does increase in magnitude. During 

this period the motor would behave as akind of single phase induction 

motor. 	A.t low frequencies, where the windine resistance of the motor 

becomes sienificant compared with the the magnetising reactance, it is 

possible for the flux to reach a steady value in the last part of each 

sixth of a cycle. In this case the motor would behave as an induction 

brake with reversed torque. 

7.5. Variation of Inverter Efficiency and Losses with Frequency and Load. 

In the course of measuring the torque-speed characteristics of the 

inverter-motor combination readings were taken of the current, vibltage 

and power in various parte of the system. 	This enabled the inverter 

efficiency, motor efficiency, and overall system efficiency to be deter-

mined in order to find as far es possible where the power losses were 

dissipated. 

in this section the inverter efficiency is considered. 

246 
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7.5.1. Test Conditions. 

Throughout the tests the comeutating capacitance was constant at 

32/e/Y and the total inductance of the d.c. chokeli.e. 4 Ld, was constant 

at 2 ma. In series with diodes Dt  and Del  resistances R7  and H.3, each 

of 0.15.11., were connected to reduce the rate of rise of Ido with fre-

quency. It was decided to connect this resistance in series with diodes 

D
7 
and D8  rather than in series with the two halves of the d.c. choke in 

order not to increase the losses due to the current flowing; into the 

8 C R bridge, particularly at low frequencies. To overcome the tendency 

for the choke current to decay after commutation through the conducting 

bridge S C Rs end the reverse bridge diodes a resistance R,  of 0.3.52_ 

was oonnected in each d.c. line from the reverse diode brie . These 

values were chosen arbitrarily to give a good compromise between low 

Ido and low Rg  at the higher frequencies. 

Fig. 7.7 shows how the supply voltages Vd  and Va  were increased 

with frequency. At each frequency a value of V
d 

was used which was 

sufficient for the motor to develop its rated full-load torque tnough 

not so great that the motor iron was driven into hard saturation. V a 

was maintained at 100 V up to 15 13/s. but it was found necessary to 

increase V
a 

as the main supply voltage was further increased. 

In theory (see section 5.3.4.5., equation (5.37)) VCR  should have 

been equal to (Vd  + 2 Va). 	Lad this been the case (VCR  - Vd), i.e. 

the voltage through which the comeutating capacitor can charge whilst 

reverse-biasing the bridge 8 C its, would have been equal to 2 Va. 

Then for a constant maximum Ido a single value of Va would have been 
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adequate throughout the entire frequency range. In practice the 

inductance of the auxiliary d.c. supply w s relied upon to provide the 

desired capacitor voltage overshoot beyond Va  when re-charging. Unfor-

tunately the resistance in this re-charging circuit reduced the value 

of V
CR 

from the maximum attainable and it was found that during the 

tests the value of V
CR 

was given approximately by 

V
CR 
. V

a  + 0.65 (Va + Vd) 

. 1.65 Va  + 0.65 Vd  

(VcR  - Vd) was thus approximately equal to (1.65 Va  - 0.35 Vd) 

and hence fell as Vd was increased, nooessitating an increase in Va 

to make up the deficit. 

Fig. 7.7 also shows the variation with frequency of Iin, the current 

flowing into the S 1 it bridge, Igen,  the current returned to the supply 

through the reverse diode bridge, and loom, the current flowing into 

the commutatingcapacitor from the main and auxiliary d.c. supplies. 

These are the filean values of these ourrents. The mean value Id of 

the current taken from the main d.c. supply is equal to (Iin  + Icom  - Igen) 

and is shown in lig. 7.d. both measured and calculated values of Isom  

are shown, the calculations being based on VCR - 1.65 Va  + 0.65 Vd. 

The measured and calculated values are seen to be almost identical. 

Comment upon the other current variations will be made in section 7.7. 

A typical value for the forward voltage drops for S C Re was 

found to be 1.5 V and for diodes 1.0 V. The total effective value of 

2Lici 
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lead resistance in the inverter circuit, not includine the d.c. choke, 

was measured as 0.111 . each half of the above had a resistance of 

0.03A. 

7.5.2. Inverter Power Losses and Efficiency. 

Fig. 7. shows how the power taken by tee inverter from the main 

d.c. supply changed with frequency for the four motor loads used. 

Fig. 7.9 shows the power lost in the inverter ao the difference between 

main d.c. supply-  power and inverter output power. No account is taxen 

in this diagram of the power taken from the auxiliary supply which may 

be assumed to be an additional power loss in the circuit. Fig. 7.9 

also shown the estimated major components of the inverter power loss 

together with their sum. 

The components of the power loss have been estimated using the 

measured values of current and voltage as follows s- 

(a) Commutation power loss,
corn' 

 found from P
d  corn  e Vd Icom  

(b) TeeLdve S C Rs conduction losses. Since two S C RE conduct, 

effectively in series, at all times (except the commutation periods), 

the total S C R voltage drop is 3 V aria the conduction Looses are then 

given by Iin  x 3 V. 

(0) 
	

Foss, in the,  power leads. These have been calculated as I in 
2
x 0.142. 

(d) Reverse bridge diode conducAion losses.  These have been calculated 

as I ;•en x 2 V since two diodes are involved which are effectively in 

series. 

)01 
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2 (e) Losses in R , calculated as Igen x 

The 
2
R losses calculated as in (o) and (e) are approximate since 

the measured values used 
forin 

and 	were mean and not r.m.s. 
bee 

values. 	ehe true values of these losses would be alittle higher, 

depending ueon the form factor of the current waveforms, but the values 

given are sufficiently accurate to indicate the relative magnitudee of 

the several losses, 	At low frequencies where tie. d.c. choke current 

decays to the value of S C H current after each commutation the choke 

resistance would contribute to the losses in power leads and this com-

ponent of loss would thus he greater than indicated. A farther source 

of error is that despite the presence of R in the circuit some of the 

d.o. ohoke current decays through the S C R and reverse bridge diodes. 

Thus the measured values of 
in 

 end. I 	were higher than their true 
fen 

values and this results in part of Pcom  being allowed for twice. This 

is most :significant et high frequencies when the voltage across R7  and 

R is highest, due to the high P
COM 

 to be dissipated, and at low values 
•  

of I
gen when the motor is loaded. 

referring to Fig. 7.9 once more it is seen that the estimated 

total power loss compares quite favourably with the measured power 

loss, agreement to within 15; being obtained in general. 	The errors 

in estimating the losses described in the previous paragraph account 

for some of the discre2anoy end some random discrepancies can be 

attributed. to drift in motor torque during the course of taking 

measurements, caused by changes in the brake belt coefficient of friction 

and tension under prolonged running condition. 

3c3 



Of all the losses in the circuit it is seen that the commutation 

loss was by far the greatest single item above aeproximately 20 c/se 

If the total power required for oommutetion, taken from both main and 

auxiliary supoliee, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 7.9., is com-

pared with the other losses, it is seen that this became greater than 

any other single loss at about 15 O/s. et very low frequencies the 

total commutation power loss was small but increased with frequency 

according to some la- between a square and cubic law. 	(This is the 

reason why readings were taken only up to 45 o/s. To obtain measure-

ments at 50 cis. and above would have necessitated making eeveral 

alterations to the circuit which would have changed the pattern of some 

of the readings.) 

The losses due to the currents I 
n 
 and  Iin varied with the motor 

ge 

load as a direct result of the variation of the currents themselves with 

loafs. 
	Tnis will be discussed further in section 7.7. 

Fig. 7.10 shows the variation of inverter efficiency with frequency 

for the four motor loads. Two types are indicated, the first being 

the main d.c. supply to inverter output efficiency ignoring the auxiliary 

power supplied, the second being the overall efficiency of the inverter 

with the auxiliary power taken into account. At low frequencies the 

efficiency was low because of the power losses in the reotifier and 

circuit resistence at the abnormally high currents flowing. The 

efficiency then increased as the power losses decreased and the converted 

power increesed,but later decreased ehen the commutation power absorbed 

by the circuit began to become more and more sianifioant compared with 
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t e convertou power. M'ximum efficiencies of EVe were recorded between 

25 cis. and 35 c/a, ignarin4 the auxiliary supply power, or an overall 

efficiency of 62:. at 15 c/a. 

The efficiency was naturally lower at tee li&hter than at the heavier 

loaes since tne commutation loss and, to Some extent, the converted cur- 

rent at low frequencies were independent 	load. 

At a motor torque of 18 lb-ft. the overall efficiency of the inverter 

was nearly oonsiAnt at approximately ate: between 15 c/s. and 35 

If it is assumed, that the only circuit loses which could be reduced are 

the power lead resistance losses and the losses in R and that when these 

resistances were made hero a corresponding increase in output poeer could 

result, tare overall affieience would be 1413 at 13 c/a. and would fall to 

79'i,  et 45 0/s. 	It -would 30014 therefore, tint the 10,4XiMilla effioieney 

attainable at 50 c/s. weeld be of the order of es), . 	This figure is still 

f r *hart of the 94; suggested in seceion 5.7.3. for several reasons. 

Firstly the b C B and diode losses would account for a loss of efficiency 

of about 5;e. 	'Secondly tee foreula eiven ia equation (5.96) aesumeo that 

the re-charging circuit le 1C3. efficient and that Va  is kept eve]. te 

Y
d 

while C is varied. This wars not the case in practice and cone 

deviation from optimum mul3t be expected for this reason. Thirdly 

equation (5.96) is based on the assuuetion that Id°  is nearly equal to 

the mean value of I,. Using equations (5.9e) and (5.1U5) for the eon-

ditione of the test it would be found that Ido wauld be nearly twice 

th measured vaLue of d at 
	

'/a 	Consequently the loss in efficiency 

due t3 commutation power would be at least twice as great as that suggested 

by equation (5.96). 
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7.6. Variation of Motor Efficiency and Losses with Frequency and Load. 

7.6.1. Test Conditions. 

The toot conditions were as described in section 7.4 for the 

torque-speed measurements. It should be emphasised once more that tne 

d.c. supply voltage, not the motor terminal voltage, was kept constant 

at each frequency. 

Fig. 7.11 shows how the motor terminal line-to-line voltage, Vi, 

the motor line current, It , and the motor input power, Wi, varied with 

frequency for the four motor loads between no-load and rated full-load 

output torque. The values of current and voltage are their r.m.s. 

values. The change in motor voltage with load was caused by the effective 

resistance drop in the inverter and by the change in voltage waveform 

with load. Some waveforms of motor current and voltaee are shown and 

discussed in section 7.8. 

7.6.2. Motor Power. Losses and Efficiency. 

Fig. 7.12 shows how the measured motor power loss, Pmx, varied 

with frequency for three loaded conditions of the motor. This power 

loss was the difference between the power supplied by the inverter to 

the motor and the power dissipated in the friction belt brake used for 

loadine the motor. Also shown in Fig. 7.12 are the estimated values 

of the four main components of tree motor losses together with their sum. 

The eetimated loss components were calculated as follewss- 

(a) Primary copper losses. These have been calculated as 3 ac It
2 

0.151, 

since the primary resistance was measure's as 0.1.n.per phase. 
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(b) Primary iron losses., 2f  These have been oalculated as 	since 

the core loss resistance in the motor equivalent circuit was found to 

be approximately 2, per phase per cycle per second. 

(c) Friction and windae? losses. These have been assumed proportional 

/ to frequency end were measured as 280 teat at 50 /s. 

(d) Secondary copper losses. These have been assumed to be equal to 

the per-unit slip multiplied by the total mechanical output power, i.e. 

the sum of the estimated friction and windage losses and the power dis-

sipated in the brake. 

Loses in the leads to the motor have been neglected. In calcu-

lating the primary iron losses it has been assumed that the components 

due to the harmonics present in the voltage waveform can be allowed for 

by using the reales. value of voltage instead of the .fundamental component 

of the voltage. 	'econdary iron losses have been ignored since the per 

unit slip was small at all except very low frequencies with full-load 

torque. The effective slip would not be small for any harmonic oomo-

nents of air gap flux, however, and some harmonic components of secondary 

iron loss have, therefore, also been ignored. Similarly, in calculating 

only the fundamental component of secondary copper loss the effect of 

harmonics upon the secondary current has also been ignored. 

The measured and estimated values of power loss, Pmx, in the motor 

are seen to agree to within about 15 , in general. With such a large 

discrepancy between measured and estimated total power lots it is diffi-

cult to estimate the magnitudes of the losses which have been ignored. 

In the diagram drawn for full-load torque, however, it is seen that the 



total of the estimated power losses is mostly greater than the measured 

power loss. This would suggest that the ignored losses would not be 

substantial. 

Fig. 7.13 shows how the motor efficiency varied with frequency. 

At low frequencies the motor was very inefficient, delivering little out-

put power compared with the power lost in the motor. As the frequency 

was increased the efficiency improved and in general the higher the out 

put power the higher the motor efficiency. Above )5 °/s., ao-ever, it 

was found that the motor efficiency at full-load torque was less than 

that at two thirds of full-load torque. This was due to the doubling 

of the primary and secondary cooper losses resulting from the expected 

increases in primary current and slip abov two thirds full load. 

The efficiency of the motor at full-load torque was found to be of 

tae order of 75; from 	s/ s. upwards. It was found that to produce 

full-load torque motor currents of approximately i4 A and slip speeds 

of about 110 r.p.m. were required. The equivalent ratings Given for 

the motor were 23 A and 80 r.p.m. The reasons for the increase in 

carrent and slip are that the fundamental component of the motor voltage 

was lower than rated and that the motor current contained harmonics. 

The larger current would account for a 50 increase in primary copper 

losses above the rated value and the larger slip would aocount for a 

40. increase in secondary copper losses above the rated value. Together, 

Ox 
these increased copper losses account for most ofAdifference between 

the 34, rated efficiency and 75 measured efficiency. 
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7.7. y.F1,iortiithIre%oand"..__oadofl._.fficienciofJnverter-Motor 

Combination. 

Fig. 7.14 shows how the overall efficiency of the inverter-motor 

combination varied with frequency. One set of carves shows the efficiency 

when the auxiliary supple power is ignored, the other the trueefficiency 

which takes into account all the power supplied to tee circuit. The 

efficiency of the oveeael system is simply the product of the individual 

efficiencies of the inverter and motor and is seen to vary accordingly. 

The efficiency wee very low at very low frequencies because of the low 

motor efficienoy. On inereaeing the frequency the efficiency improved 

until a peak of about 61: was reached whereupon it Legan to fall off. 

The motor efficiency displayer a tendency to continue rising.  with fre-

quency but this tendency was countered by the felling-off of inverter 

efficiency when the commutation power loss became serious aoove approxi-

mately 30 c/s. 

both motor and inverter efficiencies suffered at freqaencies lower 

than about 25 (2/s. from the high motor current, and hence inverter 

current, required to eroduce a riven motor torque. Surprisingly, this 

current fell as the motor load was increazed. it was suggested in 

section 7.4 that in each sixth of a cycle the motor would produce torque 

in three different ways. Firstly, at the beginning of each sixth of 

a eyele t  ieeediateiy after commutation tue air gap flux would rotate 

while the current in one phase decayed to zero. This would produce a 

positive torque in the rotor by virtue of relative speed between flux 

nd rotor windings. Secondly, when the current in the one phase mad 



fa.len to zero iwal current in the other two ph- seswould increase 

exponentiallytowards some final value which depends upon the resistance 

of the primary windings. This would produce an increasing but stationary 

air gap flux which would induce current in the secondary and produce 

another positive torque by the principle of the single phase induction 

motor. Then for the remainder of the sixth of a cycle the rotor wrould 

be turning relative to a stationary and constant or slowly increasing 

flux and a braking torque would be developed. The ma,  nitudes of the 

first two torques would depend upon the rate at which flux could be 

increased in the air cap, the third would be constant for a given rotor 

speed. Hence to overcome the braking torque it would be possible to 

increase the first trFo torques by increasing the voltage applied to the 

motor and hence the rate of change of it gap flux. Tile would also 

result in a large eotor current drawn from the supply. 

The length of the first two periods would be a function of the 

motor's electrical time constant which would be lower than normal 

because of the alditional resisterves in the inverter circuit. 	The 

longer the time constant, aomper- d with the duration of a sixth of a 

cyoie, the shorter the time during which braking torque is developer '. 

Hence as the frequency is increased the neoe, sity for quickly saturating 

the motor iron eventually ceases and the resulting motor current falls. 

A similar effect can be obtained by increasing the motor tine constant 

welch occurs in effect when the slip increases on load and the eZfective 

secondary resistenoe is decreased, This is suggested as the reason 

for the fall in motor current with increase in load at low freeuencies. 



7.8. Waveforms and Harmonic Content of Motor Voltage and Current.  

Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 are oscillograms of the motor voltage and 

current corresponding to no-load and approximately t.:,roe quarters of 

full-load torque. 	The oecillorams were taken at an inverter output 

frequency of 25 0/8. and a main d.c. supply voltage of 80 V but are 

typical of the waveforms observed at all except very low frequencies. 

Table 7.1 gives the r.m.s. values of the Harmonic components and 

total waveforms of current and voltage for both load conditions toL,etaer 

with the harmoni impedance per phase. 

Motor 
Torque Harmonic 1 5 

Tota 
 7 11 13 17 

Total. 
R.M. 	. 
values 

Voltage (V) 61 16.8 4.6 7.2 1.9 4.7 64 

Zero Current (A) 17.9 8.95 2.69 2.5 0.81 0.98 20.4 

Impedance (2) 1.97 1.08 0.99 1.69 1.36 2.77 -- 

Voltage (V) 53.8 13.2 7.95 9.3 4.5 5.6 57.5 
14 1W-ft Current (A) 21.5 6.72 2.91 2.24 0.94 0.94 2'.") 
Torque 

Impedance (i2 1.45 1.13 1.57 2.4 2.76 3.44 -- 

Table 7.1 z Harmonic components of motor voltage and currant and 

harmonic impedances for no-loau and three z-uarters 

full-load torque  

25 c/s. Va  . 80 V. 
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It is seen from Fig. 7.15 that the motor current at no-load was 

quite unlike anything predicted or measured with a simple R-L load with 

passive elements. The peaky nature of the waveform is an indication 

that the motor iron was saturated and the concave outwards shape of the 

0:Arrent waveform indicates mutual coupling between the motor phases and/ 

or the eefect of rotational voltages generated by the motor. It is also 

seen teet the current reverses direction in the course of a sixth of a 

cycle at the end of each half cycle. It was shown in section 5.4 that 

this is quite xarmal when the load power factor is very low. From this 

waveform it must be concluded that it is not possible to predict the 

waveform of motor current and voltage by eegardine the motor simply as 

a combination of resistance and inductance with no mutual coupling 

between the inductances in the three phases, and with no account being 

taken of the effect of the rotation of the machine or saturetion of the 

iron. 

The voltage wevefore appeara in Fig. 315 to be very similar to 

that which would be obtained with a highly inductive series f-L load. 

With such a load, as was shown in section 5.4., the voltage across the 

load must always be 	or zero, even during the commutation periods, 

because the diode carryine, the current in the phase not being fed from 

an S C R conducts throughout the whole of the sixth of a cycle. The 

small changes from tlfrl  or zero towards the end of the sixth of a cycle 

are caused by the cessation of conduction of diodes D7  and 	and the 

resulting voltage drop across the d.c. choke. 

When the motor was loaded the voltage and current waveforms changed 
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considerably, The current wavefere became rather more like that 

observed for a simple h-L load but the voltage waveform became less so, 

in this case, rafter the re erse diode bridge had ceased oondution, the 

volteee waveform approximated to a sine-wave aue tethe preeence of a 

rotational voltage in Gaon phase of the motor. 

From Table 7.1 it is seen that the voltage.harmonics were of the 

order thet would ee expected in an R-L load with a value of tA- of about 

60°  (see Fig. 5.37) when the motor was unloaded,. 	The harmonic impedance 

per phase did not change with harmonic number in a uniform manner end 

neither, therefore, eid tae current harmonics. Teis was pereape due 

to saturation of the motor iron. On load the magnitudes of the har 

monies were quite different from their equivalents for no-toad but in 

this case the eaewonic impeeancee, apart from the fundamental, were 

nearly proportional to the narmonic number. 	For all the e-rmonics 

except the fundamental the slip was nice and the eff<active value of 

secondary resistance in the motor equivalent circuit would therefore 

be nearly constant. The haraonic impedance would then depend mainly 

upon the reactive component which would be proportional to frequency. 

For the fundeeental component of voltaee and current the slip would be 

smell and the impedance dependent mainly upon the effective value of 

secondary resistance and the maenetisine inductance and core-loss 

reeistanoe. 

It should also •be noted from Table 7.1 that the r.m.s. values of 

voltage and current were higher than the fundamental components 

because of the presence of harmonica. On no load the r.m.s. volta ge 

3155 



was 5, and the r.is.s. current 14 nigher than the fundament I components. 

With a motor torque of 14 lb-ft. the increases were 7. in eacu case. On 

load this would mean that the primary copper losses and iron losses 

would eaoh be increased by 14/. Taken together, with the other losses 

in the motor these increased losses would cause a drop in motor efficiency 

of about 2 . This would mean, however, that the motor needs to dissi-

pate nearly 10:. wee thermal energy than that for which it was designed 

and would therefore run hotter than normal. 

It can be aesuaed that almomt all the power produced by the motor 

is due to the fundamental components of voltage and current, the higher 

harmonics merel.i increasing the total r.m.e. values. 	Taking 7, as a 

typical ratio of r.m.s. to fundamental coxeonent, this would mean a fall 

of about 14, in power factor from sinusoidal supply condition 

7.9W Re generative Braking Characteristics. 

A three-phase induction motor is oapable of acting as an induction 

generator if it is driven at eupersynchronous speeds and the air gap 

flux is rotated at synchronous speed. Provision must be made in the 

supply system for accepting power from the motor. Any normal three-

phase sinusoidal supply system meets these requirements but a three-phase 

inverter using rectifiers is a different proposition. However, one cf 

the characteristics of the inverter under discussion here is that it is 

capable of passing power in both directions. 

To find whether the inverter wee capable of maintaining the motor 

air sap flux and also accept power generated by the motor some tests 

were carried out and are briefly described. 

3Lci 



7.9.1. Method of Tcetine. 

The induction motor and test rig of a fellow-postgeeduate student 

were used for the tests. Thie motor was olightly larger than the one 

on which all the other tests describes were carried out and had the 

followine, principal retirees :- 

Aakers- 	E.D.D.e. Ltd. 

Output:- 	7 H.N. at 1440 r.p.m. 

Rated Voltaget- 	190 V ) with motor connected as used 

Rated P.i,.C'urrents- 22 A ) for teats to be described. 

in its test rig the motor was coupled to a separately-excited d.c. 

generator whose armature eve fed from a variable voltage d.c. supply. 

141 this way the motor-eenerator combination could be made to run at 

an desired speed. The torque was measured by the dynamometer principle. 

To reduce the current drawn by the motor the testa Wort carried out 

at a much reduced voltage. A frequency of 25 °/s. was used, giving 

a. synchronous speed of 750 r.p.m. For the first test the inverter 

supply voltage was cept constant at 50 V and measurements were made of 

motor torque, current, voltage, and power in various parts of the circuit 

for motor speeds from 200 r.p.m. up to a little beyond synchronous speed. 

The results of this test are shown in Fig. 1.17. The transition from 

motoring to braking wee made smoothly without any special measures being 

taken eut it was found thet in the braking region the motor torque 

increased rapidly with speed and .showed little sign of reaching a maxi-

mum value. The motor current also increased rapidly, together with 

the current flowing in the reverse diode bride, and the test was stopped 
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Pi9.7 17 : Variation *isth speed of motor torque T)  and Ehe 

cwrents , voltages and power in  inverter and motor. 

V4 constant at 50v; f = 25`/5. 



when the speed had been taken to 890 r.e.m 

The fact that the braking torque was much greater than the motoring 

peak torque was attributed to the higher values of motor voltage when 

braking and to the losses in the motor which at such low voltages were 

comparable with the mechanical power developed. A second test was 

therefore carried out in waich the r.m.a. motor voltage was constant at 

36 V. 	The results of this test are shown in Fig. 7.18. In this case 

the torque still increased rapidly with speee in the breking region but 

not as rapidly as when the motor voltage had been allowed to rise. 

However, the fundamental component of motor voltage still increased when 

the transition from motoring to brakinte was made and a third test was 

therefore carried out in which the fundamental component of motor line 

voltage was kept constant at 20 V. Fig. 7.19 shows the resulte of this 

test. The braking torque now sho ed a definite tendency to reach a 

maximum value but the test was stopped at a speed of 1100 rp.m. because 

tiJe motor current had become exoessive. 

In all three tests the power, Wm, supplied to the motor during 

motoring was less than the power, ,da  taken from the d.c. supply, whilst 

in braking; W was greater than W a. This, of course, was because of the 

power loss incurred in the inverter. During motorize?, the S C current, 

I
in

, was greater than the reverse diode bridle current I
gen whilst in 

aotoring ]L
en  
 'was greater than Iin. This was because the total power 

passing through the inverter had reversed direction. It was, however, 

foundthatthevlueofLin  increased rapidly with speed in the braking 

region. This was attributed to the falling power factor and the 

-;zz 
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Ficj. 7.18 : Variation with speed of motor-  torque T, and the  
CurrtrtS voltages and powers in t-f)c  inVevter arid wtobov. 
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adjusted measured values of Id?  Iin, and I
6en 

against load power factor. 

By "adjusted" is meant adding to the meesured. value of I
en  and sub- g e  

tracting from the meesured values of I an amount ecual to —2--x  for each Vd 
set of values. The vaIess were measured under widely varying loaf and 

d 

resulting increase in the magnitude of power flowing in the direetion 

opposite to that of the total power flow. 

7.10. Variation with Load Power Factor of Supply Current and the Current  

in the S R and Reverse  Diode Brides. 

In section 5.8.1 approximate formulae were derived for estimating 

the current taken. from the main d.c. supply and the mean current in the 

S C R and reverse diode bridges for a given. load current and power faotor, 

In Fig. 7.20 the accuracy of these formulae is checked by plotting 
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frequency conditione with the induction motor as the inverter load. 

It is seen in Fig. 7.20 that the general forms of the v riations 

in I
d' 

I
in and  Igen  conform quite well with those predicted shown by 

the dotted lines. Hence it may be assumed that the formulae r iven in 

equations (5.106), (5.107) and (5.108) wive reasonable estimates of the 

distribution of current in the inverter circuit for any given load. 
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7.11. Ratings of Mein Circuit Comeonents. 

One of the objects of the ineestieution was to derive a basis on 

which to assess the rating necessary for the system components to insure 

continuous reliable operation. The ratings suggested in the following 

sub-section have been based upon the various results obtained during 

the investigeetion. 

7.11.1. The Induction Motor. 

It was found that the harmonic content of the inverter output 

voltage and current waveforms increased the r.m.s. values of the motor 

voltage and current required to produce rated motor output. It was 

estimated that at full load the r.m.e. voltage and carrent would be 

about 5/ to T. higher than rated. The motor efficiency would there-

fore fall by some 2e or 5, but the elctrical lossee in the conductors 

and iron of the motor would increase by le" to 14 . It is imperative 

that the motor :3hould be capable of dissipating these additional losses. 

The motor power factor would be reduced by about W. to 14,. below that 

obtained using a sinusoidal aupely. 

7.11.2. S C Rs for Inverter Bridge. 

To obtain a suitable oerrent rating for the bridge 5 C Rs some know- 

ledge of the worst operating conditions would be necessary. 	hen the 

maximum load current likely to flow for ark" prolonged period, i.e. more 

than e few eeconds, =s been detereined the S 0 Rs should be chosen so 

that they can handle tele current without overheating. Unless the 
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motor overload is known to occur with a very low power factor the ratio 

of 1
in 

to It should be taken as 1.2. If the woret operating conditions 

are detemined assuming a sinusoidal supply, about 7, ehould be added to 

the motor current value so obtained to allow for the inevitable harmonics 

oaused by the inverter. 
I. 

T e mean current flowing in each bridge S C R is 	axle this 
3 

should be the basis for the S C P rating, i.e. an S C R Roan current of 

0.4 x m,ecimum expected It  . 

The voltaee reting of the S C Rs depends upon the main and auxiliary 

d.c. supely voltaees which in turn depend upon the rewired motor voltage. 

The r.m.s.:rotor voltage sould be teken as Mg,  higher than that required 

ehen the supply is sinusoidal. 	Then the mlin d.o. supply voltage would 

be about 1.4 times the full load r.m.s. motor voltaee. The maxima 

forward voltage on the 3 C H.S. would then be little eseater then the mein 

d.c. supply voltaee. Burin; commutation the reverse voltage on the 

S C Es is in theory a maximum of i(Va  + Vat) but in practice the volteee 

would be about 30 greater, eeeehding upon the measures taken (e.g. the 

use of eelenium or other JUrRG ;ebsorbile; levices) to limit the voltaee 

overshoots. V
CR eoule normally be at least twice s large as Vd and 

hence the volteee ratine; of the S C Rs eovld be at least 2.'.25 Vd  

allowing for 'ee, overshoot on reverse voltage. 



7.11.3. Reverse Bridee Dio-es  

The current I 	has been shown to vary with the load power factor.
;en 

Cin motoring, however, the maximum value of I_ 	tot was found to flow 

was about 	I. Unless the maximum value of It expected can be 

guaranteed at a high power factor the diodes should be rated on this 

basis. The mean current in each diode is one third of Igen and hence 

for motorine only the diodes should be rated for 0.2 x maximum It  expected. 

If the motor is required to reeenerate, the roles of the 3 C R 

bridge and diode bridge are to a large extent reversed, tne diode bridge 

now carrying the bulk of the regenerated power. In this case the diodes 

should be rated as the J C Rs were, i.e. 0.4 x maximum le  expected in 

regeneration. 

The maximum voltage which should appear across the reverse bridge 

diodes is V
d 

but allowance must be made for some voltage overshoot. 

7.11.4. Commutating Capacitor. 

The velue of C required depends upon V
d 

V
CR' 

I
do 

and& . For 

each value of V
d 

there would probably be a lixee value of VAR  and 6 
CR 

would remain almost constant. I
do

, eowever, can itself very with Vd 

VcR, C and f at the higher frequencies and hence a certain amount of 

trial end error is required using equations (5.9d), (5.)3) and (5.105). 

It should be remembered that these equations are simplified approxi-

mations and cannt be guaranteed accurate to better than about 10ee 

Allowence should be made for the deviation in capacitor current 

from  Ido during commutation (this depends on Ido, Ld, C, Vd  and VCR), 



for tee effects of inductance in the circuits concerned in commutetion, 

for the effects of hole storage in diodes (especially D7  and D8) and 

S C ?tl, and for the dependence of the S C h turn off time on the current 

to "ee turned off; and on the reverse voltage applied to the S C R for 

turn off. 

Care should be taken to ensure that the commutating capacitor is 

large enough to cope with the highest load currents anticipated. It 

is also important that the capacitor be designed to oope with the r.m.s. 

value of the current flowing into it during commutation and re-charging. 

At low frequencies I. may be assumed equal to the peak value of 

a sinewave having the same r.m.s. value as Ie. 

The volt4" rating of t e capacitor should be at least equal to 

the highest value of Vr,R  expected. 

7.11.5. Choke Current Decay Diodes D7  and D8. 

Equation (5.98) gives the current which can-be expected to flow in 

these diodes at high frequency. The current depends upon Vd, VCR, C 

and f and upon the effective resistance of the decay circuit. When 

load is taken from the inverter the current in the deoay diodes falls 

but if no load operation at full circuit voltage is required, the diodes 

should be rated for the maximum current expected. 

In theory the maximum reverse voltage which should appear across 

the decay diodes during commutation is e(V8 VCR)  but voltage spikes 

must be allowed for and hence their voltage rating should be the same 

as the bridge * e S  rating. 

.3;0 



7.11.6. D.C. Series Choke. 

The current rating of each half of the d.c. choke should be adequate 

for the highest expected Ido. The inductance of the choke is not criti- 
A 

cal provided that I is no more than 1.1 110  to 1.2 Ido  at the highest 

value of Ido to be caterea for. If the inductance were too snail, the 

capacitor current would inoreaee significantly during the turn off period 

making necessary a larger commutatine oepaoitor and increasing the com-

mutation power loss. 

7.11.7. S C R T. 

S C R 7 should be capable of passing the current which flows into 

the commutating capacitor during commutation. The mean valae of this 

current is equal to 6 f C(Vd  + Va) but it should be ensured that the 

S C R is capable of withstanding the r.m.s. value of this current. 

S e R 7 should be rated for a voltage of (Vd  + VCR) plus overshoot. 

7.11.8. 8C R 8. 

C R 8 carries the same mean current as S C R 7 but the r.m.s. 

value of the current is different since S C R 7 passes rectangular pulses 

of current whereas S C R 8 passes a series of half sinewavea of euerent. 

S C R 8 should be rated for a voltage of (Vd  + Va) plus overshoot. 

S3I 
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7.11.). Inductance in Auxiliery Supply. 

The commutating capacitor is re-charged between commutation periods. 

A definite time must be allowed after commutation for S C R 7 to recover 

its blocking properties, about 100ieSecs if the reverse voltaee on S R 7 

is very small, before S C R 8 can be fired. The re-c areing process 

must be complete and S C R 8 allowed time to recover before tie next 

commutation can be allowed. Hence the re-chargine half-sinewave should 

take no longer than about a twelfth of a cycle at the highest frequency 

of operation reeuired. Thus L < 	for the maximum frequency f. 
c 

144f A. 
2
C 

7.12.General Conclusions on the "D.C. Commutated Three Phase Inverter" 

with Simple R-L Load and. Induction Motor 'iced. 

Having studied theoretically and. experimentally-  the three-phase 

inverter using auxiliary S C Re and an auxiliary commutation supply some 

major conclusion"; may be reached. 

The use of a diode bridge connected in opposite direction to the 

C P bridge enabled the power supplied to the motor to flow in both 

directions through the inverter. 	The inductive stored energy was thus 

able to pass back to the main d.c. supply instead of being absorbed by 

the commutating capacitor es in the inverter circuit of Chapter 3. 

This also made it possible to use a single, relatively smell, capacitor 

for commutation which could be charged to a fixed voltage prior to 

commutation and did ect have to change for each new output frequency. 

The commutation circuit was found to be very effective in turning 



off the bridge S C Rs and was independent of load power factor in its 

operation. 	It did, however, Assess several very serious disadvantages. 

The enery absorbed by the capacitor durine re-charging from the auxiliary 

sueply was transferred during commutation, together with additional 

energy taken from the main supply, to the choke in the main d.c. lines. 

This energy had to be dissipated in the decay circuit co-:mooted to the 

choke between commutation periods. The resultant power loss increased 

with the supply voltage and with frequency end became very serious at 

frequencies above 25 c/s. or so when it became greater than all the other 

circuit losses. A secondary effect was that as the frequency was 

increased the current circulating in the choke and decay circuit increased, 

and hence the current flowing into the commutating capacitor at commu-

tation was increased, reducing the time for which the S C Is were 

reverse biased. 	It was found possible to reduce the rate of increase 

of Ido with freeuenoy by increasing the choke resistance or adding 

resistance in the decay circuit but this was also found to introduce 

undesirable secondary effects. Some method of extracting the energy 

from the choke between commut-tbn periods and returning it to one of the 

two d.c. supplies instead of dissipating it in the circuit would be a 

great step forward, and would increase the frequency up to which the 

circuit could be efficiently used. 	Some suggestions will be found in 

Chapter 9. 
The methods developed for calculating the eerformance of the circuit 

on an R-L series load were found to give accurate results. The calcu-

lations were quite struiehtforward but laborious ehen many had to be 
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carried out and would be better programmed on to a digital computer 

for which the calculation techniques were eminently suitable. 	The 

output voltage was found to change substantially with load but in a 

predictable manner rd apart from. resistance drops in the inverter cir-

cuit the change in output voltage was due entirely to change in waveform 

with load power factor. 

Tee inverter was tested with an induction motor load but calculations 

of motor waveform eere not attempted. It was found, however, that the 

harmonic content of the motor current and voltcge waveforms increased 

the r.m.s. valuea by about 6 above the fundamental sinusoidal components 

on load. 	This caused the power factor to be about 12: lower than it 

would have been on a sinusoidal supply and reduced the motor efficiency 

by about 2e. The resulting 10: increase in the motor's electrical 

loses, however, meant that the motor would run hotter than normal unless 

specially designed for operation from the inverter or derated by about 

10:. 

At low frequencies the motor torque was found to pulsate severely 

but above 5 0/s. tee motor inertia damped out most of the torque pul-

sations. 

Regenerative braking was found to take place autometically when 

the motor speed was made supersynchronous and power was then transferred 

from the motor to the supply through the reverse diode bridge, the S C R 

bridge merely maintaining the air gap flux and also coping with reverse 

power flow at low power factors. 

Although no tests were carried out with any supply other than a 
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pure d. c. supply taken from a generator there would appear to be no 

re son why the circuit would not function perfectly well from a rectified 

a.o. supply. Lve.1 a single phasinkaegemaRiUble provided tnat a 

reservoir capacitor were used to accept negative supply current for low 

power f-ctors. '; CR would have to be lar,.,s snow:h to cater for the 

fluctuation in Vd 
 dnce (VCR 

-did) is the critical voltage for commutation. 

The harmonics introduced by the supply might have undesirable effects 

upon the motor but if the supply were taken tnrouh an 	filter before 

the inverter input, such effect3 could no doubt be minimised. 	tie- 

generation would not oy possible if tAa inverter were to be supplied by 

a rectifier unless provision could oe made for inversion into the a.o. 

supply whenever neoeosary. 



CHAPTER 8. 

AN "A. COMMUTATED T4R PHAee INVERTER". 

It was eoneluded that thed.e. commutted inverter" had low 

efficiency at high frequency Lleinly as a result of the power losses 

caused by the commutation circuit used. All the energy taken by the 

oommutating capacitor from the auxiliary supply and the energy taken from 

the main supply during oommutation were transferred to the d.c. cireait 

choke and dissipate-  in the form of heat. 	These energies were nigh 

because it wee necessary to chaeve tae commutating capacitor to a 

voltage higher than that of the main d.c. :supply to effect oomsiut tion. 

Another feature of the commutetion circuit w e that in the com-utetion 

period all 8 C Rs in the inverter bridge were reverse biased, not only 

the one S C R ree-uired to be turned off. As well as being, =necessary 

this forced the load carrent to fall whtn it should have been .at its 

peak and reeulted in an increased harmonic content of load current. 

In an attempt to Improve the performance of tue inverter another 

form of cwnrautation circuit was developed and is described in this 

chapter, attention being eoneertrated upon the commutation process and 

the resulting power loss. It will be seen that the new cammutetiez 

circuit is selective in that it turns off only the one 5 C R required 

and hence improves elightly the waveform and harmonic content of load 

current. More important, it will be seen that no auxiliary supply is 

raiuired in this "a.e. commutated" inverter. 



e.1. Circuit and Principle of Operation. 

Pig. S.I. shows the circuit of the inverter and the conneotiono 

of the capacitors and 6 C Rs used for commutation. each of the three 

identical capacitors is connected between a pair of output lines through 

a pair of e C its eonnectea in inverse parallel. CR1, CR2,... CR6 form 

the inverter 6 C it bridee and Di, D2, .. D6  the reverse diode bride as 

before. 	CRla, CR2a,...CR6a are so numbered because they are triggered 

by the same sate eulses as CR1, ;A2,... CR6 respectively (though fed 

through separate isolating transformers). 	For this purpose the output 

circuits of tee pulse eeneretor were duplicated. 	The dec. choke and 

diodes D
7 
and Dd  are rained from tee previous inverter circuit. 

::wring operation each capacitor is Merged to supply.  volt. ee in 

one direction or the otuer and tees voltaiee is reteined until one of 

the auxiliery.  C its connected to it is fired. 	Fig. 5.2 shows the 

state of conduction of the circuit iamediately after CR2 and CR2a nave 

been fired at instant t
2
. 	ine capaoitor connected. between CR2 and 

CR6 was charged to supply voltage eith the indicated polarity half a 

cycle earlier when Gee and ';ilea were fires. 	T is time CR2 and Ch2a 

are fired with the object, of turning off CEA. 

one L.R.S. of C cannot he at a lower potential than the neeative 

supplytereinalbecausediode,conducts. 	hence the distribution of Bt,  

potential around tee circuit is as shown, with the ositive and neeative 

supple tereinals taken to have potentials of +100 and -lee respectively. 

If a current Ido had been flowing in each ftelf of the d.c. choke prior 

to instant t2 a current, initially Iao' now flows in the positive 
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half and the reerinder 21
do 

 - I
so in the ne

gative half. Since the 

supply current is Imo  initially a carrent 21do  - 21, suet flow in 

diode D6  and the earrent flowing into the capacitor must therefore be 

21do  - 21aoIbo. 	capacitor therefore char e* with its L.H.S. 

becoming more positive with respect to its A.A.S. Durilv the initial 

en,rging period it should be not tht the capacitor volt•-.0 appears 

morose CR6, thus turningNff, and across the negative if of the d.c. 

choke, thus increasing the current and energy stored in the choke. By 

tl-arisformer action the same voltage appears across the positive half 

of the d.c. choke and this results in the voltage vab  falling instanta-

neously to zero. ;,oeever, the voltage 'rob  is positive and causes an 

increase in io and (-Ib) and hence the current flowing into the capacitor, 

both from the load and from the choke, increases during its initial 

When the capacitor volta.,e reacAes zero the choke voltae also 

becomes hero and diodes D
7 
and D8 start to conduct. Yrom this point 

the 	- of the capacitor is held by CR2 at a potential of -1UU nd 

hence 	mast 'ease conduction. This condition is shown in Fig. 8.5. 

The additional energy absorbed by the choke is now ditaipated in diodes 

D
7 
and D8 and the choke plays no further part in the charging of the 

capacitor. The only current now flowing in the capacitor is that from 

phase h and hence the capacitor now charges at a slightly lower rate 

towards +100 on its L.H.S. CR6 now bosons forward biased but remains 

off provided that the time for which it was reverse biased by the 

capacitor was longer than its turn-off time. 

34-0 



Diode D conducts when the capacitor volte:e r-aches supply voltage 

and thus prevents the capacitor from ohari7in further. The capacitor 

current becomes zero, CP2a therefor turns off, and the o,;.rrent in phase 

13 flows via D_ to the supply. 	From this ooint to the end of toe sixth 

of a cycle at instant t, the cirruit behaves exactly as the d.c. commu-

tated inverter, i.e. once commutation is complete both circuits are 

exactly the same. 	This is shown in Fig. 8.4. 	It should be noted that 

CT-2 and. D. navy: been shown as possibly conducting_ 	',thich of these two 

devices conducts depends upon the direction of current in ph .se C at the 

end of commutts.tion. 	If i
s 
is eve, accordinL  to the convention used, D2  

conducts. 	Aowever, at some Frtage durin47 the sixth of a cycle i
c 
must 

become negative, whereupon CR2 conduct: for the rem.inder of the sixth 

of a cycle. 

It should also b noted that the capacitor is now charged with the 

correctpolarityfor t.when CR5 and CR5a are 

fired to turn off. CB3. Commutation takes place in exactly the same way 

at the befiinnin,-; of ever;; sixth of a cycle, one of the three capacitor* 

being disoharged through the apropriate auxiliary r and reversing 

ite voltage ready for the commutation takint; place half a cycle later. 

8.2. Tileory of Operation on R-L Loads 

Unlike the d.c. commutated inverter the new invorter circuit is not 

very amenble to simple and accurate calculation during the period of 

discharge of the commutatini capacitor. 	This is because the circuit 

cannot be split up into two distinct parts as before since the load is 

3+1 
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involved in the charging of the capacitor. An accurate calculation 

can certainly be carried out but this involves the solution of cubic 

equations in obtaining the solution of the differential equations end 

is therefore suitable only for numerical analysis and gives little 

indication of the general behaviour of the circuit. It is therefore 

proposed that some simplifying assumptions should be made in order to 

obtain relatively simple fortalas for the reverse-bias time I for the 

turn off of S C Rs and for the increase in stored energy of the d.c. 

choke. These formulas will in general give reasonably accurate results 

and it will be indicatee how the assumptions made affect the accuracy. 

8.2.1. Period 1 - Reverse Bias Time of S C h 6. 

8.2.1.1. Assumptions made to sisplify theory. 

(a) S C Rs and diodes are considered ideal, i.e. zero forward voltage 

drop when conducting and infinite resistance when riot conducting. 

(b) All components inserted to limit voltage peaks, etc. are ignored. 

(c) b remains constant at I mo, i.e. its initial value at instant t2,.  

(d) is is also assumed constant at Iao  and hence is at I• co 
(c) and (d) are valid assumptions erovided that the changes in i b 

and i
s 
are small compared with the actual values of Ibo and I . ao 

changes in is  and ib  are small if the duration of period 1 is short 

compared with the load time constant. In fact, taring period 1 is 

falls at first and then rises as the capacitor charges and the load 

voltage changes. is increases and then falls in a similar manner. 

fhe change in ib  is the sum of the changes in is  and ib  and clearly 

X4-3 



ib, 	

1ao i are shown as constants 	
I
bo 	co 	The initial values 

the current and voltaLe equations .urin5 period 1. The values of iaI  

:94 

these changes balance eaoh other to some extent. 

When ia 
falls the current in the negative half of the coke must 

incrase by the same amount. The effect of assuming is  to r=ain con-

stnt,therefore,is that the calculated value of g will be a little 

greater than it should be. the error depending upon the relative magni-

tudes of the change in a and the total current flowing into the capacitor. 

This error could be counteracted or enlarged by the assumption (c). 

gowever, the larger the values of Iac  and Ifle 	• the more insignificant 

becometheerrorsanditiswhenIandI.are largest that an ao   DU 

accurate calculation of S becomes most important. 

ts.2.1.2. Current and voltage equations. 

Fig. 8.5 shows the operational circuit which can be used to obtain 

of current in the two halves of the d.c. choke are shcwn as I
do
, If 

the load power factor is low, the currents in the two halves of the 

choke would robably not be equal at the end of each sixth of a cycle 

but if the mean is token to be equal to Ido  the same result will be 

obtained. 	I1 is the current flowinr into the capacitor, I2 
 the current 

flowing in the negative half of the d.c. choke and 1
3 
the current in 

diode D.. The initial voltage on the capacitor is Vd  in the direction 

shown, 

Considering the closed loop in the circuit 



Inverting to obtain i1  in terms of time, t, 
9 	1 

d  

1/(2Ido 	2Itto  - 11)0)2  + 

where to  
A 

i,
.1. a 
	008(w t 	0) A 

I 

Vd + LdIdo + MIdo - Ii.pC + 12  pLd  + pMIa 	(8a) 
P 

I 	I 
Now M A. Ld, Ia is !.:ssumed constant at ---6--L'-3  , and 12 --- 11 

- co 
p P 

vA  
••• —14 +LI, +LI  d uo 	d do 

4. 	- St? 
1 	11' d 	Y  

VA  

D(2I .• 21 - ) 
T 	do so bo i.e. I1 	'd  

P 

since Ioo  . -{lac  + Ibo) 2 	
1 CLd 

V. 
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4) d(2Ido-, IaoIbo) 
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(8.2) 

&Ince vo . voltage across capacitor 

t 
a - Vd  + 

A 
I '.1.08 (.0t 	0) cIC 

A 

a — sin (cot - 0) 
(4s0) 

6 	is the time for which the capacitor voltage is negative and 

hence 
A 

sin (.46 - 0) 



A 

Heme v b  =Vd  + vo  =Vd +hiC  sin (wt - 0) a 

A 

vbo 
	I 	sin(at - 0) 

31+-6 

1 -1 	V
d  

i.e 6 	— tan e., 44d(2Ido - 21ao 
 - Ibo) 

(8.4) 
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Darin. period 1 the 	side of the capaoitor ia held by diode 

Yd D6 at a potential of 2  . Across each half of the d.c. choke appears 

the capacitor 	, 
V 

Aence potential on output line A 	2 + v 

9/ 

 

V. 
, [NT

c 
being initially 

It 	 ti 	
Vd - vd • v 2 

21 vQa  - Vd - 2vc = - Vd  - — sin (tat - 0) iwC (8.7) 

      

8.2.1.3. Approximate value of S. 

When I
do' III°, Ibo are large, tan 0 is email and A io noarly equal 

to tan 0. 
Then se. 1 	

Vd  
(2i 	e - 'I 	- e-  do 	ao Ibo) 

i.e. 6 t- 
CVd 

2Ido - 2Iao - Ibo since c.f CL 
(8.8) 



This expression is most accurate when the currents are high, which 

is the condition which must be allowed for in selecting the capacitor 

required. 

Except at high frequencies, when the choke current becomes rester 

than the load current, the current in one half of the choke is Iuo  end 

in the other half(-Ibo) 	
mm imaedietely before ooutetion. 

Unce .1
do 
 = Iao  - Ibo  and then 6 is given by 

CVd 

-21 	- T ao 

CVd since Ico  - Iao  - Ib0 bo + Ico 
mmee====== 

At load power factors creator tean about 0.5 100  is zero. Then 

6 may be further simplified to 

O; 	-1
bo 

(8.10) 

   

All the above aeproximate formula give values for of which are 

higher than they should be. This is because it is . numed that the 

increese in current in the negative half of the d.c. choke is insigni-

ficant compared with the initial current flawing into the capacitor. 

When the currents are low the caeaoitor takes longer to charge, the 

volt-seconds applied to the choke are greater and the increase in choke 

current is therefore greeter ane more significant compared with the 

initial capacitor current. 



8.2.1.4. Increase in stored energy of d.c. choke during period 1. 

Durinz period 1 the total current in the d.c.ohoke increases. At 

the end of period 1 diodes D
7 
and D conduct and the additional energy 

absorbed by the choke is then dissipated in the decay circuit formed by 

the choke and diodes. The additional energy absorbed by the choke is 

therefore lost. 

An expression for the increase in choke stored energy can be obteined 

from the initial and final values of total choke current in period 1. 

The initial total current is 2I
do 

and the final total current is 
A 

(I 4- ao  0. co). The increase A ELd in choke stored energy is there- 

fore given by 

ELd 
2 

a + I o  - I oi 2 - 4 Ido  ) (8.11) 

This expression can be simplifieo no furtaer. An alternative 

expression for .6Eia
d

I offering more scope for simplification, may be 

obtained by finding the inoreaee in stored energy from Lae instantaneous 

v lees of current in the enoke and tae voltage avross it. During period 
A 

1 the total instantaneous current in the choke is (I eos(ete0)+I -I ao co° 

and the voltaee across the choke is — sin (et-0). bier: ALLd is wC 

given by 

0/W  
A 

taOci 	 008(44 .... A) + Iao  Icp7 sin(wt - 	dt 



This reAuces to 

2 Ebd d + Ld(Iao - Ico)(2I - 2Ici°  - I)(46 + tan20 - 1) 

...(8.12) 

If the currents in the circuit are lar6e, tan / is small and then 

+ tan20 	1 + tang - 8  tan40 

Taking the first two terms only, 

A 	 + Ld (Iat)  - I oo  )(2Ido  - 21so  - I 
	

20) 

This simplifies to 

34 

,d  2 	21do  ,V ( d 21do-2Iao-Ibo  (5.13) 

At zero power factor (-Ib0) is equal to 21a0  (see section 5.4.5). 
21,4  

Then a EL A <  CV 2  ' 21-° 
do 

2 i.e. A .Zd 	CVd 	 (8.14) 

At high power factors (-Ibo) is equal to 1 . ao 

Tnen A EL d 
2Ido (8.15) 

2Ido - t 

 

In this case 2Ido • 2Iao unless the commutation power lose is high 

enough to mLke Id°  greater than I. 



Then 
	12- 	CV 4 

	ao 
2 	d 

n  21 

ao 

i.e. A EN, n  CVd2  

	ee 	 (S.16) 

Hence the increLse in stored energy of the choke depends upon the 

load and upon the frequency ( if  21do is greater than the gum of Iao  and 

(-Ibo)  ). ;'he stored energy increase, uowever, varies only between 

a CVd
2  and CVd2  and under most operating conditions would be nearer CVd

2 

than 	2  

1.2.1.5. Commutation power loss. 

A EL
d 
is dissipated six times per cycle in the form of heat. The 

commutationpowerloss,P,is therefore given by caa. 

6f d nom 

In worP,. , case 

com 
A 6! cvd

2 
(6.17) 

   

8.2.2. Period 2 - C charging from hero Voltage to Vd. 

During period 2 capacitor C charges from zero volt .ge with current 

flowing into it from phase B only. If the load inductance is small it 

is possible that the oscillatory charging of the capacitor reaches a 

peak voltage below the supply voltage. At this point the capactitor 

would turn and phzAle 3 currents would become zero and CR2a 	off. The 

3S1) 



capacitor would then remain at this voltage until the end of the sixth 

of a cycle when CR3 is fired. Since CR2a is triggered, like CR2, from 

instant t2  to t4, C42a would conduct again at t
3 
and the capacitor would 

complete its oaaraing to supply voltage. 

In general, provided that phase B nas sufficient inductive energy 

for the capaoitor to be chargeu to supply voltage in the first part of 

the prospective oscillation, the capacitor voltage would follow part of 

a daaped oscillation. It could not be possible to find the duration of 

period 2 from the capacitor voata,e equation except by numerical methods. 

It is proposed, therefore, that the oapauitor voltage rise shall be 

assumed linear, which implies tnat
b must be assumed constant at I bo 

during period 2. However, by assuming that phase 13 is in effect con-

nected to a potential aid-way between the potentials of the d.c. supply 

terminals the change in
b during period 2 ma-, be estimated. 

Thom, assumptions are only valid if the load induotiv, storeu 

energy is high enough for C to charge to 	during period 2 almost 

linearly. If the load is mainly resistive, the assumptions are not 

valid. 

8.2.2.1. Current and voltaae equations. 

The duration, T2, of period 2 is the time taken by capacitor C to 

charge from zero to supply voltage 	with a current of I bo  flowing into 

it. 
CV„, 

aenoe 	T2 
	Ibo 
	 (8.18) 
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Fig. 6.- shows the operational circuit which it is a ssumed can be 

used to obt-An the current and voltage equations during period 2. 

Phase B is shown connected to the mid-point of the supply so as to simu- 

late the mean voltage aoross the capacitor during j.eriod 2. 

Fro u the closed loop including phases A and B, 

5.32 

V 
2p + Li a°  - LIbo = Ia(R + pL) - Ib

(R + pL) 

From the closed loop including phases A and C 

V 

P

, 
+ ao - LIoo - Ia(R + pL) - Ic(R + pL) 

Putting. I0  = -(Ia  + Ib) and too 	(Iao ibo) in (8.20) 

V4  

-"' 	2LI
80 

+ LIbo 	2Ia(R + pL) + Ib(R + pL) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

Uiminating Ia  from (8.19) and (8.21) 

bo Ib p + 

Hence Rt 
i b 	Ito 	L 
assmosaismournmee=== 

Ib  from (8.19) and (8.21) 

Vd so 
41,(1) 4-11 ) 	p+ R 

L 	L 
Ia 

(8.22) 



Itence 
Vd 	/ V 	

- Rt 
is 	= 	- Iao  )e L 2R '2h  

(8.23) 

   

hence 
i 	+ ) 

V 	V 	- R 	t 
i.e. ..  

= 	+ (I + 	)e L 
c 	2R co 2R 

 

(8.24) 

   

o..111111.•il• 

 

    

The values Ia2' Ib2,  Io2 of ia., i
b,is  at the end of period 2 may 

be found by putting t = T2  in equations (8.23),  (8.22) and (8.24) re-

spectively. 

A bette2 approximation for T, may be obtained by equating the 

charges flowing into the capacitor and out of phase B during period 2, 

using equation (6.22) for it. 

T2 

i.e. 	CV
d 

= - ir ib dt 

RT
2 

— 
R Ibo Oe 
	- 1) 

Tience T2 	R loge 

CV R 
(1 d  ) 

I  be L  
(.:.25)  

Burin.; period 2 phase A is connect.d by CR1 to the positive terminal 

of the d.o. supply and phase C by CR2 or D2  to the negative terminal of 

the d.c. supply (D
7 

and Dg would be conducting during the period). Phase 

B is connected to the end of the capacitor which starts at the potential 

of the negative terminal and rises to the potential of the positfVe 

supply terminal in time T2. 

0 



3 4- 

Renee t 
a 	

. v b 	-a- 	Vd  (4 - 	) (0.26) 

 

t V. c  A. 	V
d 
 . 

  

(8.27) 

     

ca 
	- Vd 
	 (6.26) 

8.2.3. comaindir of the Sixth of a Cycle. 

At the end of period 2 the c.krrent in phase decays through diode 

D6  end tho capacitor ceacas to char,:e further, CR2a  turning off. 

Fortherecainderofthesixthafae2mleerlingstinstLaitt-Itherefore, 

the currents and volt: es var in exactly the same way as in the d.c. 

commutated inverter, after the commutution period. 	The equations for 

carrent, volta6e, etc. are therefore given in sections 5.3.4.2, 5.3.4.3 
and 5.3.4.4. if 10  is zero or section 5.4.2.2. if 102  is not zero. 

8.3. Tests with a. Simple ;zi-,::ries R-L Load. 

8.3.1. Commutation. 

Tests were carried out to find how the reverse-bias time S of the 

turned off 8,C R was dependent upon the supply voltage, size of eommu-

tting capacitor, the current being commutatra and the load. 
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8.3.1.1 Vaal. tion of S with C and Ibo. 

For this test the supply voltage was kept constant at 80 V and the 

load phase inductance constant at 1.85 m.H. 	]he operating frequency 

was 25 0/s. and the inductance of the d. c. choke was constant at 0.5 m. H. 

per coil (self an mutual) throe4hout. Three values of commutating 

capacitor, C, were used and for each the current in the circuit was 

increased in steps by ohanging the load resistance. 6 and I_bo 
 were 

measured on an oscilloscope. 

Fig. 8.7 shows the results of these tests. -For each value of 

commutating capacitance two pairs of calculated curves are also shown. 

'one pair is calculated using 80 V for the capacitor voltaae at the 

start of commutation, the other pair is calculated for a "corrected" 

capacitor voltage. The "correction" takes account of the transfer of 

charge from the commutating capacitor at the start of commutation to 

1/0F capacitor connected across each S C R (to suppress troublesome 

voltage peaks) when the S C R voltages change abruptly. 

At the operating frequency used it was found that the excess choke 

current had died away before commutation took pleas and that therefore 

21do was equal to ao (-Ibo). At the end of each sixth of a cycle 

current flowed in two phases only and it was also possible to take Iao  

and (-II)) as being equal. The expressions for 6 used in the calcu-

lation therefore simplified to 
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1 	el 	Vd  
• Zs tan  id

d 

and CV 
S -11 	d 
— -I bo 

Tae former equation has been used to obtain the results described 

as "calculated" in Fig.84, the latter used for the "approximate" results. 

The "corrected!' voltage Ti appearing on the capacitor at the start of 

commutation is used by substituting it for Va  in the two equations. 

It is seen that considerably better agreement between measured and 

calculated results was obtained when the "corrected" voltage aas used. 

rhese results, however, would be expected to be still a little higher 

than measured because of S C R forward voltage drops , reverse current 

drawn from the turned-off S C R, etc. 

;s "approximate" results are seen to give useful predictions for 

S at higher values of current, which is the condition for which the 

commutation circuit is designed. At lower currents, however, the 

approximate results are very far from accurate. This is because 

according' to the approximate formula g would vary inversely with Iho  

whereas in practice even if Iho were zero 6-  could be no greater than 

it 	Tr 
i.e. 

26e ' 	2 	d 

It may be concluded from Fig. 8.7 that 6 varies as predicted, 
approximately proportional to C at high currents and approximately pro-

portional to5 at low currents. It can also be concluded that 

becomes almost inversely proportional to Iho  when 'ho  is large. 



0.3.1.2. Effeot upon 	of load inductance L. 

To find what effect the load inductance had upon 6 the inverter 

was operated with constant supply voltaee and commutating capacitance 

at a frequency of 25 e/s. For several different values of Ibo 
the load 

inductance was varied between 0.95 mR and 3.85 mki, adjusting the load 

resistance when necessary to keep Ito  constant. 

	

Fig. 8.8 shows the results of this test. 	It is seen that L has 

virtually no effect upon Sr which is to be expected as shown by the 

calculated results for each value of I . 
oo 

J.3.1.3. Variation of 6 with supply voltage Vd. 

For this test
bo 

was Kept constant at 20A by adjusting the load 

resistance with supply voltage. The load inductance, commutating 

capacitance and frequency were kept constant at 3.85 mil, 50/aF, and 

25 0/e. respectively. 

Fig. 8.9 shows the results of this test. 	At low voltages the 

curves showing the calculated variation of 4.  with V
d 

tend towards 

becoming asymptotic with the lines showing the approximate ve.rietion of 

S . This is because when Vd  is small the capacitor energy is small 

and the increase in current flowing into the capacitor is small during 

the reverse voltage period. At large supply voltages, however, 6 seems 

to tend towards a steady value. In this case the steady value should, 
1 

be 
li  
—1E7; i.e. 2eIeaecs since dr can never be treater than a taxi 1  i ce. 2  

The pedicted values agree favourably with the measured values of g 

3.5" 
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especially those based on the "corrected" capacitor voltage. The 

remaining discrepancy between prediction and measurement can be attri-

buted to the S C R reverse current at turn-off, circuit resit nce, 

leakage of capacitor voltaee through the auxiliary S C Rs during the 
to 

half cycles between commutations, and/the assumptions made in derivingommutations,  

the expressions for 8 . 

8.3.2. Period 2 - charging of Capacitor to Supily Voltaje. 

For the reasons given in section 8.2.2 the duration of period 2 is 

difficult to predict with a high degree of precision. The tests to be 

eescribed below were carried out to determine the validity of the r- ther 

limited theory developed in section 8.2.2. 

e.3.2.1. Variation of T2  with C and Ibo 

The teat conditions were :.e described in section e.3.1.1 and the 

results are shown in Fig. 8.10. 

In general it is seen that the predicted values of T are lower 

than those measured. This indicates that the fall in (-ib) during.  

period 2 is, in general, greater than is allowed for in equations (e.18) 

and (8.25). It was obeerved, however, that the commutating capacitor 

did in fact charge to a voltage slightly higher than supply voltage, 

this being attributed to the inductance of the d. c. circuit of the 

reverse diode bridee. This would also account in part for the higher 

measured values of T2. 
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The results predicted from equation (0.25) are seen to a6ree more 

closely with the measured results than with those bused on equation 

(8.18). This is because the former partly take into account the fall 

in (-1
b
) whereas the latter are based on the assumption that i

b  remains 

constant et I
bo 

throughout period 2. The difference between the two 

methods of prediction io most marked at low values of Ito  where it,  would 

be expected to change most severely. 

With C e 50)er and Ibo  = 10 A it was found that the capacitor :could 

not charge to supply voltage at the first attempt but completed the 

process one sixth of a cycle later. This was because the inductive 

stored energy of phase B was so low that the natural peak of the oscil-

lation between C and the load was lower than the supply voltaee. In 

all other cases encountered during this series of teats tne load stored 

energy was greater or the required increase in capacitive stored energy 

less so that the capacitor charged to Vd  in one step. 

0.3.2.2. Variation of T2  with L and Ito. 

The test procedure was as described in section 8.3.1.2 and the 

results are displayed in Fig. 8.11. 

()nee again it is seen that T
2 
 varies .in an inverse manner with Ibo.  

The predicted results are aeain seen to be lower than tilt measured values 

of P2, the discrepancy being nearly 30e in the worst cases. At all 

values of Ibo T2 increased when the load inductance was decreased. This 

was because the fall in ib from Ito was greater when the inductance was 
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smaller and henoe less current flowed into the capacitor which then took 

longer to charge through the same voltaee range. 

The results predicted from equation (8.25) gave more accurate pre-

dictions than those predicted from equation (8.18), partioulerly at the 

lower Nellueo of I, , because the fall in ib  was partly allowed for in oo 

this former equation. 

8.3.2.3. Variation of T
2 

with Vd' 

This test was carried out as described in section 3.3.1.3 and the 

results are shown in Fig. 8.12. 

2 was found to increase linearly with Vd 
as predicted by equation 

(6.18). 	eowever, the results :j.ven by equation (8.18) were in general 

about 20i  loweL than those measured on the oscilloscope. 	The results 

given by equation (8.25) were also low, the discrepancy between measure-

ment and prediction in this case being about 15, . Of the 15,. discre-

pancy, 5i  can be attributed to the capacitor's peak volta!;•,es being about 

higher than supply voltage due to the inductance of the leads con-

necting the reverse diode bridge with the supply. 

The linearity of the measured variation of T2  with Vd  indicates 

that i
b did not fall 

during period 2 or that the fall la b was constant 

at all values of Vd. Under the conditions of the test, with L 3.85 mH, 

ibo • 20A, and C 3014F it can be seen that the inductive stored energy 

of phase 8, even witn Vd  at 110 V was much greater than the increase in 

energy of C during period 2. If L or Ibo  had been smaller, the curve 
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showing the variation of T2 with Vd 
would be expected to be concave 

upwards, T2  increasing more rapidly et inigher values of Vd. 

8.5. . i.Jilroximate Calculation of ;;ample Load Wavforms. 

8.3.3.1. Conditions for calculation. 

Apart from the difference in commutation circuits the inverter 

and loLd were exactly as calculted for in section 6.3. The load and 

supply were 

Vd . 1..)0 V, L
d = 0.5 mh, C . 50/.4, L = 5.85 mii, 

R - 2.3 	f - 50 c/s. 

In this case the current in one phase was zero at the end of each 

sixth of a cycle and hence for the calculations I ao ( 
-ibo) and  

I co = 0. 	2Ido,  the total current in the d.c. choke is assumed to be 

equal at iao 	(-Too), i.e. -21100. 

8.3.j. • Determination of boundary values of currents and the times 

T
1
, 1

2
, T 	T

4
. 

The iterative pxocess which must be followed in determining the 

period durations And the ourrent boundary values is not 

final set of calculations being given. 

V 	Vd 	2V d d= 14.5 A, 2R  . 21.75 A, -syr 	29.0 A. 

Assume 	-Ibo = 20.05 A and I 
oo 

shown, only tie 



CVd 	-6 30 x 100 x 10  Then S T 	 = 150 Seas -Ido 	20.05 
NNIIIBMINIZOINSION 

ia'b'c are assumed constant at 20.05 A, - 20.05 A and 0 during 

period 1. 

PIT . 
150/4.0ecs 

bo 	=--..acns=wascora 

1.2he values of ia, ib, is  at the and of period 2 are found from 

equations (8.23), (8.22), (8.24). 

Hence 2127  x r 
a2 	21.75 - (21.75 - 20.05)e 3.85 	.1) 

. 20.2 A 

Ib2 	
- 2020.:)5e3.85 

- 16.33 A 
amenmelow= 

I 	-(Ia2 + Ib2) 

1.89 A 

I02 
is not zero and hence the time T

3 
taken for ib to ,Iseay to 

zero and the wilues of is and is 
at the end of this period mast be found 

from equations (5.58), (5.57) and(5.59). 

Putting ib 	0 and t 	T
3 
in equation (5.58) 

u . 14.5 ♦ (- 18.33 - 14.5). 

2. 3 x  105T . 
3.85 	-) 

• 
• • -I 



hence 	T.2
ffi 
 

1.367 m ,;eos. 
aiseisru sinerst 

Putting t 	1.367 m Secs in equation (5.57) 

1a3 	17.1 A 

3ence I
05 . 	. 17.1 A 

Xhe r4wainder of cne sixth of a cycle, T is given by 

e" T T 
C, 	+ 2 + 3' 

1.666 a Seas. 

Then 1 and (-le) can be found by putting t = 1.666 in Seca in 

equation (5.32) 
2.3 x 1.666  

i.e. 	I 	- I
o4 	

21.75 -(21.75-17.1)e- 	3.85 
a4 

7:-.).'74 

This value is rzactioally identical with the value assumed for 

TEA  and (-/bo). hence it can be assumed that the initial values 

chosen were correct. It has been a(;sumed that diodes D
7 
andDa  conduct 

for *she whole of the cycle oust from the period of duration Ti  and 

that, therefore, the d.o. choke play~ no part in the circuit except 

during commutation. 

8.3.3.3. Current and voltav equations. 

daving °stained the duration of the four periods in each sixth of 

a cycle and the boundary values of current, the current and volt  ace 

equations for each of the four periods may now be set out 
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Period 1 (Of duration T1  orb 	150,48eas.) 

J.a 
	ib - 20.05 A (assumed constant) 

37o 

I 

vab . 100 — V T1  

, vbo 	- t.;) V 

100(1 .1) v T1  

) - ) Lerived from equations (8.5), 

and (8.7) but assumed 

) linear. ea 

Period 2 (Of duration T2  - 150.. Secs ) 

 

 

is  - 21.75 	1.7e 0.598x10+3t  A  from equation (8.23) 

ib 
	= - 20.05e -0.598 x 3.04.3t A 	

tt 
	

NO 
	

(8.22) 

= 	- 21.75(1 - e-C) 
 .598xl0+3t ) 	

tt 
	

I/ 
	

(z.24; 

b  - 100(1 - 2 	from equation (8.26) 

be = 100 	V 
	

It 
	 (.27) 

vca 	- 100 V 
	

It 
	

rt 
	

(J.28) 

Period 3 (Of duration 	= 1.367 i Secs. 

- 0.598x10+3t  is me 14.5 	
5.70 	A 	from equation (5.57) 

= 14.5 - 32.8e- 0.598x10+3t  A 

io 	- 29.0 27.1e- 0.598x10+3t A 

lb 
tt 
	

(5.5e) 

tt 
	 5.60) 



0 V ab from equation (5•64) 

vbo 	100 V 	 (5•65) 

V 	- 100 V 	 (5.66) ea 
peri.0 4(re,ndritierofsixthofa tlyclot acluieeteenT,..1.6(6 a Sees.) 

	

1a 	- ic 	21.75 - 4.650- 0.598x10 

	

b 	0 

7 vab - Vi  

SOY 
DO 

- 100 V ca 

3t from eeu tion (5.32) 

8.3.3.4. Load current xnd voltage wavelormu. 
Using the equations set out in the previous sub-section the lead 

current and voltage waveforms have been drawn in Pig. 8.13. For com-

parison the measured waveforms have been drawn on the same axes and to 

the same scale. Agreement is to within about 10 in eeneral. 

There are several discrepancies between the oalealated and measured 

waveforms which are worthy of note. Durin_; the commutation periods it 

is seen that the load currents did net remain constant but nevertheless 

the onanges were very small. In fact, tee only significant change not 

predicted was the negative current which began to flow in the pheee just 

f :bout to be connected by an S C ! to the supply. This is shown at 

o.7 and 16.7 m Nees on thetime scale. 	The oscillations on the current 
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and voltaee waveform were caused by the filter capacitors connected 

across the load and heve not o  therefore, been predicted. The voltage 

exceareionsdarine eommutation were not as large as predicted. This 

was ceoause the ooamutating capacitors lost some of their charge to the 

filter capacitors during the initiation of commutation. A degree of 

overshoot beyond supply voltae was observed during the charging, of the 

commutating capacitor after ccmmutation and is shown at 3.33 and 13.35 

m Seco. 	This was attributed to the inductance of the lines connecting 

the reverse diode bridee to the supply. At a nominal voltage of 
+ - ]P0 V the load voltage waveform was seen to be curved. This was due 

to the ripple on the voltage of the supply reservoir capacitor caused by.  

the fluctuation in the current drawn by the inverter. 

8.3.4. Comparison between Performances of d.c. Commutated and a.c. 

Coamutated Inverters on Ieentical R-L Loads. 

The supply voltaee, load Flul frequency were identical for the wave-

forms calculated in sections ,3 and 8.3.3. and the measurements made 

under the same conditions for both circuits form a good basis for com-

paring their fundamental differences. 

qhen the waveforms shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 are compared with 

those of Fie. 8.13 it is seen that although the current waveforms ere 

basically similar the distortion near the peaks is rather less in Fig. 

8.13 than in 6.8. It would therefore be expected that the r.m.s. value 

of current would be higher and the harmonic content smaller in the 

current waveform of Fig. U.13. in the voltaee waveform; the effect of 
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commutation is to add a lare rectangular pulse to the basic waveform 

in Fig. 6.9 but a triangular pulse in Fig. 8.13 and the total excursions 

daring commutation in the former waveform axe rather greater than in the 

latter w,..veform. 	iience although the r.m.s. voltages would be nearly 

equal it would be expected that the hrmonic contiAlt would be smaller 

in the latter waveform. 

Table H.1 below shows the most important :quantities compared side 

by side for the two circuits. 
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,uantit -.0,. Commutated 

Inverter 

A.3. 021mutated 

Inverter 

Vd 	(.dean 1.00 V ‘100 V 

Id 	(Mean) 17.2 A 15.0 A 

"d 1720 	W 1500 	4 

Wa 295 	W  

w
d 
 + 4

a  2015 	W 1500 	W 

V. 	(R.N.:;.) 72.0 V 72.5 V 

Ii 	(R.M.S.) 13.2 A 13.7 A 

W4 1200 W 1360 	W 

Efficiency (overall) 59.6% 90.7;, 

Power Factor 0.73 0.79 

v
1 
 • 

v5 

Actual values 

of harmonics 

	

60.0 v 	83.3.:, 

	

31.4 V 	43.64 

	

63.2 V 	87.2,/,  

	

26.5 V 	59.1; 

V
7 

are given in 15.7 V 	21.8 19.8 V 	27.3; 

v the first 9.5 V 	13.2% 8.1 V 	11.1/- 

V column and 6.2 V 	0.60  5.9 V 	3.2.;',  

I their percentage 12.: A 	97.Q 13.5 A 	98.5; 

15 of V 	or I in 2.71 A 	20.5; 2.5 A 	18.0 7,  

1
7 

the second 0.98 A 	7.4/ 1.23. A 	9.0. 

I11 
zolumn. u.39 A 	3.0 0.33 A 	2.4, 

I131 0.22 A 	1.7/ 0.20 A 	1.4; 

Table 8.11 Comparison betveen performances of d.c. commutated 

and ik•cle commut ted inverters. 



The rmarke m de above about r.m.s. values and h emonio content are 

seen to be borne out in Table 8.1. 	The moat significant difference 

between the two inverters, however, is seen to be the mean improved 

efficiency of the a.c. commutated inverter. 	The 	:004er factor 

is the result of the lower harmonic content of voitaee aed current. 

Li.4. Commutation Power Loss and Inverter Efficiency. 

A number of testa were carried out, using the motor as a load, to 

determine the efficiency of the inverter and to check the validity of 

the ex?ression given for the commutation power lose. 

J.4.1. Commutation Power Loss. 

At an opereting frequency of 50 e/s. the invertee was loaded by 

the motor to varying degrees and the input and output powers measured 

for the inverter. This was done for C 50/eIP and C • 50/64 and for 

.several different supply voltages. The losses in the S C Rs and diodes 

and the 12R losses in the circuit were estimated from the measured 

currents and the known forward voltage drops and circuit resistenoes 

and these losses were subtracted from the total power loss. The 

remaining losses should then have been the oommutation losses. 

Figs. 8.14 and 6.15 show the results of these tests. The losses 

have been plotted against Iin
, the mean current flowing into the C R 

bridge. In determining the rectifier losses 1.5 V and 1.0 V have 

been taken to be the 6 C H and diode forward voltage drops. For the 

resistive losses .1 IL has been taken as the effective resistence of 
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the d.c. circuits of both b C R and diode brill-es. 

In each graph in both Fig. 6.14 and t3.15 the predicted conmetetion 

loss is shown as 6 Cfl:d2 	For Vd 
= 100 V in both oases the losses 

attributed to commutation are keen. e to be far les than eredicted. 	some  

of this discrepancy can be attributed to the errors involved in reeding 

the wattmeters at low powers and some to the feet that e. component of 

the commutation power loss is dissinated in the 3 C Rs and reverse 

bridge diodes. At higher voltaees the losses attributed to commutation 

are nearer to preaiction but, in general, arc no more than about two 

thirds of the predicted values. In sections 	Ald 8.2.1.5 it 

was predicted that the commutation loss would lie between 3 CfVd2  and 

6 cr1
d
2 and so in general the commutation loss did fall between these 

limits. 

8.4.2 Inverter affioiency, 

In Fig.8.16 the inverter input power required to produce a given 

output iower and the inv rter efficiency is shown. The values given 

are those waioh were measured in the coarse of he tests for eotmutation 

power loss. It is seen that alew cutout power ths input power increased 

with supply voltage end commutating capacitance. This was due to the 

increaee in commutation power loss and resulto in a corresponding 

decrease in inverter efficiency. The efficiency increased to a maximum 

value and then decreased as the output power was increased. Maximum 

efficiency corresponds to the point where the increasing I2R and 

rectifier losses become equal to the virtually constant commutation 
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losseB. Awe the eommat -Lion leases inoreeee with voltage and eaeaei- 

tame the power at which peak efficiency is obtained also inoreases with 

voltage and capacitence. 

The peak inverter efficiency attained at 5u is. was seee to be 

90 Gild the efficiency was generally about e.9e. at powers above about 

3 KW. This compares very favourably with the efficienoy of the d.c. 

commutated inverter, which was about We under similar load conditions. 

It was seers in Figs. 	14 and 8.15 that at high powers the rectifier end 

resistenoe lessee constituted at least a hslf of the inverter losses. 

If the resistance loeses could be reduced almost to zero, it would be 

expected that the efficiency-  of the circuit could be improved to a mini-

mum of 95./.• at 50 °/s. when giving a high power oetput. 

8.5. Motor efficiency and. Typical Motor Waveforms. 

8.5.1. Motor Efficiehm. 

Fig. 8.17 shows how the::rotor input power and efficienoy varied 

with motor output power for the several combinations of supply voltage 

,eld commutating capacitence ased in the tests of seotion d.4. 	It is 

seen that the change of commutating eapacitenee mede virtually no dif-

ference to the motor input power or effiniency. When the supply 

voltaee wes increased, bowever the input power required was increased, 

and efficiency therefore decreased at low powers because of the higher 

iron losses. 	kt nigher powers, however, the input power was smaller 

end efficiency greater when the voltage was increased, partly because 

of the smaller currents required at higher voltages and partly because 
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of higher air ga.p flux und tne resulting smaller rotor slip losses. 

The motor efficiency was seen to be about 78:, at about 3 	output 

power. 	This elficienuy was attAined with a motor line r.1,1,.s. voltage 

of about 10 V but the fundamantal component of the motor line voltage 

was only about 104 V. increasing the fundamental component to 110 V, 

the rate• voltage of ti.e motor would, peobab34 have improved the efficiency 

to about 80. 	Thus the motor efficiency was mer6inally higher than 

when the motor was fed from the d.o. commutated inverter. 

8.5.2. Typioal Motor Voltage and Current Waveforms Zind Harmonic Content. 

Figs. 8.18, 8.19 add 8.20 are osoillograms of the motor line-to-line 

voltae And line current for no-load, one third, .,std two thirds of full- 

load torque. 	The osoillograms were photographed at a d. c. supply 

voltage of 115 V, using commutAtinv capacitors of 50t4 P, and with a 

frequency of 40 c3/s. The waveforms were, however, typical of the wave-

forms observed at all frequencies, except low freTaenci,7,s, under similar 

conditions. 

Table 8.2 shows how the r.m.s. values of current k,nd voltage Knd 

their le.rmonic content onanged with load. 



Curren C 

Voitoie 

F19. 8.18: Motor current and voltage wave-Forms at no- toaci  

Vd =5v, f = 40`1s 
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Fi9  8.20:  Motor current and voltage wave eorrns for 2/3  fu..11 load boetitte  
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Motor 
Torys,  Rarmonrc i 5 7 11 13 1/ Tot :.l 

r. W. s. 

s:olta6e (V) 89.5 2045 9.5 9.5 4.2 6.0 92.0 

4ero Current (A) 11.4  u.A ,-.34 1.67 0.72 o.72 13.4 

Imp.d&nce (4.) ',.54 1.'-,7 2.45 3.51 3.41 4.86 - 

Volt..45e (V) 84.0 17.9 11.2 12.5 6.1 ).2 07.o 

7 It-it Current (A) 14.o 5.4 2.46 1.84 0.72 0.58 16.2 

Ilapeddnce 01-) 3.29 1.2 2. 	3 3.92 4.94 5.24 .. 

Voltage (V/  7o. 20.1 14.J 13.4 9.2 6.05 83.5 

13 lb-It Current (4) 22.4 5.51 2.62 1.64 0.98 0-53 23.4 

Impedark: 	J1- ,.02 1.96 2.87 4.20 5.42 5.5y - 

Table 	itarmonic cosephens of motoI voltatie and current .nd 

harmonic imuedanoes for no-load, one thirds  and two  

thirds of Pail-load torque. Vd  115V, f 40 °/a. 

The osciliog; 	ar very similar to those of 7igs. 7.15 and 7.16 

:,part from the voltage exasione during commutation, the mclier die-

tortion at the peak of th,: current'w%veform, ;aid the reverse current 

peak just prior to a forward current hAS cycle. These differences 

have been iscuased already in. PACtina 8.3.4. 	The .eneral remaks 

about the motor wQveforvw in sootion 7.8 apply here Ath equal force, 

as do the remii.rks made about harmonic content and harmonic imped,,nc.e. 

t'zie load was incr9ased the motor voltage waveform chaned shapti. 

On no load it consisted almost of a rectangular nulse, one third of a 

cycle long, in each hair cycle soh as would be obtlined by putting 



= 600  (ese Fig. 5.-)7 and section 5.5 ) At higher speeds mbecame 

smaller. It via because of the change in waveform with load than the 

r.m.s. value and the fungi. mental componenta of volteee decreased with 

can no-load the total r.m.s. values of voltage and current were 

about r.c. end 17; T higncr reeeeetively than tne fundamental components. 

for two thirds of full-load torque the correeeonding increases were 

about 6.5 and 5:/;,  respeetivele. 	These increases on load were smaller 

then those encountered in section 7.H but this is partly attributable 

to the increese in frequency from 25 °/s. to 40 °/e. 	It may be con-

cluded, however, that tee a.c. commutated inverter produces a slightly 

smaller harmonic content in the motor voltage eed current than the 1.c. 

commutated inverter but sufficient tests weee aot carried out to deter-

mine the precise improvement. 

8.6. Limits of Onerution  of the "e.. Commutated Inverter". 

!3ecause S wee ,3eeroximetely proportonel to C Va  for a given load 

current the ran of frequence over which the. a. c. commutated inverter 

could function eatiefectorily wee semewhet reotricted. Por a given 

value of C the supply voltage hadto ie3 greater than e certain minimum 

value to produce an adequate reverse bias time 6 for reliable coumutation. 

This einisum zequired valee of Yd  depended, of course, apon the ei - e of 

the eoemutatine capacitor. 

ehen the aotor forme:: the inverter load the supply voltage had to 

be veried proportional with the outeut frequency, end hence motor speed, 

Sia 



to prevent saturation of 	motor. Consequently the tnvorter could 

not be operated unaided below a certain inverter (putout frequenoy, this 

minimum frequency depending upon the value of C used. 

For a given volue of c: nnd load current the time taken by the cow-

mutetino capacitor to charge from - rd  to Vd  during the nommutation 

process is almost proportional to V. 	Hence when the supply voltage 

and frequency increase, the coomutation process takes up an increasing 

period in a decren,ing sixth of e cycle. It is undesirable that commu-

tation should take up a large proportion of the cutout cycle oecause of 

the distortion of the voltage and current wavoforms that results. lence 

if C is made lnrge enough to provide an iidequatc v.lue of g at low fro-

quency non supply voltage, it would be found that the output waveforms 

would riot be satisfactory•at high frequencies, 

Because the ono. commutated circuit nad no auxiliary supply for 

oommutation special measures were necessary to set it into openntion 

and charge the capacitors with the correct polarity. 	For starting,the 

oommut,tion circuit of the doc. commutated circuit was used in addition 

to that of the s.c. commutated circuit. 	Tho a.o. commutation. circuit 

could operate unaided only when the supply voltage nod become high 

enounn, in conjunction with the commutating capacitors used, to provide 

adequate reveree bias time for the n' C Rs. 	To turn off tne do 	com- 

mutation circuit it was sufficient then tn remove the cote pulees from 

CR7. 

Another posoible method of Ft-rting the circuit would have been to 

turn on ail the auxiliary S C Rs (CRla, CR2a, etc.) for the firet few 
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cycles of switching. 	ehe circuit would then have operated in the same 

way as tnat employing artificial commutation on the a.c. side (see 

Chapter 3), chareing the capacitors in the correct directions. This 

method was not tried and it is clear that it would have been successful 

only if the supply.  voltage and the commutating capacitors had been high 

enough and the load current low enough in the first few cycles for 

artificial commutation to be sufficient. 

Uome success in improving commutation and extending the range of 

operation of the oircuit was achieve- by connecting a small choke of 

inductance Lx in each d.c. line of the reverse diode briuee as shown 

in Fig. 6.21. Use effect of Lx was to increase the amount by which 

the capacitor voltage overshot the supply voltage after commutation. 

Fig.8.22 shows the operational circuit valid for the overshoot period. 

When the voltage on the capacitor reaches supply voltage after instant 

t2 diu e 1)
3 

conducts. If Lx were zero, the current in D
3 

would imme-

diately become equal to the current fluwing in phase la and the capacitor 

weuld stop charging, CR2a  thereupon turning off. Because of the 

presence of L
x 
 tree current in 1)3  takes time to become equal to ib  and 

the cepaoitor continues to charge until the equality occurs. If b 

.,.ere to remain constant at Ibo during the overshoot eeriod, it could be 

found from the oircuit suown in Fig. 8.22 that the pe.k voltage on the 

capacitor when it finally ceases charging would be given by 

A 
v c Vd  I, 5. oo C (8.29) 
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Equation (8.29) is of considerable sienificence because it shows 

that it is possible to charge the commutating capacitor to a voltage 

which is dependent upon the current to be commuteted. It then becomes 

possible to make 6' less dependent upon the current to be turned off 

than has been the case hitherto. 

Pig. S.23 shows the results of some tests for the effect of Lx  

upon commutation. It was found thet when Lx was zero the circuit 
A 

behaved in the manner described in section 8.3, vc  increasing slightly 

with current due to stray inductance and eS falline elmost inversely 
A 

proportional to current, When Lx  was 170/.H and 360/..H in turn vc  was 

found to increase substantially with current. The increase in 	was 

not as great as predicted from equation (8.29) probably because ib  did 

not remain constant during the overshoot period and because ib  had already 

fallen from 	before the overshoot period began. However, the effect 

of Lx upon 6 was quite marked especially at the higher currents where 

6 

	

	showed a tendency to level off and become independent of current. 

Unfortunately this effect of Lx  was not appreciated until the end 

of the investigation ane it was therefore not possible to carry the 

,turfy very far. 	It is clear, however, that if the capacitor voltage 

can be made dependent upon load current, then the supply voltage becomes 

less important. It was found that if C was made large enough for the 

circuit to operate without Lx from 25 o/s. upwards, it was possible to 

operate down to about 10 C/s. with an Lx  of about 170/s1. 

Some disadvantages of this method of improving commutation became 

evident. It was more difficult to use the d.c. commutation metnod to 

1,10 
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start the inverter because of the presence of Lx. 	:.he inclusion of 

L
x 

made the already difficult enalysis of the a.c. commutated inverter 

even more complex. It was also found that the overshoot did not occur 

with purele resistive loads or with low load currents when the load 

inductance was low. It should also be noted that the capacitor voltage 

overshoot dependo upon the current being; commutated half - cycle before 

the capacitor is used a6ain for commutation. The capacitor voltage is 

therefore adequate for the current to be commutated only if the current 

does not change reatly in half a cycle. 

The effect of L
x 
upon the commutation power loss was not determined. 

During commutation, however, the capecitor voltage is shared between Lx  

and the d.c. choke and the increase in energy of the d.c. choke would 
A 

clearly not be as great as if Vd were equal to vc ie the absence of Lx 

6.7. Ratings of Circuit Components. 

The current ratings required for the bridge S C Rs xnd diodes are 

the same as those given for the d.c. commutated inverter. 	she rrasimst 

there devices is - voltage which can appear on 

shoots, unless the inductance Lx 
+ A 

voltage would be v (wnioh oan  

V
d pius transient over- 

is included 	In this case the maximum 

be found from equation (6.29) ) plum 

transient overshoots. 

the same voltage rating applies to the auxiliary S C Rs. The 

mean current in each auxiliary S C R is equal to 2C f Vd, i.e. the 

current required to charge the capacitor through a voltage 2Vd  once 

A 
per cycle. If Lx is included, the mean current becomes 2 C f v

o. 
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For this application the peak current is probably more important and 

this is approximately equal to the peak value of the load current. At 

high frequencies the peek current may be greater because of the building 

up of a circulating; current in the d.c. choke and diodes D
7 

and D . 

The capacitor current consists of the same peaks as in the auxiliary 

S C Rs bit twice per cycle. 	The oapacitors should be rated for the 

r.m.s. value of this current. 

8.6. General Conclusions on the "A.C. Commutated Inverter". 

Tee a.c. commutated inverter wes found to be considerably more 

efficient than the d.c. commutated inverter. The power loss due to 

commutetion was found in general to be about 4 C f Vd
2 
instead of 

N2 
• To give the same value of 6.  in both inverters with l2  C f(V

d 
 + V

a) 

the same value of C
'
V
a 

would be about 0.5 V
d 
and the commutation power 

loss would then be about 4.5 times less in the a.c. than in the dec. 

commutated inverter. 

It was also found that the harmonic content of the load waveforms 

was a little smeller in the a.e. than in the d.c. commutated inverter 

and that the motor efficiency, in consequence, was marginally higher. 

Although no detailed tests were carried. out regenerative braking 

of the motor was found to be possible. 	This could be demonstrated b, 

reducing the inverter frequency when the motor was running, whereupon 

the motor epee. Quickly followed the setting of the frequency-definine 

oscillator. 



The circuit circuit was only tested on a d.c. supply but it is clear that 

if a rectified supply were to be used the ripple would need to be small. 

eeoause the commutating capacitors charge to supply voltage a single 

phase rectified supply-  could not be used without a great deal of smoothing 

beine provided. A three phase rectified supply could be used einoe the 

minimum value of this supply voltage would be 0.9 of the me.n value but 

only a limited amount of voltaee control by means of delayed firing in 

the supply rectifier could he tolerated. 	The supply problem ,,ould, 

perhaps, be made a little'easier by the use of the Lx  chokes described 

above. 

Despite its edvantages over the d.c. commutated inverter the a.e. 

commutated inverter eesseased some serious shortcomings. Its inability 

to start unaided and its limited range of operation have been discussed 

before but another feature was that should an S C R fail to tarn off, 

the commutating capaitor would not charge to supply voltage and commu- 

tation would fail. 	In the d.c. commutated inverter, however, there 

would be a good chance that the fault could be corrected one sixth of a 

cycle later, since all S C Rswould he reverse 'biased, provided that the 

fault current had not risen tuo far in the meautime. 



CHAPT'a 2 

CONeLUSION6  

9.1. General Conclusions. 

In this thesis attention has been focussed upon the three-phase 

bridge inverter circuit, the basic circuit and three v riations of it 

having, been studied. The aim in each case was to determine the 

suitability of each circuit for controlling a hire e--phasemotor, speed 

control being effected oy changing the switching frequency of the 

inverter. The ultimate aim was to determine whether a scheme incor-

porating a variable frequency inverter and a conventional three-phase 

motor eauld be a feasible proposition. 

The first scheme studied utilised thyratrons as the switching 

elements in the basic three-phase bride circuit in its synchronous 

inverter form. For commutation a three-phase a.c. supply was required 

and so a synchronous motor was used with the inverter. Me eulses 

which were made to fire the thyratrons at the appropriate instants wexe 

derived from the a.c. voltage generated by the motor and therefore 

coincided with certain rotor gositions. Consequently the overall 

cnaracteristios of this system were similer to those of a d.c. selarately 

excited motor. The motor eeeed could be controlled by v'riation of 

the d.c. supply voltage, of the motor field current, and by lerying 

the firing points of the thyratrons reel: eive to the a.c. voltage wave-

forms. This was analogous to vieryin6 the supply voltage -aad field 

current and to chancing the brush positions in a d.c. motor. The 

development of this scheme was abandoned because the motor could not 
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be started from standstill and because the degree of advance of the 

firing pulses necessary to cope with oommutation and with the thyratron 

turn off time introduced instability problems which could not be solved 

with the inverter circuit in its unsophisticated form. 

The next soneme was embarked upon when J C Rs eventually became 

available and these were used in a three-phase bridge circuit with capa-

citors coanected across the output lines to provide artificial commutation. 

when an inductive load was connected to the inverter it was found that 

the capacitor voltages oscillated severely with the load inaeetance and 

satisfactory waveforms were obtained only when capacitors large enoueh 

to correct the load power factor to unity were used. Since the inverter 

is a device which in its basic form can only transmit power in one 

direction this was to be expected. When smaller capacitors were used 

commutation could be achieved under some circumstemes but it could 

never be gueranteed that the capacitor voltage would be in the correct 

direction and with sufficient magnitude to effect commutation at all fre-

quencies. with an induction motor load, whose power factor changed with 

the load, the problem became more difficult. When a motor is operated 

with constant output torque and constant air gap flux over a range of 

speeds the motor current must stay constant. Jince the turn-off 

capacity of the inverter (approximately the product of commutating 

capacitance and capacitor voltage just before commutation) fell with 

voltage, unless the capacitance was increased as the inverse of voltage, 

the motor could not be run at veey low voltages and frequencies. For 

these reasons it was concluded that this form of inverter was of no uue 



for induction motor control. 

The efficiency of conversion in both circuits above was high since 

the one power losses occurred in the 6 C Rs (or thyratrons) during con-

duction and in the circuit wiring. 

The studies into the first two inverter circuits indicated the 

basic reaulrements which would need to be satisfied by any inverter 

intended for supplying an inductive load over a range of frequency and 

voltage. Firstly provision mot be made for power to flow in the 

reverse direction through the inverter. This simulates the sinusoidal 

condition in which power flows to and from the supply in different parts 

of each cycle. such provision muet be made unless power factor cor-

rection can be installed as part of the load a) that no reverse power 

flow ever ocoure. secondly, if capacitors are to be used for turning 

off 6 C Rs for commutation, they should be charged by some means to a 

voltage which is independent of the main mipply voltage or which increases 

in proportion to the current flowing in the S C 1d when it is turned off. 

A study of the d.c. switching circuit of Chapter 4 formed a good 

introduction to the technique of using an auxiliary supply for charging 

the commutating capacitor and a diode to cope with the load stored energy. 

The "d.o. commutated three-phe'se inverter" was then built using; 

the commutation circuit of the d.c. switch end diodes connected from 

each load phase to the main supply terminale. The= e enabled power to 

flow in both direotions between supply and load and, in effect, isolated 

the load from the commutating circuit. This circuit was proved capable 

of supplying a load of any power factor with a single value of commutating 
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capacitor, the only provision being that the current was not greater 

than a certein amount. To cater for changing main supply voltage and 

frequency it was necessary only to very the auxiliary supply voltam,. 

Teis inverter was used to supply an induction motor and it was found 

that speed control from very-  low speeds could be achieved simply by 

verying the inverter switching frequency. The motor torque could be 

controlled by changing the supply voltage. The ability of tne inverter 

to allow power flow in either direction enabled regenerative braking of 

the motor to be achieved. 

The diodes used to provide a path for reverse power also prevented 

the voltage across the d.c. choke from reversing after commutation 

es a result the energe absorbed by the ohoKe during commutation had to 

be diseipated as a powee loss, a decay circuit being provided to dissi-

pate this power. At high frequencies tlis power loss became signifi-

cant compared with the converted power and this resulted in low inverter 

efficiency. A secondary effect was that the current in the d.c. choke 

increased 4th frequency and supply voltages and this reduced the 

S C R reverse-bias time for turn-off. 

Anotaer inverter, the "a.c. commutated three-p„ase inverter" was 

then studiei. In this circuit the commutation power loss was far 

smaller and, as a result, the conversion efficiency much higher than 

in the d.c. commutated inverter. This circuit couldnot, howeveea be 

used at low supply voltages and was not self-starting and could not 

therefore be used to drive the induction motor at low speeds. A 

small modification, consisting of a small choke connecte'd in the d.c. 



lines of the reverse diode bridge, eetendee tee operating ranee and 

improved commutetion in this circuit. This was achieved by givin 

to the commutating capacitor volts: e the very desirable characteristic 

of increasing; with load current. 

The a.o. output waveforms from an inverter circuit which switches 

d.o. must inevitably have a high harmonic content. In the d.c. end 

a.c. commutated inverter circuit it was found that the r.m.s. values 

of motor current and voltage were _,.bout 5, or 6 higher than their 

fundamental frequency components under typical load conditions. The 

oopper and iron losses in the motor were therefore about 1Q or 12: 

higher than normal which meant that the total motor losses were about 

7, or 8 higher than normal. This not only meant that the motor 

efficiency would be between 1, and 2e lower than normal at rated load 

and speeu but that extra cooling facilities would be needed for the 

motor. 

Harmonic suppression in the inverter output was not considered to 

be necessary because the drop in motor efficiency due to h.rmonios was 

small. It is also difficult to visuislise a harmonic suppression oil.,  

cuit which could function over a range of Aseuencies extending from 

nearly d.c. to above 50 c/e. 

'fhe change in output voltage waveforms with load power factor 

caused the r.m.s. voltage and its fundamental component to fall with 

load. Because induction motors are normally designed to operate just 

over the knee of the maenetisation curve this voltage onenge proved to 

be an embarrassment since the d.c. supply volture Allah would pro!uce 

Sil 



enough r. c. voltage for .fall-load torque would also produce at lieht 

load sufficient voltage to saturate the motor iron. The resulting 

motor current peaks drawn from the inverter were high enough in many 

cases to cause Jifficalty with commutation. 

At low speed the motor torque pulsated severely end it was concluded 

that this was probably caused by the air gap flux's reaching a steady 

value in a stationary position in each one sixth of a cycle. It was 

eugeested that to overcome the pulsations e motor with very long time 

constants would be required. 

The torque speed curves became steeper, i.e. sreAler slip for a 

elven toroue, as thy' motor speed was reduced. It was suggested that 

tele also might be due to the nature of the flux changes in the air gap. 

A theoretical analysis developed for each of the three inverters 

employing either artificial or forced commatation was based on an 

inductive star-connected load consisting of resistance and inductance 

in series in each phase. When used on such a load the analyses proved 

capable of predicting the voltages currents etc. in the circuit to an 

accuracy of 10, in general, though the approximate formulae for the 

higher harmonics proved to be rather less accurate. Poi-maim were 

derived for determining the ratings of the circuit components and for 

predicting the efficiency of the inverter for any load at any frequency. 

!hen the inverter was used to supply an induction motor the voltage 

and current equations given for the R-L load were no longer valid and 

some aspects of the load voltage and current waveforms could not be 

explained by treating the motor as as R-L load. llowever, the 
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commutation circuits, beina effectively isolated from the load in the 

deo. end R.°. commutated inverters, still obeyed the tneory derived for 

an k-L load and the formulae for S C k and diode ratings were still 

valid. Since the invertersfunotion in excatly the 6MMO way whether 

the load consists of a simple R-L configuration or an induction motor 

there seems no reason why it snould not be possible to calculate the 

performance of the complete system with an induction motor load. To 

do this the as4ropriats equivalent circuit of the motor, valid for such 

transient conditions as apply in such a ease, would have to replace the 

simple R-L circuit and there is little doubt that a digital computer 

could be programmed for the purpose. 

It can be concluded that a breehless variable speed motor system, 

usin a v riable frequency inverter with an inductive motor, is a 

feasible pror.:,osition. 	,n inverter of a type similar to the d.c. com-

mmtated inverter would be the meet versatile, oawle of opertitingoter 

a very wide speed range andfrom almost any form of d.c. supply. This 

inverter, in the form used for the inve:Iti ations described above, would 

become ineffioiont at high frequeneies unkess seas means were found for 

recovering the power lost as a result of the commutation process. It 

is doubtful whether an inverter efficiency higher than sheet 95, could 

be obtained and this, coupled with the 2. (-_,proximate) drop in motor 

,4,fficiency from normal, would sake it difficult to justify the replace-

went of a sinOos d.c. machine on economic grounds. Alen the choice is 

netween a Ward Leonard type of control system, involvin several machinee 

for promise speed ,:ontrol of only one of them, and an inverter motor 

system it is possible that the inverter-motor 
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syetem would be cheaper and more efficient. Another case in which the 

inverter-motor system would be preferable to a dia. machine system is 

where maintenance of the oomuutator end control gear might present a 

problem. come system: would still be needed for controlling the voltaee 

applied to the motor throueh the invertee and for closely matching the 

inverter frequency to the motor speee.. 

9.2. Basic Control Soheme  

Fie. 9.1 shoes in block diagram form the basic elements of a control 

scheme which would be suitable for the control of a squirrel cage induction 

motor by the d.c. commutated three phase inverter. The primary supply 

is convertedinto suitable d.c. voltages, Vd  and Vag  for the mein and 

auxiliary supplies to the inverter. D.C. is converted into three phase 

a.c. et the required frequency by the inverter and supplied to the motor. 

The motor rotates at a certain speed and eroduces torque to drive its 

load. 	he control scheme as shown in fig. 9.1 is intended for, a traction 

application, or any other application where :constant torque is required 

over a wide speed range. 

The motor torque depenth principally upon the air gap flux and the 

slip speed. 	To maintain the air gap flux constant at all speeds the 

motor voltage should be increased approximet:ly proportionally with fre-

quency. Hence the main d.c. supply-  voltage is shown to be controlled 

by a signal representing frequency. When the main d.c. supply voltage 

is increased the auxiliary supply voltage snoUld also be increased to keep 

the S C R reverse bias time constant. hence the auxiliary supply 
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voltage is shown to be controlled by a signal representing Vd. An over 

loadprotection circuit is also included which clauses Vd  to reduce when 

the inverter input current becomes excessive for ;:rly reason, 

If constant torque is required, the inverter frequency must be 

closely controlled according to the actual motor speed. This can be 

done by measuring the motox speed, adding to it the appropriate required. 

slip speed. The slip speed required for a given torque was found to vire 

with speed and should threfore be computed from the required torque and 

actual motor speed. The required inverter aoc. frequency is then pro-

portional to the required aynchronous speed. The frequency signal is 

then fed to the pule,  generator whit:a produces pulses to fire the 

inverter J Rs at this frequency. An alternetive methoe would be to 

compare the actual motor torque with that required and edjusting the slip 

speed until the discrepancy became zero. 	A signal representing actual 

torque could be derived from a torque measuring coupling or other suitable 

means. If this method were to be adopted, the control system would 

possess closed loop feedback end very close control of torque could be 

achieved. 

Olen maximum supply volt:3.es is attained it would be necessary to 

limit the slip speed to a certain velue. At higher speeds the motor 

voltage to frequency ratio would fall and the air gap flux and hence the 

motor torque would fall away inversely proportional to speed and the 

square of speed respectively. 	This overell characteristic, i.e. constant 

torque up to a certain speed and torque varying inversely with speed 

tnereafter, is that which is normally used for traction purposes. To 



obtaie a further char ote.ristic Asalogous with field weaeenine of d., . 

series traction motors it would probably be necessary to tap the stator 

winding of the induction motor and operate with a smaller number of 

stator turns per phase. 

If close speed control were required, as in rolling mill, paper 

mill drives, etc. it would be necessary to compare the motor speed, 

instead of torque, with that required and adjust the slip speed accordingly. 

The rest of the control system would still be required in the same form. 

9.3. Application to Large System. 

In a large system involvirw tne eonvenAm of many tens or Hundreds 

of kilowatts several problems become severe whereas in the small scale 

system studied above they were hardly significant. 

First there is the problem of electrical en4 maenetio interference 

between Vie power circuit and the eleetronic control circuit. The 

various types of interaction between the two circuits increase in 

severity as the currents being twitched and the power circuit voltaos 

increuee. Careful layout of the parer circuits, paying speetal attention 

to the avoidance of loops carrying rapidly changing emnents and to the 

position of cables; carrying rapdily Slanging voltages, and effective 

screening of the control circuits and control leads in the power circuit, 

become absolutely essential. 

Next comes the problem of improving the ATicienoy of the inverter 

by reducing the power lose caused by commutation (see section 9.5). 

Unless some method can be found for reduoine or recover 	this power 
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loss the inverter efficiency will be prohibitively low at high fre-

quencies ave, the diesipetion of tne power will 2reeent a cooling. pro-

blem, 

In a large inverter the dissipation of the conduction power losses 

in S C Rs and diodes can also introduce difficulties. Natural con-

vection cooling would probably be insufficient if there were many 

S C Re and diodes and it would probably be necessary to resort to fan 

cooling or water cooling, using appropriate forms of neat sink. 

The higher the inverter voltage and current the higher, in 

general, becomes the rate of chenge of current in 6 C Rs and diodes. 

This introduces, problems both at the start of conduction for the S C Re 

and at the and of conduction for e C Rs and diodes. Some means of 

limiting the rate of increase of current in the S C Rs at turn on 

becomes necessary, especially with the larger S C Rs. The rate of 

fail of current in S C Rs and diodes at turn off determines, to a 

large extent, the quantity of effective harge which must be removed 

from the junctions as a reverse current. The sudden cessation of 

this reverse current can cause transient voltages which are very dif-

ficult to suppress. A method which can be used for limiting the rate 

of change of currents for the crucial lOrSecs or so after turn on 

and before turn off is to connect a saturating choke in a strategic 

part of the circuit. Great care should be exercised, of course, in 

choosing the location for such a choke end ensuring teat the sudden 

cessations ef current in the circuit are routed away from it. 

At some stage it would be necessary to use S C Re and diodes in 



series end in patella'. The problems aaaociated with series operation 

are concerned with ensuring that all S : Rs and diodes snare both steady 

and transient voltages equally. At turn-on it must be ensured that the 

slowest S C R to fire is nut celled upon to support full circuit voltaees 

when all others in series with it have tarnei on. At tarn-off it must 

be ensured that tLe first S C R ee diode to cease passing leveree recovery 

current is not called upon to support fall reverse volteee plus, in some 

cases, voltage tra:sients caused by the sadden cessation of reverse 

oerrent. Capacitors can oe of great assistance for such transient 

voltage snaring in a chain of eerie .Aoaes. In the case of series 

s he, however, capacitors, except for very small ones, should not be 

used eirect1;/ between emote and cathode eacauee f tre damage that can 

result tt turn on. 	In the case of both S C i.s and diodes some reliable 

form of surge suppreesion device (e.g. selenium devices ee non-linear 

resistors) cen be made use of to assist in aeries sherin . and voltege 

limiting, 	Jaen e C As are used in parallel it must le ensured that the 

S C Rs share tne current equaily under ell conditions. It must also be 

ensured that when one S C h fixes first ;he voltage euroes the others 

doss not fall to such a low level that they cannot st-rt to conduct. 

Centre tapped chokes oan be used to animas reliable firing, and to 

wure the current equally between S C Rs exempt at lots frequencies. 

Finally there remains the problem of ensuring that the failure of 

one device; in tile circuit does not cause a cascade failure of several 

others, that the circuit is proeeote(1 a,ainet any possible overload or 

fault, and that the aoamatatien circuit is thoroughly releeble. 
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9.4, Rough Outline of a Desien for an Inverter  to Feed a 2G0 H.P. motor. 

The following is a rough outline of a preliminary deeign for an 

inverter to supply a 200 H.P. three-phase induction motor. 	Tne 

intention is to show llow to i.rrive at suitable ratings for the S C Re, 

diodes, commutation circuit end d.c. supplies on the basis of the motor 

characteristice and the requirements demanded by the application for 

the system. 

The application considered is for traction in which as much torque 

as possible is obtained from the motor during the acceleration of the 

train up to a certain speed, after which the torque is allowed to fall 

as the speee rises further. 

9.4.1. Motor Characteristieo. 

The motor considered is an A.E.I. three-phase equirrel cage 

indaction meotor Type NC 7144 havine the following charecterietios 

(quoted for a sinusoidal supply):- 

Output power :- 	200 H.P. 

Line voltage :- 	440 V at 50 c/s. 

Line current 1- 	250 A at full load 

Rated full load speed 	1460 r.p.m. 

Full load power factor 	J.91 

Full load efficiency 	92.5 

:etallind torque I- 	2.et x full load torque 

Current at stalling torque t- 3.5 x full load current 
(approx.) 

,:eleer factor at etalling torque s- 0.62 (aeerox.) 



Full load losses in motor. 

  

Stator iron losses s- 

copper " 

Rotor losses :-

Friction and windage :-

Totel 

1.9 KW 

4.1 X' 

3.e Kw 

1 	Koi 
aillin.••••••• 

10.8 KW 

    

5.4.2. Conditions ;o be cetereci for in Inverter Design. 

Assume that the voter is operatsci just below stalling torque where 

the torve is twine fall load torque and the liue current is about 

x full load ci.rreat. i.e. current is about 1')G A. 	Let this con-

dition be sustO.ned ule  to 5c,' c/s. and afterwards let the slip be rtain-

tained at the same kr,,..las. so that the torque and current fall as the 

speed increases firth or. 

The worst condition fur tti./ inverter 1.6 then at the point when the 

frequency r,,aches 50 (1/s. where the meximul voltage and current coincide. 

9.4.3. Calculation of Xltings for Bride J C list' and Diodes. 

Kotor power factor under la ,)we uonciitions at 50 '3/61. 	0.67 for a 

sinusoidal supply. 	!.1"ence for inverter supply the power factor 'would be 

approximately 10.. lower at 

From Fig. 5.42 the values of lick and Igen for a motor current of 

650 A > nd power factor of 0.6 are 

I. w,  1.02 x 65G m 664 A 

1gen .2,  0.24 X 650 a 156 A 



- At low speeds Iin can show an increase of about 5Ceo/  to produce 

the same torque. Hence t.e maximum value of Iin should be taken as 

664 x 1.5 i.e. 1000 A. 

Hence each bridge 3 C R should be capable of passine a mean current 

of 330 A. Two 200 A S C Rs is parallel would suffice, allowine  for a 

certain amount of der-sting for parallel operation. 

If no re enervation ie required, the maximum I 	to be allowed for gen 

is 156 A. Eaeh bridge diode would therefore recuire a mean current 

rating of 52 A. A 70 A diode should be sufficient, allowing for the 

peaky nature of the current flowiree in it. 

If regenerative braking is required, the bridee diodes should have 

the same current rating as the $ C Rs and two 200 A diodes in parallel 

would then be reeuired. 

To produce a motor voltage fundamental component of 440 V at 50 cless. 

at a power factor of about 0.6 the main d.c. supply voltage required 

would be given by 

d • 44
65 
 V . 675 V (see Fieie 5.37) 

If the u. o. eammutated inverter were used, Ya  would be made equal 

to Vd  co obtain optimum efficiency. Then the maximum reverse voltage 

applied to the e t tie would in theory be 2 Vd. 	Allowing for 3.x.: 

overshoot this maximum reverse voltage would be 2036'V. To give an 

additional safety margin the S C Rs should be rated for at least 2400 V. 

hence three 630 V S C Re in series would be required. 
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The diode ratings should cater for the main supply voltage plus 

about 50; overshoot ;,plus a eafoty margin. 	Angle 150(i V diodes should 

auffioe for this eureoee. 

If the m.o. comeutated inverter were ueed, tee 5 C R volt.,, o ratings 

could. be  reduced by about a half unless choke aesiated coremutation were 

empleyed, in which oese the 0 C E voltage rating would be about the same 

as for the d.e. eoemuteted inverter. The diode voltage rating would be 

tee same in the a.e. commutated in ester as in the dec.:. eommutated 

ieeerter amen: e choke aesieted cemmutatien -lore to be employed in which 

:ewe the diode volteeee rating would need to be epproelmately doubled. 

This ia baeed on the eseumption that in the choke assisted commutation 

uirouit the commutating or paeitor voltage overahoot would be made equal 

to main d. s. supply voithee at 50 °is. at eaximum current. 

9.4. . Commutation Circuit. 

(a) D. commutation. 

To determine the size of comeutating capacitor required the maximum 

d.c. currentie required. 	The peak value of the d.c. current into the 

inverter is approximately equal. to the peak load current, i.e. 650[2' 

or 920 A. To allow for the increase in Ito with frequenov Ido 
 enould 

be taken to be 50e  lareer than this in the first instance. Hence Ido 

should be assumed equal to about 14UU A. 

The turn-off time of the 3 0 its would probably be about 25/4Secs 

but to allow for hole storage, the effects of inductance to be inserted 

le the circuit, and other contineencies 6 should be made at least twice 



this fiteure. 	Renee aeaume 	to be 50A42.ecs. 6 is the time taken 

for the c 4matating capacitor to oh area throe:  h 2 Va  with a current of 

14'.;0 A flowing. 	The required veloe of C is therefore ,siven by 

C 
5u x e4e0  

1350 
52/4F: 	(see equation (5.5) ) 

A 
For I to be eo more than 10e, greater than Ido  at its eaximum value 

tanki should be ereater than U.2 (see equation (5.2) ). 	hence the 

odnimumvalueofl.can be found from 

( Vd '7)  x C 
AL 

0.0 	ci 
> 002 

This giveo aid 	2504e 1i approximately. 

The mean current in both auxiliary 8 C he depends upon the inverter 

frequency. At en assumed maximum frequency of 80 cl/s. the mean current 

in these 3 C Rs is given by 12 Cf(Vd  Va) i.e. 67.5 A. Allowing for 

the pulsed nature of this current S C hs of 100 A rating should be used. 

The voltage rating of CR7 should be 4 Vd  plus overshoot end a safety 

margin, i.e. at least 4500 V. Six 800 V S C Re should be used in series. 

Tne volta6e rating of CR8 should be 2 Vd 
plus overshoot and a safety 

margin, i.e. at least 2300 V. 	Three 800 V S C Rs should ba used in 

series. 

The voltage ratings of D7  and Da  should also be a-  least 2300 V and 

their current rating would need further investigation ainee this depends 

upon frequency, the resistance of the d.c. choke 6.ecay eircuit end the 

commutation power loss. 



The commutation power loss at 5u s. :as eeven by 12 Cf(V,4  + Va)
2 

.ould 40 57 4.x. 	et a converted power of 400 H.P. this would maks the 

inverter efficiency 64. discounting oteer losses. At higher frequencies 

tne commutation power lose would be eigher and the converted power smaller 

end the efficiency of tee inverter would become even lower. 

Tee capacitor should be rated for a voltage of 3 Vde  i.e. 2000 V 

and for a oerrent consisting of 1400 A pulses of duration 100,,. eecs 

twelve times per cycle at the maximum frequency assumed above to be 80 c/a., 

i.e. a current of 3e0 A, 

The inductance of the auxiliary supply should be such that the 

re-onareine time of the commutatine capacitor is aubstantially less then 

a twelfth of a cycle at maximum frequency. 	;fence at 80 c/s. 111617 

enould be less than about Uod m Leos. :riving a maximuu c of about 1.2 mH. 

(b) A.G. commutation. 

when a. c. commutation is used the frequency range to be covered 

must be decided upon end  the commutating capacitor designed for the lower 

frequency and ,toltaee. 

Let the loweet frequency be 20 e/s. In this case the lowest supply 

voltage for this commutetion circuit to function at is 0.4 x 675 V, 

i.e. 270 V. 

The current 'to be commutated at 20 0/s. eel be taken to be 920 A. 

The reverse bias time, 	, is the time taken for the commutating capacitor 

to °hares through 270 V with approximately 920 A flowing in it, Aence 

the value of C re:4111%NA. at 20 43/o to give 6 p 5Q/Aecs is eiven 

eperoximately by 



. 50 x 920  C 170/e P. 270 (see equation (8.10) ) 

At 50 0/s. the oommutation power loss would be approximately eiven 

by 4 e
f Vd

2 	15.5 	At a converted power of 4ld.d 	tlis could 

give a conversion efficiency of 95; discountir“ -11 other losses. 	At 

higher frequencies the efficiency would be even lees. 

The volta,e rating of the auxiliary 8 C he should be Vd plus over-

shoot ana safety margin. The current rating should remit 920 A pulses 

of duration 250r6eus. (at Vd  e 675 V at 5U °f a. and above) once per 

cycle at the higheot frequency. Two 30 A, 60o V s C Pa in series 

should suffice. 

Yee capacitor should be ratea for sueely voita;e, i.e. 675 V, and 

for a current consisting of 920 15, pulses of duration 2e3/41 Secs. twice 

per cycle at the highest frequency, i.e. an r.m.e. currant of about 

180 A. 

It should be noted that the total V A rating of the auxiliary 

S C Rs in the U.c. commutated circuit is 9 x 800 V x 100 A, i.e. 720 KVA, 

whereas in the a.o. eceeatated circuit tha auxiliary S C R VA rating 

is 12 x 600 V x N A, i.e. 216 KVA. The commutating capacitor VA 

ratins in the d. c. commutated circuit is 2000 V x 350 A, i.e. TOO KVA, 

whereas in the a.c. commutated circuit its total VA rating is 

3 x 675 V x 140 A, i.e. 365 ?VA. This shows that the a.c. commutated 

circuit, apert from boine; more efficient, is more economical in its 

use of auxiliary J C Rs and commat tins; capacitance. 



9.1.5. Motor ffloiency 	at 50 c  E 	ar's. 

In obtainin twice full-load torque from the motor the losses must 

be greater than at full-lo -O torque. in addition to these losses the 

harmonic content of the motor current and voltage mast be allowed for, 

The frioi;ion and windage losses 'Amid be the same a at full load 

for a sinusoidal eupply. 

The stator iron losses would be about 1O higher than for a sinusoidal 

supply. 

The stator copper loss, because the motor current at twice full-load 

torque would be about 2.8 times full load current, would be (2.8)4  times 

that at full load. An additional 10-4 should be aided because of the 

current harmonic content. 

The slip would he about twice Pull-load motor slip and hence the 

rotor loss would be a2proximately iour times idhal at full load. 

Hence the motor losses would be as followss- 

Friction and windage s- 

tator iron losses s-

Stator copper losses :-

Rotor losses :- 

Total 

1.0 KW 

2.1 KW 

35.5 KV 
15.2 KW 

53.6 Kv: 

  

rience for a motor output power of approAilustaly 400 H.P. the motor 

efficiency would be 



3.4.6. Overall System efficienv. 

At 50 7a. a.c. frequency an. twice full-load torque tne motor 

efficiency would be about 85e, the efficiency of the d.c. commutated 

inverter would be liee, and of the a.o. commutated inverter would be 

5,.. 	File overall system efficiency would therefore be 71ee end 817 

for the d.c. end for the a.c. coati-  utated inverter respectively, taking 

into account only commutation power losses in ezeeesing inverter 

efficiency. 

9.4.7. Comparison between Inverter-motor Combination and a eonventional  

d.-. Motor Control eystem of .similar Power Rating. 

The inverter-motor combination would perform the e me function in 

a variable speed drive as the d.c. motor alone in a conventional system. 

Under similar load and epeed conditions at twice full-load torque a d.c. 

series motor of similar eorse power( the e. .1. Type 253 traction motor 

saes peen t-ken for comparison) would have an efficiency of about 91), as 

opeosed to 81, for the induction motor fed from the a.o. commutated 

inverter. At correepondin full load. conditions the induction motor 

itself would h,ve &n efficiency of about 91-. ehile the d.c. motor 

effi-iency could be about 90,u but while the induction motor would be more 

efficient than the d.c. motor the inverter combination ,ioulti be less 

efficient. 

she calculation of motor efficiency showed that the induction motor 

is not amenable to running at more then full-load torque because the 

motor current increase end slip incre-se are proportionally greater than 



the increase in torque. 	This reoults in substantially greater motor 

losses emd lower motor efficienoy. 

A comparison between the weight of the induction and the d.c. 

motor would be hardly feir since the Type 253 motor is a self ventilated 

traction motor whereas the Type VC 7144 motor is an industrial motor 

designed for far cooling. It is nevertheless interesting to note that 

the weights are 1750 lb for the induction motor and 3720 lb for the d.c. 

motor. Soth motors have similar overall dimensions. 

9.5. Suggestions for Further vfork. 

Tice analysee carried out on the inverter described in this thesis 

were based on a simple R-L load. For the analysis of the operation 

of an induction motor with the inverter it would be necessary to deter-

mine the eotorle equivalent circuit which would be valid under the tran-

sient conditions met in this method of operation. slaving established 

some such equivalent circuit or set of equations to represent the motor 

faithfully it sbbuld then be possible to apply methods of analysis similar 

to those developed above to the complete system. It would undoubtedly 

be necessary to use a computer in this analysis. 

A particularly worthwhile subject for study would be the improvement 

of the oommutation process in the inverter. Some method of reducing the 

power loss due to commutation will need to be found before the inverter-

induction motor scheme can be seriously considered as a viable proposition. 

A method;  suggested to the author by a colleagues  for recovering part of 

the power loss due to commutation in the d.c. commutated inverter is 

447 



shown in Fig. 9.2. 

Ie. Fig. 9.2. .hould be noted thn rearrangement of the d.c. choke 

decay circuit, to make excees nhoke current end reverse bridge diode 

current flow through resietor. Rx, and the inclusion of another coil on 

the same core as the d.c. choke but with N timel a s many turns as each 

half of the d. e. choke.. 	The additional coil is connected through 

diodes D
x between the main supply terminals in men a sense that when 

commut tien t-kae place Dx  is reverse biased. Many diodes in series 

would be required for nx .since the turns ratio N is large. 	After com-

mutation the excess cho'se current and reverse diode bridge current flow 

in Rx. 	If the voltage drop in Rx  ref,,..ches- 1 7 Vd  diodes Dx  conduct end 

cuerent is returned to the eupply. ``'be turns ratio N should be so 

chosen tnat at the highest voltage and frequency the mean voltage 

applied to the ohoke by virtte of the conduction of P
x 

should equal the 

mean voltage applied durinc commutation, both mean values being taken 

OVer a sixth of E; cycle. 	A. sagest antieel recovery of commutation power 

loss has been claimed for this circuit. 

It would still bz-: preferable, bewever, that s reliable but loss-free 

commutation circuit with come means incorporate& to increase the turn 

off capacit.),  in yeeportion to Current should be developed. A possible 

method was indicated by the choke aoeisted a. c. commutation circuit of 

section 8.6. 

itoe high power drives many more than six S C Rs and diodes would 

be required in the inverter bride:e circuits. 	It would be useful if a 

study could be made of the various ways in which the multiplicity of 
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rectifiers could be employed. It is possible that instead of one large 

inverter bridge it would be desirable to use several smaller bridges. 

If the smaller bridges were operot6d out of phase with each other, it 

might be found that the alternating current produced would contain a 

smaller ?iarmonic content than would be the 121se if a single bridge were 

to be used. 

4-lb 



APPENDIX A, 

PEROT( OF OPERATION OF THUIR PEASE INVIIITER OP CHAPTER 3  

O libISTANCE LOAL. 

A.1. Derivetlon of Current end Voltage .eeatione for the Sixth of a  

Cycle between Instants t
2 
ane 

Pig. A.1 scows the state of the circuit, in its Lapiaoe operational 

form, cetween instants t2  no. t3. Current is being commutated from 

phase 43 to phase C. CRI and CR2 are conducting and hence phases A end 

C are connected directly to the inverter input terminals while phase B 

is connected via two commutating capacitors. 

F.1, E2  and N,
e 
 are the values of Vao, Yob  and V ac  immediately before 

and fter instant t,, and 10  is the initial value of the current Il  in 

1 the d. c. circuit. ped  and —7 are the operational impedances of the 
Pe 

choke L
d 

and eaci commutating capacitor. 	The small resistors and 

capacitors used for transient voltage suppression have been omitted from 

Fig. A.1 and their effect neglected. 

It is assumes that when CR2 is triggered it at once becomes a snort 

circuit between anode and cathode, at the same time causing CR6 to turn 

off and become an open circuit between anode and oathode. Consequently 

all the S C Rs in the inverter circuit have bean omitted feom Fig. A.1., 

being replaced by solid connections or open circuits. 

Ia'' Ic are the currents in load phases A, B and C. 
	I1, 12, 

1
3 

and I
4 

are as indicated in Fig. A.1. 

The circuit may now be analysed by the met.od shown below. 
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F(9. A. 1: Operational form of inverter circuit valid between instants h and t 3 . 
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Fig. A.2 : State of circuit immediate/y before instant t2  in low Frequency cast .  
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Since El, E2  and E3  are the initial values of Vac, Vcc  and Vac, 

E1 	E2 	E. - E. = 0 	 (A.1) 

Applying Kirchhoff's Law to tAe nudes 	meshes of the circuit, 

Ia = 1  - 12  - I.!) 	 (4.2) 

Ib = 13 
 - I

a 	
(A.)) 

 
I 	-I1 + 12 + 14 	(A.4) 

1 	1 
(12 - 	- 14).  PC 	TikEl E2 	E3)  

i.e. 	12  - 13  - 14  = 0 	 (A.5) 

(Ia  -I  b)R - I,. 1
- a 1  

	

) pC 	P 

14 PC  
. -34- + (1o 	P 

- Ib)R . 	 (A.7) 2 
 
V 

Ii. FLd  + (Is  - 1o)ii . Pd  + Ld  Io 	
(A.8) 

I 	- --Z .' + (Ic  - I a 11 8. ) 	 (A.9) 
2
. — fi 1C 	P 

Substituting for Ia, Ic, Ic, dividing by R, an re-arm/wing, 

equ tions (A.6), (A.7), (A.6), (A.9) become 
ki  

I1  - I2  - I3 (pR1C  + 2) + I4 	PR 
- ---'-̀  	(A.6) 

Ex  
I1  - I2  + I, - I4 

 (-I- + 2) = - --4. 	(A.7) pH() 	Pli 

PR + il R  ( !"-j11  + 2) - 21
2 
 - 13  - I

4  - 
II Ld' 

R 	
(A.b) 

, 1 	 ....2. 211 - I2(pRC + 2) - I,) 
 - I

4 	pR - 	 (A.9) 

Subtracting equation (A.6) from equation (A.7), 

13  - 1. 	- c(E1 	E2)  
3pRC + 1 (A.10) 

4-2_3 



(A.12)  
(3pRO + 1)(pL

d[2RI
0  - E

3
] + 2141r d  

1 	2pR 2pR(3p2RCLd + pLd + 2R) 

(A.13)  3(E1 E2)  
2(3pRC + 1) 

(A.14)  
c(zi  + E2 ) 
2(3pRC + 1) 

(A.15)  
E1 + 2  
2p(3pRC + 1) 

El 	pLd(atio  - E3 ) + 2R(Vd  E
3
)  

+ 
2p(3p2  RCLd + pLd + 2R) 

3)-
7  

p (A.16)  
pLd(2h10 	) + 2R(Vd 

2p(3p2RCLd  + pLd  + 2A) 

Eliminating I1  from equations (A.8) and (A.9) and substituting 

1
2 

1
3 

+ 1
4 

from equation (A.5), 

p(;Ld(2RI0 	,) + 22C(Vd  E31 

3p2 RCLd + pLd + 2R 

(AO), 

(A.11) 

From equations (A.10) and (A.11) 

PCLd(2RI - E
3
)  + 2Rc(V.#1 - 3

) 

2(3p2RCLd  + pLd  + 2R) 

pCLd(2RI0  - -3) + ac(vd . 

2(3p2RCLd  + pLd  + 2R) 

I 
3 

I
4 

Then, 

1. I2 .  pC V 

12  - 13 
+ I

4 

Then from equation 

V 	1 
.1) P '3 pC 



and Vbo - - 	+ 1 . 
4 PC 

02  4.  oLd(2RI0  - R3) + 2R(V4  - P
3'  
) • F1 	R2  - 

P 	 2 2p(3p ReLd  + pL, + 2R) 2p(3pRC + 1) (A.17) 

inverting these operational equations to obtain the inst-ntaneous 

time dependent values of e:rrent and voltage, the following equations 

am/ be obtained:- 

11 	71-1 	1<(36:‘,4-0) 	 + 
sig&-16) 	

e 	 k A.16) .. 

. @efflOk›-.)'s 	_ (.044.NC,- 	(c,c-is)icaa -Ki e_bc--(31c- 
i2 	eSp (A.19) Is,-p 

	

th,isio. 	E1 (_ 044-06- 	tai-13) 4 - 1 	 4-E2 - e 2-.4 e 
i3 	.21‘)-r 	

e . 60- NK2- --ii 	_ 	 e 
_,, 

.2Ks 	 K 

	

(3 	 6. 	 (A.20) 

6,4413)kl -k=1 	 Et452 e- 2-e'ar  

	

s*p 	 .2 K513 	e 	 K6 i4 	zw g. 	 e 	 + 	 (A.21) 

(04 4-16)kz -fri e  -6'1°64 	Lol 16) kJ. 1'6 e4 ' -k li 
vac 

s, V  --'1  - 	4iika+-(3) 	ie-fPc- 	 (A.22) 

\id  _..2.6,_ 	e -2AZE, 
-
CaC4)14-Ki e-6444) 	ce'i2)-1---`)"‘—̀' e-6̀ 16)6-  

- 

(A.2J ir.
bo 

sit 	 - 2-1‘4Kci '13) 2 	.2 	2  i(46'40 

and 

V' as IF 	'y ab ac he (A.24) 
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where K1  e 2R(Vd 

K2  • Ld(2Rio 

K5  

x . 6Rci,
d  

K5  •  6RL
d  

X6 is 6R 

0( a 1 
-.7Z7 

2 

	

fi 	—1:3-7-36eC4 	Ld 

ia, ib, Jo  may then be found by substituting for i1, 32, i3, i4  in 

	

a 	12 	 (A.25) 

	

i,
0 	 (A.26) 

i a  -i
1 

i
2 i

4 	 (A.27) 

A.2. Determination of I
o, 

E1, L
2 
and Er  

Before the equations for the currents and voltaees in the circuit 

can be obtained the values of 10, 	E2  and E5  must be found. 	'nen 

the inverter frequency is low these values can be readily-  obtained but 

at higher frequencies their determination is a little more involved. 

A.2.1. Low Inverter Outeut Fre-aencies. 

it low inverter output frequencies the str,te of the circuit just 

before instant t2  is as shown in fi. A.2. The capacitor currents have 

become negligible and the other circuit currents have reached steady 

4-26 



4-27 

values. The current in the ahoke and the capacitor voltages shown in 

Fig. A.2 are taeref
V
oro the required values

V 
	E and of Io, 1, 3

. 

i.e. 1o 	' 41 	
v d ' 42 	2 	2 

	• 

Hence K1 	Va  and K, 	* LaVa  

iae current and voltage equations may now be found for the sixth 

of a cyole between t2 and t
3 
 icy straightforward substitution of the 

oireuit parameters in equations (A.18) to (A.27). 

A.2.2. Higher Inverter Output Frequencies. 

At higher iaavater uutput frequencies the state of the circuit just 

before instant t2 is not as shown in Vig. A.2. It oannot be assumed 

that any current of voltage has attained a steady value and it is there- 

fore necessary to caloulate the initial values Io, El, l2  and L3. 	Tais 

calculation can be eased on equations (A.1d), (A.22) and (A.23). 

In equations (A.18), (A.22) and (A.23) Kl  and K2  are functions of 

Io and 3. 	2de equations may therefore be written as 

i1 . F (I 	21..,t) 1 o' 

Pc 
= F2O.o'3' t) 

vbo =  Fz(I0, El. E3, t) 

(A.28) 

(A.'d9) 

(A.30) 

The d.c. choke has the same initial current Io at the end of every 

sixth of a cycle. The initi.1 caaacitor volta'es 	aod E3  are 

also the oame at the end of every sixth of a cycle, though ?ppearing 

across the individual capacitors in a set sequence. If t is put equal 



tea where T is the duration of a whole cycle, the value of it  given 

given by equation (A.28) mint be wawa to Io =ad the Irllues of vac  and 

vbo 4ven by equations (A.29) and (A.30) must be equal to S1 and E, 

respectively. 

P%  Io • 81(109  83' V 	 (A.31) 

1 	Y2(140 BY ) X 

	

	 (A.32) 

‘ and 	e 8
3 
 (Io  , ELll - E p -u,/ 	 (A.33) 

C,quations (A.)1), (A.32), (A.)) reduce to linear Simultaneous 

equations frost which Io, El, Li, and one L2  can be readily obt fined. 

The °arrant and voltage equations may then be found for the sixth 

of a cycle betwasa instants t2 and t3 
by substitution of these initial 

current and voltaze values and the oirouit parameters in equations (1.18) 

to (A.4). 

fence 
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